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Abstract 
 
Typically internet start-ups (e-ventures) are innovative, independent, original companies 
that focus on information as their competitive factor.  They are characterised by enormous 
growth potential, giving rise to technical and market risk.  Resourcing these ventures can be 
daunting usually requiring significant financial and human capital and once the venture is 
formed they are subject to a liability of newness with no track record, legitimacy or 
endorsement for the product/service.  Whilst entrepreneurs bring their own resources and 
skills to the business it is necessary to seek additional complementary resources through 
sustainable exchange relationships to ensure the ventures success.  
  
This report has used a case study of a New Zealand e-venture to provide qualitative 
evidence of how resources were secured to start and initially grow the business.  Using 
Napahiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) three dimensional model of social capital it has analysed the 
evidence against scholarly theory to determine how social capital assisted the founders and 
the company to fulfil resource requirements and overcome the liability of newness.  
Napahiet and Ghoshal define social capital as “the sum of the actual and potential resources 
embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of relationships 
possessed by individuals or social unit” (p.243).  
 
The report found that the high level of social capital the founders brought to the venture 
assisted in gaining quick access to finances, skilled staff, competitive information and 
potential customers.  The social capital used to develop personal business relationships for 
the venture has been transferred into the company’s organisational relationships that will 
provide future growth opportunities.  The founders have benefited from having a diverse 
range of strong and weak contacts that provided referrals to new contacts and assisted in 
establishing a good reputation and trust, thus facilitating the exchange and combination of 
resources.  Social capital has given the e-venture a uniqueness resulting in a competitive 
advantage that competitors would find difficult to imitate.   
 
Keywords: entrepreneurship, e-venture, innovation, internet start-up, networking, 
software-as-a-service, social capital  
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1 Introduction 
The process of starting a business for entrepreneurs can be daunting, partly due to the need 
to successfully bring together all the necessary resources required to ensure the formation 
of the venture is successful.  Even once the venture is formed it has no track record, and is 
subject to a liability of newness with inadequate bases of influence and endorsement, and 
weak perceptions of quality, reliability and legitimacy for its product or service (Baum, 
Calabrese, & Silverman, 2000).  Whilst the entrepreneurs brings their own resources and 
skills to the business these may not be sufficient to overcome the venture’s newness, and 
therefore it is necessary to obtain the required resources through the entrepreneur’s ability 
to build sustainable exchange relationships with potential providers of these resources 
(Smith & Lohrke, 2008).  It could even be said that it is through social relations, social 
interaction and social networks, that entrepreneurship is conducted (Anderson, Park and 
Jack, 2007).   
 
This report describes the establishment of a new internet venture and examines how social 
capital has been beneficial to the founders and the new venture in its ability to satisfactorily 
build and utilise relationships to satisfy its resource requirements and overcome the liability 
of newness.  Social capital is the goodwill that is available to individuals or groups from the 
structure and content of social relations, which is effected by the flow from the information, 
influence and solidarity available (Adler & Kwon, 2002). 
 
The report is divided into four main sections, with the first section documenting the 
establishment of a New Zealand start-up internet business, Xero.  Through interviews with 
its two co-founders this section outlines how they utilised and developed personal and 
organisational relationships that were important for taking an idea and building a global 
company to sell their online accounting product, demonstrating social capital in action. 
 
Then a literature review is conducted to establish the theoretical and conceptual context of 
the case.  Using the academic literature this section will explore the concepts of innovation 
and entrepreneurship, developing an understanding of networking for an entrepreneurial 
venture and the theory of social capital with its structural, relational and cognitive 
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dimensions.  This section will also outline the nature of and considerations pertinent to an 
internet start-up venture termed an e-venture.  
 
The third section will set the scene for a global internet company based in New Zealand.  It 
will look at the software development model relevant to this case, Software as a Service 
(SaaS), review world internet and broadband adoption, the nature of small and medium 
sized businesses around the world, and provide an evaluation of the accounting software 
market for small and medium sized businesses.  
 
The final section will carry out an analysis of the case within the theoretical underpinnings.  
It will evaluate the case according to social capital’s three dimensions – structural, relational 
and cognitive – using Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) model of social capital to ascertain how 
the benefits of social capital were an asset in the start-up, establishment and initial growth 
of Xero. 
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2 The Case of Xero  
Arriving back in New Zealand after two years in the United Kingdom, Hamish relished the 
simplicity of working life in Wellington.  A pleasant stroll from his apartment along the road 
and he was at work at the Old Bank Building right in the centre of town, great coffee at his 
fingertips and familiar faces on every street corner.  Wellington was home, and the dream 
of building a global business from his hometown was now actually a reality.  The milestones 
that he and business co-founder Rod Drury had set three years earlier had been realised and 
more; the business was established.  But deep down he knew this was still the beginning, he 
knew there was still a lot of hard work ahead to take it to the next level.  Yet there was a 
sense of satisfaction: what had been achieved to date provided an excellent foundation and 
model to take Xero forward.  It was exciting; he knew this was a key message he wanted to 
tell shareholders, many of whom were old friends and colleagues, at the company’s second 
AGM just two days away. 
 
“I was having such a cool lifestyle before Rod said let’s do Xero.  Oh yeah, I was 
making pretty good money, I had a cool little practice, I was enjoying myself, I 
was the man about town, I was having fun and doing a bit of sailing.  In reality I 
was probably only doing about two and a half days’ accounting work a week.  
The rest of the time I was networking, lunching and hanging out with my cool 
clients.  Then it all ended.  I was working my arse off again doing 18 hour days.  It 
is fun, but you can’t sustain that forever.” 
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2.1 Getting off the Grid 
2.1.1 Developing Useful Social Connections 
Hamish had worked as an Accountant for both Englefield Industries in Auckland and for BDO 
Spicers in Wellington before joining his father to run the family’s 30 year old chartered 
accountancy firm in 1999.  His father had been doing accounting work for small and medium 
sized businesses his entire professional career and this gave Hamish an excellent starting 
point for his own entrepreneurial endeavours.   
 
Young and enthusiastic, Hamish wanted to grow the business aggressively; he wanted the 
family firm to become a leader in the field of small and medium business accounting.  One 
of his clients, Murray Bridge, suggested to Hamish that he needed to build his networks and 
thought a good way to do this was to become the Treasurer of Wellington’s Royal Port 
Nicholson Yacht Club.  For Hamish this proved to be great advice: 
“It was good for me to build personal relationships around sailing and the yacht club.  
To have a position of authority in the yacht club, meant people immediately 
understood that Hamish Edwards is the Treasurer and therefore a Chartered 
Accountant – maybe I should talk to him about helping me out with my business.”   
 
It was through this position that Hamish met Mike Upshon, a technology colleague of Rod 
Drury’s who introduced Hamish to Rod: “Rod and I clicked pretty early on and so I started 
looking after Rod’s various entrepreneurial activities.”  Whilst their relationship was strongly 
based around their client/accountant roles, common interests and shared values 
accelerated their relationship into a personal friendship very quickly. 
 
Rod Drury is recognised as one of New Zealand’s successful technology entrepreneurs, and 
also had his initial business grounding in accountancy.  The son of an electrician, he 
completed a BCA at Victoria University in Wellington, majoring in accounting, but 
discovered a passion for and enjoyment of the information systems papers.  He joined 
Arthur Young and worked on telecommunication billing systems both in New Zealand and 
the USA.  Rod has been involved in a number of technology businesses and first received 
public note with the co-establishment of Glazier Systems, which soon became one of New 
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Zealand’s eminent net software developers; that was acquired in 1999 by Advantage Group, 
when Rod continued as Advantage’s Chief Technology Officer.  In 2000, Rod co-founded 
Context Connect, a US-based company developing technology connectivity across different 
mobile networks.  Rod was also New Zealand’s first representative on the Microsoft MSDN 
Regional Director programme, where he achieved Microsoft MVP status for his work in the 
early days of Active Server Pages.  Rod openly built networks and is constantly building 
relationships that may at some point be useful for a future endeavour:  
“They are everything – it is how you get things done, well to get it started definitely.  
I am always networking.  Networking is a bit of your personal value that transcends 
your businesses.  So I am networking now for whatever I end up doing after Xero. 
Every little contact is useful for the next thing.  You always pay it forward.  I always 
try give contacts value back.  So if I meet someone who is important – ‘what can I do 
to help them?’ – you might surprise them with an introduction or a lead some time 
later.  Keep clocking up points – never know when they will be useful.” 
 
2.1.2 Associates Assist to Formalise the Idea 
It was while working together in 2002 that Rod and Hamish had the idea of building an 
online accounting system.  Hamish was the Chief Financial Officer for Rod’s business 
ventures.  Working remotely, he played this role for multiple clients from the offices of his 
own accountancy firm.  It was a role Hamish had branded “Virtual CFO.”  
 
Frequently Rod and Hamish wished to share delicate financial information to make 
important business decisions, but as Hamish indicated, the existing IT infrastructure proved 
problematic. “If the information is locked on somebody’s PC, in their office, only one person 
can get access to that information – the person sitting at that computer – unless you start 
sending information around the world, which is dangerous.”    
 
They wanted to collaborate on the same information dataset and share that information, 
but as Hamish recalled, none of the existing accounting software available to small 
businesses provided that service. “It was an inherent problem in all the existing software, 
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unless you had serious, serious money, like big dollars.  So big dollars, big business, they get 
the intranet and all that stuff, but small businesses don’t.”  
   
Once they realised they had a problem, they figured other businesses must be experiencing 
the same difficulties:  
“We started to verbalise and communicate the problem with others and soon it was 
apparent they had the same problem.  We looked internationally and realised all 
small business around the world had the same problem.  So quite early on we 
realised we were sitting on a global opportunity.”   
 
Rod, with his passion for technology and enthusiasm for the idea, proceeded to build a 
prototype.  Seeing the growing trend of the internet he saw an opportunity of doing 
something new in that space:   
“Hamish and I looked at what all small businesses do, they all have bank accounts 
and the smart ones have accountants that they have a relationship with and they all 
have to pay tax.  So we thought the big thing that the internet provided was the 
opportunity to start providing services at a cost effective level to this massive market 
that is happy to pay if you provide value.”   
 
Their experience told them there were already many different accounting products on the 
market and that the accountants were the gatekeepers and validators of that market.  With 
Rod’s experience in the software industry he knew they required smart people if they were 
going to build something special: “Rather than building a software company, we wanted to 
build a full service company, with great software, all the operational support, systems for 
scale, relationships with the eco-systems, such as banks and telecommunications carriers.” 
 
He also believed that small businesses were not gaining the full benefits of technology and 
saw the Software as a Service (SaaS)1 model as a way to overcome this limitation: “The SaaS 
model increases the viability to sell to and support the enormous but fragmented small and 
                                                 
1
 Software as a Service as discussed in 4.2. 
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medium business marketplace and provides an opportunity to deliver enterprise level 
features to small business.” 
 
2.1.3 Getting Prepared – Money, Contacts, Consultation 
Whilst they were pretty clear on their business model for an online accounting solution, 
experience told them they needed adequate funding to do such a venture well, but they felt 
they did not have the level of personal wealth required at the time, so Hamish and Rod 
decided to put the venture on hold.   
 
Rod was keen as part of his professional career to build a business for the purpose of sale 
and felt online accounting did not suit the model.  “It is too sticky, working with small 
businesses didn’t seem like something you build up quickly and sell.  It’s more of a long term 
thing, because it is a personal relationship with lots of small businesses.”  Rod felt the 
enterprise software space was more suited to the model, so he co-established Aftermail, an 
email archive business, which was sold nearly three years later, with the proceeds from the 
sale providing “a substantial war chest to do lots of interesting things.” 
 
Hamish filled the role of virtual CFO for Aftermail and continued to build Edwards 
Accounting’s client list.  He developed stronger relationships with other accounting firms, 
through chairing the Wellington branch of a Tax Professional group for the New Zealand 
Institute of Chartered Accountants and also chairing a special board which advised the 
Inland Revenue Department (IRD) on enhancements for practicing accountants who act as 
IRD Tax Agents for businesses and individuals.  He became well known in the media, with 
articles he published in newspapers and magazines and slots on the radio on topics 
specifically related to small business accounting.   
 
Hamish and Rod worked on developing their business and marketing plans and continued to 
bounce the online accounting idea off interested friends and family who they thought could 
add value.  Rod discussed the idea with friends Alastair Grigg and Phil Norman who would 
later become investors and take critical roles in Xero.  For Rod it was important “to get an 
idea of what you would face, get their perspective on it.” 
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In 2003 Rod was concerned that the internet and broadband services in New Zealand were 
not advancing quickly enough.  He lobbied the Government about the problems he saw and 
in particular his view that the free market had failed, stating a need for the State to get 
involved, a controversial stance considering Rod’s very public free market position.  In 2006, 
the Telecommunications Amendment Bill was announced, which would provide for the 
unbundling of the local telephone loop, which the Government indicated “was to allow 
vigorous competition between internet service providers for the home and business 
market” (Cunliffe, 2006).  
  
The impending improvement of the New Zealand broadband situation and the successful 
sale of Aftermail around the same time provided the catalyst to take the online accounting 
vision further and in July 2006 Rod Drury and Hamish Edwards registered the New Zealand 
incorporation of Xero Limited.   
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2.2 Complementary Skills and Shared Agreement of Ownership 
From past experience, Rod wanted this company to be his own; as a visionary leader he 
considers it critical to have the control to play out the venture as he foresees it.  He had 
found his previous experience with Aftermail with six equal shareholders frustrating and 
difficult to achieve his vision when working by consensus:   
“When you are an entrepreneur it is really tiring having to bring everybody along all 
the time.  You just want to say, this is the way it is.  I’ve seen it all before and I think 
the benevolent dictator model is much more efficient.  Because my financial 
circumstances meant I was able to out-chequebook everybody, be the biggest 
shareholder and drive it more like my company and not have to apologise for it.”   
 
Hamish was perfectly happy with this arrangement:  
“He should hold the major shareholding, because he’s the technologist.  I could not 
do Xero on my own, but he could.  I was the bit of the puzzle that really helped but I 
wasn’t necessarily completely essential to making Xero start.” 
 
So right from the start they had a shared agreement of ownership and control and the blend 
of skills suited all the parties.  For Rod this was the ideal situation:  
“I’ve always found that the best businesses I have done, are when you do them in 
partnership with people with different skills.  For this one I needed an accountant and 
Hamish is the most entrepreneurial one.  He’s a wee bit younger, not as broad 
experience, but he has been really good, he has different skills and he has the base 
domain knowledge.  I have got the basics but he just brings all this insight as to how 
the accounting industry works because he has been one in practice – that is really 
important.” 
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2.3 Utilising Social Networks to Mobilise Resources 
It was agreed very early on that with Rod’s previous business experience and his public 
profile he would take the position of Chief Executive Officer.  Hamish, with his financial 
knowledge and experience, stood down from the family’s accountancy firm and took the 
role of full time Chief Financial Officer. 
 
Together they needed to mobilise the resources to get Xero operational, they required a 
team of talented individuals who could develop a saleable product, and to define and 
establish their market strategy.  Overall they needed to ensure they were in a strong 
financial position to achieve the vision.   
 
The contacts and public profile they had developed during the three year wait proved 
extremely useful in achieving this. 
 
2.3.1 A New Zealand Start-up using Capital Markets 
Hamish invested $NZ 300,000 and Rod $NZ 1.2 million to initially start Xero.  Eight to nine 
months later they had a second round of investment from staff and directors who came in 
to the business and then in June 2007, 12 months after incorporating Xero, they listed on 
the New Zealand Stock Exchange following a successful IPO of $NZ 15 million.  The capital 
raised was earmarked to grow the development side of the business, to begin sales and 
marketing activities and to make a start at developing their overseas markets in Australia 
and the United Kingdom.  
  
Before Xero was formed it was always Hamish and Rod’s intention to list the company 
publically, and in particular Rod saw the benefits that a public listing would bring to their 
SaaS based global company:  
“We believe that software as a service, where you want to build a long-term 
relationship with your customers, suits a public company, in that it would be difficult 
to gain traction in overseas markets as a small private company.  This is in part due 
to the acquisition cadence we are seeing in the software industry but also for us, we 
wanted to drive this business for a long time.” 
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Although they had decided to go public early in the company’s formation, Hamish highlights 
the initial challenge of engaging a brokerage company to handle the share offer: 
 “It was very, very hard to convince a firm to do what we wanted to do.  First of all 
$15 million is not a lot of money, it’s a small IPO.  Therefore their fees wouldn’t be 
that great.  What we were doing was massively risky.  We started talking to various 
firms six months after we formed the company – we didn’t have any product, or any 
customers.  We had nothing – we just had an idea – and a reputation.” 
 
Hamish and Rod believed the concept of having an IPO early in the start-up would be good 
for New Zealand and as Hamish indicates they used this belief to promote the IPO to 
brokers, “‘this is good for New Zealand, New Zealand needs an IPO, this kind of start-up sets 
an example for other technology companies to use the capital markets to raise money’.”    In 
the end one of New Zealand’s larger stock broking companies, FirstNZ Capital, decided they 
liked the idea and believed it would be good for New Zealand.  They believed Hamish and 
Rod were capable of achieving what they said they were going to do and that the lower fees 
were offset by the publicity of a company raising seed funding through an IPO.  
 
2.3.1.1 Leveraging Friends and Family  
By the time they launched the IPO offer document they had secured $NZ 2.7 million from 
staff and directors.  They had also received $NZ 100,000 in Government grants and were 
awarded a further $NZ 750,000 of Government funding to be drawn down over the 
following five years to assist with research and development and entry into the United 
Kingdom market.   
 
The IPO saw over 1,200 investors subscribe to Xero.  Of the $15 million obtained through 
the IPO, 70% came from Hamish and Rod’s contacts:  
“The way Rod and I did it, was unique, it was successful.  Through our personal 
networks, we just shoulder tapped to get the money.  We needed to raise $15 
million, so we went out and talked to friends. When you think about a typical normal 
small business growing and evolving into a larger business, normally they would raise 
their money from friends and family to start with and then they go into angel 
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investment, venture capital, then maybe capital markets.  What we did was use the 
capital markets to do the friends and family round.” 
 
Hamish and Rod had many personal and professional contacts that were capable of 
financially supporting their venture, and they found Rod’s track record proved very popular 
with potential investors:  
“We were able to lever off Rod’s good reputation and get our family, friends and 
employees to invest... A lot of my clients invested in Xero, which was a great 
network.  I have 400-500 clients – not all invested but some of them did – who I 
knew was capable, who had an appetite for risk and understood the opportunity.”    
 
All the while Hamish reiterated the risk of such an investment and that people should only 
invest what they could afford to lose: “If this thing tips over, and it could, we don’t want you 
coming back to us and saying ‘I’ve lost my house and my marriage has crashed’.”     
 
Rod had over the years established some very good relationships with major investors Sam 
Morgan and David Kirk, who he knew through the TradeMe Advisory Board, and Shayne 
Hodge, known to both Rod and Hamish through his previous investment in Aftermail. 
 
2.3.1.2 Good Relationships Help Subsequent Funding 
Early in 2009, less than two years after the IPO, Xero raised a further $NZ 29 million.  
 
In May, around 70% of existing shareholders showed continued support and satisfaction 
with Xero’s progress, and subscribed to an existing investor share purchase plan which 
raised $NZ 5.8 million. 
  
In April, Xero announced a strategic placement of $NZ 23.2 million which they stated would 
be used to accelerate its growth plans in the UK, Australian and US markets.  The funding 
came from existing shareholders, the Bank of New Zealand, directors Sam Morgan and 
Graham Shaw, an unnamed institution and a new investor – Craig Winkler.   
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Craig, who was well known in accounting circles as the founder and ex-CEO of MYOB, was 
someone Rod wanted to meet as part of building his personal network:   
“I try to think ‘who is the craziest person I can meet today?’  I always target –‘it’d be 
good to know that person’.  I actively work towards that.  You just know who’s 
around who are ‘important people’, and over the course of quite a short time in New 
Zealand you can get to know people.”    
Rod, who always keeps his eye on business activities, was watching MYOB who were subject 
to a share buyout from a private consortium:  
 “I was watching what MYOB were doing and thought ‘I would really like to meet the 
founder of our biggest competitor’.  So I was watching them and when they sold, I 
made it known to a few people I was trying to find his email address or phone 
numbers.  He must have heard I was trying to get hold of him, and he flicked me an 
email, so I rung straight away.  Within about 2 minutes I knew he would be really fun 
to work with.  So suggested I come over to Melbourne and we could have some 
lunch.  It ended up he put $NZ 18 million into us.  It was a big coup for us in Australia 
as it gives us a lot of credibility.”  
 
Craig’s investment places him as Xero’s second major shareholder ahead of Hamish Edwards 
and behind Rod Drury.   
 
Following the investment, Craig was appointed as a non-executive Director to the Xero 
Board. 
 
2.3.2 Shoulder Tapping Potential Directors  
Up until Craig’s appointment, Xero’s Board comprised of four independent directors – Phil 
Norman, Graham Shaw, Guy Haddleton and Sam Morgan – as well as the two founders Rod 
Drury and Hamish Edwards.   
 
At the outset, it was considered important for Xero to have a Board of Directors that would 
demonstrate a good balance of skills and experience in order to strengthen their position for 
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the IPO.  All directors were chosen and approached by Hamish and Rod who sought not only 
particular skills but also a financial investment in Xero.   
 
Rod’s past board experiences had given him a very clear view as to what type of person 
needed to fill the Chairman’s role: “I wanted to have someone that understood me and 
wouldn’t slow me down or clip my wings too much.”  Phil Norman, who Rod had known 
from his earlier company Glazier Systems where they had established what Rod considered 
“a good working relationship,” fitted this bill. 
 
Graham Shaw, a Chartered Accountant with 30 years commercial experience, was a 
business friend of Hamish’s who had helped him to grow Edwards Accounting. 
 
Rod had met Guy Haddleton, a successful technology entrepreneur in his own right, some 
years earlier and Rod believed his international business experience and marketing 
knowledge would be useful. 
 
Sam Morgan, who is well known in New Zealand as the founder of TradeMe, provided a 
public profile that proved useful for the IPO.  Known to Rod through his position on the 
TradeMe Advisory Board as well as being a personal friend, Sam also used Hamish for his 
personal accounting needs.  
 
Because of Sam’s financial success through the sale of TradeMe, Rod had an initial concern 
about Sam’s involvement in Xero: “I was in two minds about Sam because it was like, how 
can I catch up if you’re in.”  But Sam’s analytical persistence and his ability to stand back and 
see the picture objectively has provided a valuable asset to Rod and the Board: 
“He keeps our feet to the fire, he is one of the few people that really challenges me, 
not so much on strategy but more ‘are we seeing the wood for the trees’, ‘is the 
evidence telling us that’, ‘have we done this’, ‘are we focusing on the really big 
things’.”   
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Rod believes the Board’s function is pivotal for their operational performance. “Good 
governance makes the business better and forces rigour and disciplines that are good 
practice.  This is especially good for the entrepreneur as this creates the platform for the 
operational excellence needed for success.”  
 
2.3.3  Past Contacts Used to Establish Multi-disciplined Team 
Hamish and Rod’s goal was to build a long-term global business from New Zealand that 
would attract the country’s best people.  Rod believes that from within New Zealand it is 
easy to build a team of talented individuals that can rival any competitor:  
“Our competitive advantage, in Wellington, in a small country, is that we can form 
multi-disciplined teams, because Wellington is such a good networking place.  Trying 
to do this in San Francisco would be really hard; you just don’t network out of your 
‘circle’.  Wellington is like a warm Petri dish.” 
 
Prior to the IPO in June 2007, Xero employed 27 staff; once the IPO was successful staff 
numbers were increased to 50.  The majority of Xero’s initial senior management team and 
development staff were recruited through being personally known by either Hamish or Rod. 
 
Craig Walker, who took the Chief Technology Officer position, was well known to Hamish 
and Rod, and both had high regard for and trusted his capabilities.  Rod and Craig had 
worked on a number of projects together, and Rod at one time had paid Craig to be his 
personal programmer, to do “fun projects.”     
 
Their Chief Operating Officer, Alastair Grigg, had worked with Rod at Glazier Systems and 
they were originally introduced to each other by Phil Norman, now Xero’s Chairman. 
 
Anthony Bishop, who was the Sales Director, was a friend of Hamish’s.  Kate McLaughlin, 
who was employed as their Marketing Communications Manager, had been working at the 
National Business Review when Rod met her: “I tend to collect people – people I really like 
working with – for the next one.”    
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Hamish Carter, Xero’s Relationship Manager, sought for his ‘wow’ factor through his 
participation at the recent Olympics games, was not known directly by either Hamish or 
Rod, but through a friend of a friend of Rod’s.   
 
Early software developers, Fletcher Brown and Kurt Jettson, were known to Alastair and Rod 
from Glazier Systems.  Rowan Simpson was known through Rod’s association with TradeMe 
and Phil Fielinger and Alastair were previous business colleagues. 
 
2.3.3.1 Motivation to Work for Xero 
All the staff that were recruited prior to the IPO were invited to buy shares in the company.  
Most took up the offer, which to Rod was an indication of how committed they were to 
getting Xero operational: “They all wanted to buy. It is quite cool; some people give shares, 
but we made them buy them, which puts much more skin in the game.”    
 
The Xero Board has continued with an employee share plan facility, which they see as a 
method of attracting and retaining staff of a high calibre.  The share plan is a component of 
the remuneration for all Xero employees, which the Board believes aligns the interest of 
staff and shareholders.  From 2008 shares have been allocated to employees who purchase 
them from funds loaned to them by Xero. 
 
2.3.3.2 Leadership, Passion, Inclusiveness and Collaboration 
As a visionary leader Rod can see and own the whole project in his head and finds it 
important that his staff works with a shared vision and style:    
“To go and explain all that can be quite hard and for people that don’t think like that 
and see it all in little steps, it is hard.  Because I am playing this out 24/7, I really have 
thought of a lot of the angles.  There are really quite a lot of patterns – which you 
just know, so I am very rarely surprised. ”   
 
With such depth of focus it is not surprising how much importance Rod places on building a 
passionate team to deliver successful results:  
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“The software is about responsibility.  It is really hard to delegate to a whole bunch 
of people who aren’t passionate about what they are doing.  So we have got 
passionate people, who are passionate about doing it and make sure it works.  They 
are actually very motivated on the outcome – that it is a working system.”   
 
Being a staff member of Xero means being involved and knowing what is going on around 
them; inclusiveness across the whole group is important.  As the company spread its wings 
opening offices in Auckland, Christchurch, Sydney, Melbourne and London, to keep the 
sense of the “water cooler” chat environment alive they implemented an electronic solution 
that facilitates an online corporate social network, discussion board, and knowledge base.  
All staff are encouraged to use the product and get a sense of what is happening in 
development and the progress “behind the scenes.” 
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2.4 Relationships, Learning and Product Development 
Initially operating from an apartment in Willis Street before sharing office space with 
Openside Accounting (Hamish’s rebranded family business) in the Old Bank Building in 
Wellington, their first task was to carry out in depth industry research.  Rod believed it was 
critical that from the outset they had a product that would stand the test of time and be 
better than any of the competitors.  He wanted to utilise the latest technology.  He needed 
a framework that would allow them to test software within it and be able to release new 
versions quickly.  They had to perfect the structure of a single code base for a global 
product, operating in multiple countries.  The product had to be efficient and have very fast 
web pages.  “So we had all these base things to build which I knew in a few years’ time 
would give us sustainable competitive advantage.” 
 
2.4.1 Finding out What Small Businesses Want 
In November 2006, four months after incorporation, Xero released their beta version.  The 
product was built around two streams: Rod’s knowledge of smart business processes and 
Hamish’s understanding and experience of what accountants need to see and do.  It was 
going to enable small businesses to better collaborate with their accountants and it was 
going to be the “easiest accounting system in the world to use.” 
 
The initial accounting product aimed at providing the accounting basics within a robust 
database and a framework to support double entry book keeping principles, and a chart of 
accounts.  Their friends and contacts of Hamish’s through his accounting company assisted:  
“They were just excited to be a part of it and influence it. They did it because they 
wanted to do it, they wanted it to work, and didn’t mind giving up their time to do it.  
We didn’t pay anybody – it’s just a ‘nice guy’ thing.” 
 
They confirmed the top ten things a small business needed to operate on a day to day basis.  
Using interactive design, prototypes were developed and feedback was sought until they 
had a model of functionality customers liked – then they took it to code.   
 
Around 140 users beta tested the product, and after ongoing product development and 
refinement they put the product into a “limited release” market for sale in April 2007.  Their 
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aim was to have 100 paying customers before the issue of the IPO document in May.  At the 
time 100 customers seemed a major milestone, but the switch by a high number of their 
beta users onto the paying version helped achieve this goal as well as providing positive 
endorsement of the product.   
 
Xero went to general release in August 2007, 13 months after the company’s incorporation. 
 
2.4.2 Meeting Known Customer Needs 
One of Rod’s mantras is that “the server runs the business.”  He believes this will enable 
Xero to achieve “real scale”, by making the system support the customers and enabling the 
system to facilitate customers to help each other.  It alleviates the need for large help desks 
and support staff: “our model was to put 50 people in place to support tens of thousands of 
customers.”  So, as part of the initial product development they also built a back office 
operational support system (BOSS), and although it is, “not as large an application as the 
accounting system, it is a significant application to run the whole business.”   BOSS is a 
scalable, automated back office infrastructure that enables provisioning, billing, customer 
support and analytics of activities in the accounting system and marketing website. 
 
BOSS collects and categorises information, such as suggestions made, problems reported, 
the monitoring and metering of the customers’ online behaviour, as well as determining 
stumbling blocks for sale closures, which Xero uses to prioritise and ascertain future 
enhancements, features and functionality for product development that should achieve the 
greatest customer satisfaction.  As Hamish highlighted: 
“We are evolving the product in a way the customers like – it is what they want and 
how they want to use it.  We do small incremental changes and see what the 
customers do, change it a little more and see what they do.” 
 
They also believe that by releasing customer driven features every few weeks it accelerates 
their trust relationship with customers and partners. 
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Since February 2007, there have been 42 new releases of the Xero product.  By the middle 
of 2009, Hamish and Rod considered Xero met, and even out performed, the accounting 
features of any of the incumbent accounting products, and was capable of fulfilling the 
accounting needs of most small businesses.  They have aimed to take advantage of the 
online model and provided unique features, such as including automatic bank transaction 
feeds from supporting banks to enable easy bank reconciliation and fast automated entry of 
coded items to the ledger.  The multi currency feature has up to the hour exchange rates 
and for virtual workers they have developed a version of Xero that works on Windows 
mobile devices, iPhone and Blackberry.   
 
In addition to enhancing the customer experience, product development has also aimed to 
meet global market opportunities, in particular region specific versions to suit the 
accounting practices of that area.  Xero currently has four regional versions: New Zealand, 
Australia and UK, that meet those countries’ legal and tax reporting requirements and a 
Global version that allows the user to set the sales tax requirements for their country.  All 
Xero versions are delivered from the same code base under the SaaS model.   
 
2.4.3 Community of Customers 
In March of 2009, Donna Wylie, an ex-employee of Xero, formed the Xero user group in 
Auckland and Wellington.  Donna was involved with the initial product development and 
training for the first Xero customers, and formed her own consulting and training company 
(Xuru) to service Xero accountants and business users around New Zealand.  The user 
groups are designed to assist with learning how other people are using Xero in their 
business and to give the opportunity for Xero users to meet each other at periodic 
meetings.  She views the group as a medium to pass on information about the future Xero 
product developments and provide tips from the experts at Xero.  
 
Donna announced the user group to all Xero users through the Xero Blog which generated 
some interest, including a certified partner from the UK, Adrian Pearson who to 
complement the user groups, established xerousers.com, as an independent online 
community for Xero users anywhere in the world at the end of August 2009.  After ten days 
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they had twenty members including staff from Xero.  As stated, the site is independent of 
Xero and the New Zealand user groups offer members the opportunity to set up and join 
forums and discussions. 
 
2.4.4 Networking to Grow the Product Out 
Along with interfacing with banks for data feeds, their product development includes 
partnering with other online products through the use of application programme interfaces 
(APIs) within the SaaS model.  This is not intended to generate revenue, but rather to add 
value for the customer, by using technology to provide integrated solutions to small 
businesses previously considered by Rod as restricted to the Enterprise Domain.   
 
Xero has also created a specific version for accountancy practices.  The “Xero Accountants 
Edition” allow accountancy firms to subscribe to Xero and on-sell the service to their 
customers.  The Accountants Edition includes a full version of the Xero product and also a 
scaled down cheaper “Cashbook” version that is only available to small business customers 
of the Accountant.  The concept of the Accountants Edition is to enable the accountant to 
work with their client, sharing accounting information remotely as conceived at the outset 
and discussed in section 2.1.2 regarding the Virtual CFO.   
 
In late 2008, Xero formed a strategic partnership with Acclipse.  Through API technology, 
Xero interface with Acclipse’s Practice Management system which can provide client 
management services to subscribers of Xero’s Accountants Edition. 
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2.5 A Networked Company – The Eco-System 
Hamish and Rod found the first customers were the hardest to get because of the need to 
have existing customers to create the word-of-mouth effect.  They found that accounting 
software is not a whim purchase and potential customers tend to validate a decision to 
change accounting software with other people and therefore word-of-mouth endorsement 
is vital.   
 
Initially they took a hand-to-hand approach, with events, presentations, and phone calling.  
They experimented with newspaper and radio advertising, but found the personal approach 
generated more comments.  Advertising that was tailored to a specific industry sector saw a 
better response than generalised offline advertising.  They found it was very hard to get 
people to make an online response to an offline message, with online advertising getting a 
much better hit rate. 
 
Up until March 2009, figures showed that just under half of Xero’s early customers had not 
previously had any accounting software.  Of the 52% that did, 41% had switched from 
MYOB, 19% from Quickbooks, 0.3% from Sage, 0.7% from Banklink, 24% from other desktop 
solutions and 0.6% from other online providers. 
 
 Whilst establishing themselves as a listed company provided them with some public profile 
and branding, as a small company Rod considers it is very expensive and time consuming to 
build a brand alone, so Xero focused on building what Rod calls an “eco-system” by 
partnering with telecommunication carriers, banks, other online companies and 
accountancy practices.  This approach enabled Xero to build a link with trusted 
organisations that opened up their customer contact base which in turn assisted Xero to 
accelerate an awareness of the company, the product and what Xero was doing. 
 
2.5.1 Partnering with Banks  
The product was developed to accept bank feeds to provide the customer with an easy and 
quick bank reconciliation process, and loading of bank transactions to the general ledger.  
The benefit of this facility is two way: the bank is able to offer a service to their customers, 
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which in most cases is provided at no cost, and it opens up an opportunity for Xero to access 
and communicate with the bank’s small business customers.   
 
All the major trading banks in New Zealand, four Australian and one in the United Kingdom 
provide bank feeds.  Hamish and Rod see this as an opportunity to endorse and promote 
both banks and Xero’s products and services.  For example, in March to May of 2008 they 
ran a promotion in conjunction with Visa, where any customer who signed up to Xero and 
paid with their Visa card was automatically included in the draw to win an Olympic Games 
package for two. 
 
2.5.2 Partnering with Telecommunication Carriers 
A logical connection is for the telecommunication carriers that provide broadband to 
support the companies who have applications that use their networks.  Telecommunication 
carriers around the world have seen this opportunity and are promoting these businesses at 
different levels and in various ways.  For Xero, this was seen as an important foothold to 
reach a wider market in the countries where they were actively seeking to establish a 
customer base.  
 
2.5.2.1 Telecom New Zealand 
Through access within Rod’s personal networks, Xero established a marketing partnership 
with Telecom New Zealand in October 2008.  This gave Xero visible support through 
Telecom’s national media advertising and through their Business Hub portal.  For Xero, this 
was seen as a great way to leverage Telecom’s sophisticated marketing and gain exposure 
to Telecom’s small business customers.  Appendix A gives an example of Telecom 
advertising that has included Xero.  Looking at the hub nearly 12 months later, Telecom only 
promote three companies, although Rod is philosophical about the opportunities this 
channel brings: “I don’t think anyone has been spectacularly successful there, but you have 
to do it, so we made sure we were there.”   
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2.5.2.2 Telstra Australia 
Telstra, Australia’s largest telecommunications provider has a “T-Suite” service.  This is their 
Software as a Service offering, which markets hosted applications to its Australian business 
customer market.  At the time Rod indicated Xero had no real inside contacts that may have 
helped them secure this partnership:  
“We had to come in through the front door, which is rare for us, but interestingly 
when we got there, after asking around to ascertain who the key influencers were 
and who we should try and talk to, they said ‘It’s Xero, we have been waiting to talk 
to you guys’.  It was quite cool!” 
 
The Xero-Telstra partnership went live in late July 2009, and gives Xero exposure to Telstra’s 
700,000 small business customers, who are able to order and pay for Xero on their T-Suite 
bill. 
 
2.5.2.3 British Telecom 
In May of 2009, they secured a reseller agreement with British Telecom (BT), going live on 
their cloud services business applications portal in July of 2009.  This meant the Xero 
product would be promoted with NetSuite, Salesforce and BT Smart Marketing along with a 
number of other well regarded online solutions that would see them have access to 1.7 
million small business customers in the United Kingdom.  As Rod describes, “The deal gives 
us a lot of brand credibility in Britain.  Rather than us having to do the massively expensive 
in-country marketing, we're able to use a piggyback marketing strategy."   
 
Xero shareholders considered the announcement of the BT deal significant, with Xero’s 
share price rising to a $1.70 peak from $1.30 before closing that day at $1.45.  Because of 
the extent of the market that BT has in the United Kingdom, Hamish and Rod have been 
able to make a strategic decision to put more focus on building certified partnerships with 
accountancy firms and use the BT portal for all direct sales in the UK.   
 
Section 2.8.7 discusses the establishment of the deal and Xero’s entry into the UK market in 
more depth. 
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2.5.3 Certified Professional Partners 
Very early on it was recognised that accounting software is often purchased by customers 
on the recommendation of their accountant or financial advisor and that developing strong 
relationships with these people and their companies was critical for market access.   
 
Xero has established two methods by which accountants can have a relationship with the 
Xero product.  Either their clients who subscribe to their own version of Xero can assign 
them to be their financial advisor, or the accountants can subscribe to the Accountants 
Edition, enabling them to on-sell the Xero service to their customers as discussed in section 
2.4.4.  Certified partners can be accountants, bookkeepers, business consultants, and 
people that can provide setup and conversion of Xero services or act as Xero trainers.  As at 
August 2009, there were 149 certified partners in New Zealand, 27 in the United Kingdom, 
eight in Australia and one linked to the global version of Xero. 
 
2.5.3.1 Utilising Hamish’s Background to Promote “Certified Partner” 
Initially the concept of the partnership programme was promoted by using Hamish’s 
company Openside Accounting as their first “Certified Partner.”   Hamish also found that his 
professional reputation as a practising Chartered Accountant was associated with Xero and 
its accounting product and many accountants were intrigued to find out more.   
 
Through Hamish’s roles as Chairman of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants 
(NZICA) Wellington Tax Professional Group and as advisor to the IRD for Tax Agents 
enhancements, he had developed “a pretty good network”, with a number of contacts who 
were partners of accounting practices.  This assisted Hamish greatly with initially being able 
to approach accounting firms about the product.  Hamish’s father was also able to assist 
with introductions by leveraging the network he had established through his long working 
association with many of the Wellington based accountants.  Whilst these introductions 
broke the ice and gave Hamish the opportunity to tell accountants about Xero, he 
considered the decision “was always in the end, up to them.” 
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The Partnership programme is now promoted through themed road shows targeted at 
accountants around New Zealand and Australia.  In November 2008, Xero was selected as 
sole accounting partner in the NZICA Catalyst Programme.  This partnership allows Xero to 
reach more than 20,000 New Zealand based accounting practitioners at NZICA events and 
activities. 
 
2.5.4 Partnering with Other Online Providers and Complementary Solutions 
Launched in March 2008, the “Xero Network” enabled providers of complementary 
solutions and providers of online software services to integrate with Xero through 
Application Programme Interfaces (API).  Whilst Rod considers APIs in themselves do not 
generate revenue, they do provide a point of difference to a potential customer, keeping 
other competitors out of the market and providing wider market opportunities. “We are just 
covering more and more of the market and it’s a really good way to talk to other people’s 
customers who have already had a good experience with online software and therefore a 
high affinity.”   
 
As at August 2009, Xero had 17 partnering solutions providing API interfaces in CRM, 
website development, payroll, workflow management, travel booking, hardware and 
software retail, credit card processing, and email and texting facilitation. 
 
2.5.5 Open Relationships 
Rod stated Xero uses openness as a source of competitive advantage, and discussed the 
sharing of information that many companies hide from the public:  
“A lot of companies are very protective of numbers and customers.  We are a public 
company so we have to publicise them.  So we get them out the day we can, talk 
about it, we tell them more than we need to, because this is part of our open brand.  
You get it back tenfold.  A good example of that is we blog our numbers when we do 
our monthly, so you can see the hockey chart, you see a nice graph, that becomes 
interesting news in the industry.  It gets posted everywhere.” 
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Figure 1 gives an example, the “hockey stick” graph that Rod blogged at the end of March 
2009.  This drew 27 comments, many of them complimentary and demonstrating good 
public relations for Xero, as one comment indicates: “Great news. Thanks for the 
transparency – from a very happy customer and shareholder” (Riddell, 2009).  
 
They have also taken this philosophy and introduced a tri-meter facility in the form of smiley 
faces for users to indicate how they feel about the system: happy, sad, or indifferent.  Rod 
stated the idea was based on the recommender model, “where the ultimate customer 
satisfaction would be for them to tell somebody else about Xero.”  The results are then 
blogged to the public website for all visitors (customers and non-customers) to see: “The 
cool thing was that it started to become a story.  We were getting a positive buzz, ‘man you 
guys actually know how all of your customers feel at any time’, – isn’t that cool?” 
 
Figure 1 The Xero Hockey Stick 
 
Source: Xero Blog (Drury, 2009, March 31) 
 
Hamish considers “transparency” very important to the way they work: “You can’t lie to 
customers, and you definitely can’t lie to staff.”   Rod believes openness is an important 
aspect of the Xero partnership programme: “We have a kind of open philosophy; if we can 
be good to other partners, they’ll be good to us and we’ll create an eco-system around us.”    
 
Rod promotes a philosophy of all partners working together for the benefit of the 
customers:  
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“It will be the case that we have multiple partners doing the same things.  We also 
know that our partners will work with multiple accounting systems so I think the best 
approach is be open and up front with all partners and let customers decide what 
combinations of solutions suit their needs.”  
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2.6 SaaS2 Revenue Model  
Under the Xero SaaS revenue model of monthly subscriptions, Phil Norman indicated at the 
2009 AGM that at current cost levels the breakeven for Xero was around 30,000 customers. 
    
Managing costs to be within budget is important for Xero.  As Hamish highlighted, keeping 
costs low enables them to be competitive: 
“We want to remain a low cost operator and we haven’t seen any other SaaS 
companies that make us think ‘that’s the model for us’.  The whole thing about our 
business is when you look at our cost base a month.  Even if our cost base is one 
million per month, it’s tiny – we are still a tiny business.  So we don’t actually need a 
huge number of customers to become profitable.” 
 
The Xero subscription price is $NZ 49.00,  $A 49.00, £19.00 or $US 29.00 per month plus 
taxes depending on whether they are signing up for the New Zealand, Australian, United 
Kingdom or Global version respectively.  There is an incentive discount with each version if 
the first year is paid in advance.  Whilst some commentators consider it may be too 
expensive and others too cheap, Rod does believe they will be reviewing pricing structures 
and indicated initial pricing was based on “what the market would bear and looking at 
existing products. I don’t think we had to get the price right, yet.  It has been a useful kite 
and it has become an anchor for other products being put out.”   
 
Now they have the core accounting features in Xero, Rod considers they have a “software 
asset”, and intend to implement a small, medium and large pricing offer to achieve revenue 
maximisation.  As they develop and release more features within the SaaS model, they will 
look at options to cover different aspects of the market:  
“We can slice and dice in a bunch of ways.  We can turn the knobs to manage our 
number of customers, our revenue per unit and revenue equations – so we can do a 
lot of tweaking.  That is the benefit of software as a service – it is one asset that we 
can present in a number of different ways.”  
 
                                                 
2  Software as a Service as discussed in 4.2. 
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2.7 Australia and Beyond 
As stated in the IPO document, it was always the intention of Xero to enter the Australian 
and United Kingdom markets straight away. 
  
The approach taken for market entry into Australia was fairly straightforward as they were 
able to do most of the business from New Zealand.  Initially they sought to establish 
relationships with some accountants, arrange data feeds from the banks, and get some 
small business customers on board to validate the system.  
 
Figure 2 gives an example of the advertising they used when the Australian version of Xero 
was launched. It uses humour leveraging off a well known Australian Government tourism 
advertising campaign being run at the time to attract people to visit Australia.   
 
The Australian version of Xero was released after the United Kingdom version in September 
2008.  Hamish indicated that up to July 2009, market entry was limited, but that they were 
now in a strong position to accelerate that business. 
Figure 2 The Launch of the Australian Version 
 
 
Source: Xero Blog (Fierlinger, 2008) 
 
In December 2008 they launched the Global version of Xero, which allows the user to set 
the sales tax requirements for their country.   
 
At the end of March 2009 the Xero customer base covered 20 countries, and potential 
customers trialling Xero were located in 47 countries. 
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2.8 Going to the United Kingdom – A Case within a Case 
In contrast to Australia the approach for the United Kingdom (UK) was somewhat different.  
It was not going to be possible to run it from New Zealand so they needed a solid presence 
to create their foothold. 
 
Hamish indicated the UK was chosen for market budget factors: “The market is absolutely 
huge, 4.4 million small businesses – just huge.  There are 26,000 accounting firms.  It is a 
market dominated by Sage with 650,000 customers, and then a few others that take up 
400,000 customers after that.”  
 
In the UK the accounting rules are almost identical to those in New Zealand and the way in 
which they do small business accounting in the UK is almost the same as the way it works in 
New Zealand, with accounting practices looking after small businesses.  There was also a 
belief they could draw on internal knowledge, with many of the Xero team having lived or 
worked in the UK at some time, and thus had an understanding of the market.   
 
Hamish, who had taken the CFO role and initially been responsible for the IPO, was keen to 
do something new.  He had been an accountant most of his career and he wanted to use 
these experiences and do something else.  The UK opportunity fitted this ambition: “Go to 
England and completely start the business again.”   Fortunately Hamish’s wife is British, 
which meant a spousal work visa was simpler, cheaper and quicker to arrange.  In addition 
Hamish’s “founder” skill set was considered useful for giving credence to building effective 
relationships. 
 
Once the IPO was complete he knew there was going to be a lot of effort put into building 
out the product and decided he could be more effective going to the UK to “Build some 
relationships, find some opportunities and get the ball rolling.  As the product gets better, 
we will be in a good position having done all the pre-work and then bang – launch!”   
Hamish was in fact in the UK for five months without a saleable product, spending the time 
researching, talking to people, understanding the lie of the land, making contact and 
meeting with accountants, showing people Xero, doing pre-sales work and generally getting 
everything set up. 
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Before Hamish left, he and Rod agreed on some milestone goals: 
• Try and get a bank feed in terms of data transfer from one of the UK banks 
• Try and form a telco partnership 
• Get the run rate of total sales at about 100+ per month 
• Have 1,300 customers by March 2009 
 
2.8.1 Aligning with London’s Kiwi Mafia 
Before arriving in the UK in September 2007, Hamish spent six weeks researching the UK 
market, making early contacts, setting up meetings, and looking into accounting 
professional bodies.  Hamish’s approach was the same as it had been in New Zealand, to 
find customers who could validate the product:  
“Just try and find people that we knew who had a business over there and get a few 
customers on board and make sure the product was right.  Then we’d start to build 
our networks around that and find opportunities.  It’s almost like oil exploration – 
throw the drill down and see if you can find oil.  Decide how far to dig before giving 
up and trying again.” 
 
When Hamish arrived he actively worked at building networks that would be useful in the 
future, and initially was very generous with his time:  
“I did things to try and help other people, it wasn’t just about my business – it was 
what I can do to help you – things we can do together.  It was part of becoming 
known as a ‘good guy’ – accounting skills, ideas, knowledge about New Zealand, 
even introducing other people.  Immediately I was able to give, not just receive.  This 
way I was able to build relationships and win some favours that people owe you.”  
 
After Christchurch, London is the next largest city of New Zealanders, and Hamish quickly 
attached himself to this scene in London – or as he termed it, “the Kiwi Mafia.”  Many Kiwis 
have built up their careers in the UK and in Hamish’s opinion have “infiltrated senior levels 
of most businesses there.”   The London chapter of KEA (Kiwi Expats Abroad) was 
particularly active and a great place to meet other Kiwis.  KEA’s mission is to “connect New 
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Zealand with its large global talent community, and contribute to the growth, development, 
and future prosperity of New Zealand by facilitating the sharing of knowledge, contacts and 
opportunities around the world” (KEA, 2007).  Hamish went out of his way to attend events 
and network and got Kiwis he met to invite him to other business events.  Initially he 
attended everything he could, until he knew which events were worthwhile.  Promoting 
Xero and getting it known was important, and Hamish used the corporate arm of KEA to let 
all the Kiwis in London and the UK know that “Xero had arrived.”  
 
2.8.2 Then there was Two 
They did not set a large budget for the UK entry.  As Hamish indicated, they wanted to make 
sure their investment was going to provide returns and that the Board would be 
comfortable with the level of investment: “We had to be sensible.  We couldn’t just put 20 
people on the ground and go crazy, we had to be careful.”     
 
At first Hamish worked virtually, with a mobile broadband laptop, mobile phone, and “a 
couple of suits and ties,” supported by visits from Rod.  But not long after he arrived, Mark 
Hallett, who was an old business colleague and friend of Alastair Grigg (Xero’s COO), 
approached Hamish indicating he would like to come and work for them, as “he liked the 
product and he liked our story.”  Attracted to Mark’s prior accounting software sales 
experience, Hamish employed Mark as Xero’s Business Development Director for the UK, 
“we had a good time for two years – building our business in the UK.  He knew a lot of 
people and was able to open a lot of doors.  He had the business networks, from an 
accountant’s standpoint and small business as well.” 
 
Keen to get customers, to get their feedback and understand the market, Hamish tried to 
sell to everyone he met because he wanted to get the word out there, but it was Mark’s 
contacts who provided the breakthrough.  A relative of his who was a self employed 
plumber became Xero’s first UK customer.  Whilst Hamish did not like to pigeonhole the 
early adopters, he did tend to think they were “more entrepreneurial, probably younger, 
who had a mobile business and were open to using technology to make their business 
better.” 
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The other area Hamish was keen to develop and that Mark’s network contacts would assist 
with was the certified partner strategy.  With 26,000 accounting firms in the UK, Xero 
concentrated their focus on the large top 25 accounting firms, knowing that even if they 
could secure just 1% of their small business market users that would provide an excellent 
basis for Xero to scale the opportunity.  By August 2009 Xero had secured 26 certified 
advisors in the UK. 
 
2.8.3 Networking with British Accountants   
As co-founder, Hamish complemented Rod’s technology drive with his accountancy drive 
and felt it “absolutely essential” they seek accounting software accreditation from the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), one of the few 
organisations that offer this type of endorsement in the world.   
 
This was an expensive exercise, that fortunately their 
balance sheet strength allowed them to do, costing 
around £7,000 and taking over three months to complete. 
Xero was only the second online software company to 
have received it.  Hamish believes the exercise was 
invaluable, as it provided Xero with a global badge, 
signifying the software as fit for purpose and removing 
any barriers to Xero’s credibility with the accounting 
profession. 
  
Following accreditation, their relationship with the ICAEW 
has grown and Xero has been given a number of 
opportunities to increase awareness of the company and 
its product to ICAEW members.  In February they were invited to have a stand at the 
Chartered Accountants’ Hall in London for the Accounting Practitioners Conference.  Xero 
also attended the Small Practitioners Conference in 2009, wrote an article for the ICAEW 
newsletter and made a presentation on SaaS at the 2009 Practitioners Conference. 
Figure 3 Hamish (right) at ICAEW 
Small Practitioners Conference, 
Cambridge, April 2009 
Source Xero Blog (Edwards, 2009) 
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 The photo in Figure 3 shows Hamish (on the right) at the Small Practitioners Conference.  
The picture attracted a couple of comments regarding Hamish’s attire and his assimilation of 
the City of London financier dress code: “You’ve moved onto the 3-piece then, Hamish?” 
and, “Amazing how ‘the city’ suits you Hamish.” 
 
2.8.4 Forming a SaaS Business Cluster  
Hamish upon arrival made a point of going to see his competitors to let them know Xero had 
arrived in the UK and to have a “cup of tea” with them.  This gesture was received 
favourably and as a result, a number of them formed the Accounting SaaS Group.  Meetings 
were held every couple of months at the aptly named Counting House Pub in the City of 
London, where they informally shared their experiences over a couple of beers.   
 
Hamish then instigated formalising the Accounting SaaS Group under the guidance of 
Intellect, an organisation set up to represent the UK’s technology industry to government 
and the media, providing a code of conduct for members.  The Intellect SaaS Group is a 
business cluster whose members represent a wider business area than just accounting.  The 
aim of the group is to put aside any competitive element and work together to promote 
awareness of the SaaS topic and collectively address problems they are all experiencing 
individually.  Through the Intellect organisation they have access to industry leaders, the 
media, government and other Intellect members to communicate and build SaaS 
awareness.  The group is currently about to publish a SaaS guidebook for small business 
owners, through the Institute of Directors in the UK.  From there they plan to run events 
with invited guest speakers. 
 
2.8.5 Connecting to the Beachheads Programme 
Charles Ward is the Chief Operating Officer of Intellect and is a member of the Beachheads 
Board in the UK.  Hamish learnt about Intellect through Charles, whom he met as result of 
Xero being a member of the Beachheads Programme run by New Zealand Trade and 
Enterprise (NZTE). 
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Xero was accepted for the UK Beachheads Programme prior to the issue of their IPO 
document.  The two year programme is designed to assist high-growth companies to grow 
internationally.  The programme connects participating companies to a well connected 
network of advisors who can provide detailed insights into doing business in specific 
international markets, giving advice and willingly providing access to their extensive 
personal and business networks. 
 
As part of the programme they established a Beachheads UK Xero Advisory Board which 
Hamish met with on a monthly basis, and after two years Hamish felt their relationship had 
developed into one of “good friends.”  Eric Tracey and Bernard Cazenove were appointed to 
the Board.  Eric, a New Zealander, is a director of a number of UK companies, and a 
Chartered Accountant who has had extensive business experience working in England and 
Wales dating back to the 1970s.  Bernard, whose wife is a New Zealander, is a fund 
management expert.  His earlier experience had been as a commissioned officer in the 
Coldstream guards, serving in the UK, Germany, Northern Ireland and New Zealand and 
being Aide-de camp to Governor General Sir Arthur Porritt in 1971.   
 
The Beachheads Programme was well known to Hamish and Rod, as Rod sits on the board in 
New Zealand.  Hamish considered the programme very worthwhile, as it provided invaluable 
networking opportunities and advice:  
“It was one of the best things we did.  Any New Zealand business going overseas 
would be crazy if you don’t go and talk to NZTE. They put together in-market people, 
and various other people that provide assistance and introductions and open their 
personal networks to you.” 
 
It was also through Beachheads that Hamish learnt about UK Trade and Investment (UKT&I) 
which is similar type of organisation to NZTE and the regional development agencies.  Xero 
managed to establish a relationship with SEEDA (South East Economic Development Agency) 
who assisted Hamish with introductions to banks. 
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2.8.6 The Kiwi Mafia Provides Critical Link for UK Bank Feeds 
Everyone told Hamish “you’ll never get data feeds out of a bank in the UK,” and he admits it 
was hard work, but with the help of the Kiwi mafia it happened.  Sarah McCourtie, a contact 
Rod had made through Aftermail, worked in London as the Inward Investment Account 
Manager for the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC), whom Aftermail had 
banking arrangements with.  Sarah was very involved in the Kiwi scene in London and 
described by Hamish as “pretty well connected,” was able to provide Hamish with an 
introduction to the Chief Operating Officer (COO) at HSBC, along with endorsing Hamish, 
Xero and the product.  Hamish found the COO to be a “key influencer,” who had not heard 
of Xero, but liked what Xero was doing and saw an opportunity for HSBC to make money out 
of the deal.   
 
One of the frustrating things Hamish found in dealing with the UK banks was the frequent 
position and role changes that occurred with contacts he had established, which required a 
lot of perseverance on Hamish’s part.  That occurred with the HSBC COO: “He moved on but 
championed us to the new guy.  The thing was to just keep the fire lit and keep blowing on it 
and eventually it will take.  We just kept nurturing that relationship.” 
 
Eventually this approach paid off and HSBC now provide bank feeds to Xero’s UK customers.  
HSBC have one million small business customers in the UK alone, and because it operates a 
single technology platform over its global group, this will in the future allow Xero access to 
its worldwide network. “We are the only accounting system in the world that has done this 
type of deal with HSBC, pretty cool I think and the fact the feeds are global is even better!”   
 
Whilst Hamish admits the process is a little manual, it does get the feeds to the customers, 
who must pay a fee that Xero on-charge from HSBC.  
 
HSBC was Xero’s first bank feed in the UK and discussions are underway with other banks.  
To date they have not secured any introductions similar to that which Sarah was able to 
provide.  Whilst some Australian contacts and SEEDA have helped out, Hamish has found 
that his experience to date has given him a better understanding of what banks want to 
know and the best way to approach them with the proposal.   
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2.8.7 A “Chat” at the Beach Leads to UK Channel Partnership Deal 
As discussed in section 2.5.2, Xero signed a channel partner agreement with British Telecom 
(BT) in May of 2009.  For Hamish this was a significant achievement: “We did it in eight 
months – from first meeting to launch.  The average time a deal takes to put together with 
BT is 24 months, so to do it in eight months is pretty impressive!” 
 
Stu McIntyre, a Kiwi farmer originally from the Hawkes Bay, has been living and working in 
the UK for a number of years.  When back in New Zealand catching up with friends and 
family, he would often end up spending time at the family bach, which happens to be four 
doors down from Rod’s bach.  Over a couple of summers Rod and Stu chatted and Stu 
offered to get Rod a meeting with the “right people” at BT.   
 
As the Head of Strategy & Business Development for BT Wireless Broadband, Stu arranged 
introductions to Chris Lindsay who was Head of BT Business Applications and Paul Blacker 
who was Head of Strategy for BT Business.  Meetings were held and Rod went over from 
New Zealand.  Chris Lindsay turned out to be the “right person.”  He liked what Rod and 
Hamish were offering and arranged for them to meet Bill Murphy, the Head of BT Business.  
As Hamish recalls it was a critical meeting:  
“It was a pretty high powered meeting – we came out of that pretty excited after Bill 
had outlined the possibilities.  You let Rod talk – he is quite a good evangelist.  Rod 
and I do quite a good tag team, we have been doing it for quite a while – we did it to 
raise $15 million, so it’s kind of natural for us.  Rod really understands this space 
better than anyone I have ever met and Bill Murphy certainly picked up on that.  Bill 
Murphy is a very smart and capable individual.  In his heart he is a salesman, so he 
was looking at what we were saying about our product and thinking ‘can I sell this?’  
We cracked a couple of Kiwi jokes.  Kept it quite formal and businessy, and at the 
end Bill had a huge smile on his face.  He turned to his colleague and said ‘let’s do 
business with these guys.’  That was the big tick we needed!”    
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After that they were referred back to Chris Lindsay who arranged for Xero to go through the 
rigour of BT’s due diligence – checking market suitability, sales feasibility and how well the 
Xero product was priced.  Once they had managed to get through that hoop, contract 
negotiations began.  It wasn’t until the contract was signed that Hamish and Rod knew they 
had a deal.   
 
 Xero went live with a “soft” launch in July 2009.  The “full” launch will occur once the back 
end integration with BT’s billing and back end platforms are complete.  As BT is such a large 
company with many rules, Xero has needed to conform to BT methods and processes.  For 
customer billing, this had meant a deviation from the way the system handles the process 
for Telstra and New Zealand Telecom.  
 
Even though Xero has needed to be flexible in the relationship with BT, wider opportunities 
have already been experienced, with relationships being built with other SaaS application 
providers on the BT Business portal.  Whilst Rod has had a technical integration relationship 
with Salesforce.com for some time, now through the BT portal Hamish has built a wider 
relationship with them also, and together they are looking into the possibility of co-
marketing and sales opportunities. 
 
2.8.8 Founder Skill Set Needed for Further Globalisation 
In July 2009 Hamish and his family, which had grown by one in the intervening two years, 
returned to New Zealand to assist with the Globalisation Strategy of Xero. “Principally the 
business got to a point where it no longer needed my ‘founder’ skill set; it needed someone 
who was an experienced UK business person, CEO, MD if you like, to grow the business to 
the next level.”    
 
To replace Hamish, Xero appointed Gary Turner as UK Managing director.  Moving from 
Microsoft UK where he held the position of Product Group Director, Gary had previously 
been Managing Director of Pegasus Software, a small business accounting software vendor, 
for 12 years.  Gary was seen as having the necessary experience and UK knowledge to take 
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Xero out of the UK start-up phase and had a reputation for his ability to exploit new sales 
channels and partnerships. 
 
For Hamish the UK was an enormous success story, “We have almost got as many customers 
in the UK as we have in New Zealand now.  We have done that in half the time.”  By 
December 2008 they had 700 customers in the UK; four months later (the milestone target 
date to have 1,300 customers) they had actually signed up 2000 customers, and by June 
2009 they had exceeded 4,000 customers.  They had a UK telco partnership and a bank feed 
from a UK bank.  Michelle Templar, who is the London Trade Commissioner for NZTE, and 
has since become a good friend of Hamish’s, has also indicated to Hamish that NZTE are 
very pleased with how things have gone. 
 
Yet it has been hard work and at times what Hamish describes as “an emotional roller 
coaster,” filled with long hours and a lot of determination to make it happen.  
“Rod and I are eternal optimists and we believe we will be successful and when you 
are not, it hurts.  You have a bad month, and to not make the sales – that is horrible.  
Sometimes it was disastrous and nowhere near what we thought we were going to 
do.  We had to make decisions. Are we going to stay or go?  Adapt really fast – 
change and be dynamic.” 
 
For Hamish it was important the UK was a success; it was his region, his responsibility, and it 
was his neck on the line, which in the end provided some valuable lessons. 
“We didn’t want to come back from the UK and fire everybody and say we are not 
having a product in the UK.  That would be a failure.  But all the little things that 
didn’t work out were just mini failures that enabled us to get the overall strategy 
right and get the overall focus we needed.  Certainly what we have done in the UK 
and the lessons we have learnt has really set us up nicely to go into the US.” 
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2.9 Find New Opportunities and Strengthen Relationships 
On July 23 2009, Xero had more than 10,000 customers worldwide, which was a ten-fold 
increase since March 2008.  At the AGM Rod noted, “What’s exciting about the milestones 
we are hitting now is: we are really coming to the end of the beginning.”  
 
Whilst Rod is sharing this view with shareholders he knows they are always ready for the 
next stage: “...we are always building the business for next year’s growth.”   Having 
employees running the business enables Hamish and Rod to seek growth opportunities, and 
utilise their founder skill sets, as Hamish highlights: 
“As we are building Xero out, the key roles we need in the business are now being 
taken up by people other than Rod and I, which frees us up to do other things. It 
frees Rod and I up to go out there and find where the opportunities are, and build 
the relationships.  For example if we want to do something with Salesforce.com, it 
makes sense for Rod and I to go and talk to them, because we understand inherently 
the business.  I am not saying an employee can’t do that, but we really want 
employees to do the jobs and do the business.  At important meetings they may not 
be as giving if you aren’t the founder.  If they know you are one of the guys who can 
make decisions, they immediately know they are talking to the best people. ” 
 
Hamish’s new role is to assist with the globalisation strategy of Xero.  Hamish believes this is 
not simply opening an office in a new country and attempting to find a customer base, but 
leveraging off an opportunity that provides a base to market to: 
“We need to go for opportunities, not go for regions.  It is not the US or Japan or 
California, it is what are the opportunities in these places that we can go after.  For 
me it’s about identifying opportunities that we can successfully do now, and 
implement and work on.”    
 
Over the past three years they have established many new relationships and strengthened 
and managed others already in place.  These relationships Hamish sees as opportunities to 
explore: 
“I am interested to develop the HSBC global relationship some more.  We are in 
about 30 countries around the world, but we only have bank feeds in Australia, UK, 
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NZ, but with HSBC, they can go anywhere in the world with the same technology, 
which opens up a global customer base to Xero.  We haven’t disclosed that to the 
market yet.  The guys at Blackberry are starting to get quite interested in what we 
are doing.  So I want to work on that relationship some more. The Microsoft 
relationship is the one that Rod works, and one we need to develop some more.  BT 
globally is an interesting opportunity for us.  The other day, a guy in Russia contacted 
me and wants to do some stuff.  So we will have a look at that, I‘ll spend some time 
on that and see whether or not it makes sense to do anything in that area.  Let’s 
open the door up to opportunities and go and find opportunities.”  
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2.10 Networking to Grow the Business 
Having experienced a rapid expansion of business through business relationships and the 
eco-system of business partners, Hamish has come to the realisation he needs to have a 
more focused approach in establishing relationships and needs to have a more selective 
network strategy: 
“Start up is about making sure you have got a business. Then you can start being a 
lot tougher with your time and your network.  I am not going to just throw hooks in 
the stream and hope that a fish comes along.  I want to see it in my sights before I 
bother to go and look at it.   
As your network becomes bigger and your business requirements become bigger, 
and there is so much demand on your time, it is really hard to just put all your 
energy into developing your network.  It is good when you are young; you can just 
do it, like sport, business, and social – it is all as one.” 
 
Hamish knows they need to focus on the institutional networks, not personal networks, 
seeking individuals who through their own eco-systems will build and strengthen Xero’s 
business eco-system: 
“Business networks, those are the guys that I perceive that I need to stay in touch 
with, and build a relationship with.  Not personal at all, nothing to do with going 
down to the yacht club for a beer, we are just trying to get more sales for this 
company ‘can you help me do that?’” 
 
Rod’s entrepreneurial experience enables him to recognise the importance of developing a 
business network for a business purpose, which is separate to his personal life.  These 
carefully selected individuals may at some time be able to provide a resource that may help 
in his entrepreneurial endeavours.   
“I don’t think you know them intimately, but you know them well enough to flick 
them an email a couple of times a year and go and have coffee with them, or push 
opportunities to them.  They are people with shared interests.  My close friends are 
around the kids and where we live. 
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Just recently we had a couple of good staff go and do something else as part of their 
career development.  That’s a nice jelly bean you have.  You can go tell someone, 
‘you have a really good staff member,’ completely vouch for them, because 
everyone is looking for good staff, especially ones that have been pre-validated.  For 
me that’s a networking opportunity.  I then go to people who I am actively building a 
relationship with – who I know would value that.  That’s a great thing to do – it’s 
throwing jelly beans in the jar!” 
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3 Literature Review 
3.1 Introduction 
This literature review explores the concepts of innovation and entrepreneurship and the 
role that networking plays for entrepreneurs in the attainment of resources for establishing 
an innovative venture.  The review includes the theory of social capital and how social 
networks develop social capital as an asset to an innovative venture.  It concludes with an 
outline of the nature of and considerations for an internet start-up venture (e-Venture).  
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3.2 Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Networks 
Innovation begins with someone sensing a new need and then developing new methods, 
products or services that will meet that need (Kanter, 2002).  Drucker (1985) links 
innovation with entrepreneurship, describing innovation as a specific tool of entrepreneurs, 
which they use to exploit change as an opportunity for a different business or a different 
service.  Entrepreneurs see the opportunities that other people did not realise existed 
(Casson & Della Giusta, 2007).  Entrepreneurship can be described as a dynamic process of 
vision, change and creation that requires an application of energy and passion towards the 
creation and implementation of new ideas and solutions (Kuratko & Audretsch, 2009). 
 
These entrepreneurial leaders need to possess a good market focus, sound financial 
foresight, and the ability to build an appropriately skilled management team to achieve the 
vision with a clear appreciation of what their own role should be, objectively considering 
their own strengths and abilities, and how they should best be utilised to meet the needs of 
the new and evolving venture (Drucker, 1985).  Innovating leaders need to obtain sources of 
power to mobilise the necessary people and resources to bring the innovation to life 
(Kanter, 1985).  Kanter indicates these sources of power are derived from three 
commodities: firstly information such as data, technical knowledge, political intelligence, 
expertise; secondly resources that include funds, materials, space, staff, time; and thirdly 
support, such as endorsement, backing, approval and legitimacy.   
 
Yet such commodities or resources are not always immediately available to a fledgling 
venture and need to be acquired and developed (Brush, Greene, & Hart, 2001; West III & 
Noel, 2009).  Each entrepreneur brings to a new venture a personal resource portfolio such 
as education, experience, reputation, knowledge of the industry and network contacts 
(Brush et al., 2001; Witt, 2004).  Research has shown that “founding teams” which bring 
complementary skills and further network contacts are more likely to achieve success 
because of the wider diversity of resources initially available to the new venture (Brush et 
al., 2001; Gilbert, McDougall, & Audretsch, 2006).   
 
As such, mobilising resources for the entrepreneur is inherently a networking activity where 
the entrepreneur must ask others to raise money, seeking labour and effort for a venture 
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with an uncertain future (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991).  Entrepreneurs seek legitimacy for their 
venture from well regarded individuals and organisations, to help alleviate the perceived 
risk (Hoang & Antoncic, 2003).  Research has shown a positive correlation between 
belonging to a business network and advancing the start-up process, which assisted in 
achieving sales and therefore profitability (Davidsson & Honig, 2003). 
 
The reliance on networks is not constrained to starting up, as an entrepreneur’s venture 
develops and grows, the entrepreneur still relies on networks for business information, 
advice and problem solving (Hoang & Antoncic, 2003).  Some argue that the survival of 
entrepreneurs is their ability to network (Huggins, 2000).  Jack et al. (2008) state that the 
phase the business is in will affect the types of networks the entrepreneur uses, the level of 
exchange that occurs, and how much time they spend on maintaining and developing their 
networks.   
 
Hoang and Antoncic (2003) who cite the work of Larson and Starr (1993) describe the 
networks that an entrepreneur develops in a three stage sequence.  In the first stage or 
early start up the key activity is to identify the contacts that will provide critical resources to 
start the venture, from family, friends and existing business contacts.  During this stage the 
entrepreneur will spend a significant amount of time maintaining existing network 
relationships (Greve & Salaff, 2003).   
 
Larson and Starr’s (1993) second stage is building on the first and focuses on the 
establishment of the venture, when they indicate a social dimension is added, enriching the 
network relationship which focuses on ensuring the exchange results in higher quality 
information.  In this stage entrepreneurs are endeavouring to increase sales through the 
development of marketing networks and cooperation networks (Lescher & Dowling, 2003).  
The entrepreneur spends a significant amount of time developing the network and less time 
maintaining the existing network, effectively making contacts that will meet the practical 
needs of the business (Greve & Salaff, 2003).   
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In the third stage where the venture is growing, Larson and Starr (1993) indicate 
relationships become deeper, more complex, and tend to operate at an inter-organisational 
as opposed to a social level.  Existing relationships are explored more during this stage and 
less time is spent growing the network (Greve & Salaff, 2003).  Hoang and Antoncic (2008) 
state relationships are driven in part by the resource requirements of the venture, where a 
critical mass of relationships is established and interaction between contacts becomes 
routine.  They state that because of the inter-organisational nature of the relations, the 
direct involvement of the individuals that established the relationship is no longer required 
to sustain it.   
 
 Actively maintaining, pursuing and developing social relations has been found to be 
important for both the nascent and experienced entrepreneurs (Davidsson & Honig, 2003).  
Anderson, Park and Jack (2007) argue that through social relations, social interaction and 
social networks, is really how entrepreneurship is conducted.  Dubini and Aldrich (1991) 
have encapsulated this thought in their holistic description of a networked approach as 
“emphasising the threads of continuity linking actions across a field of action that includes 
individuals, organisations and environments as a totality” (p. 306). 
 
It is from this starting point that this review will look at the concept of networks in 
innovation and the benefits these bring to the entrepreneur with particular emphasis on the 
social capital that is developed for the entrepreneur and the new venture through 
networking. 
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3.3 Networks, Collaboration and Alliance 
Unlike established firms which have already achieved a level of viability and survival, new 
ventures are subject to a liability of newness and smallness, with a lack of stable 
relationships, insufficient resources, inadequate bases of influence and endorsement, and 
weaker perceptions of quality, reliability and legitimacy for a product or service (Baum et al., 
2000).  A new venture’s connections to outsider competencies are beneficial for its growth, 
and thus crucial to a new venture’s ability to survive and obtain viability (Gilbert, McDougall, 
& Audretsch, 2006).  A  study of alliance networks for high technology start-ups by Baum et 
al. (2000) concluded that effective alliance networks formed at the start enable access to 
social, technical and commercial competitive resources which would normally require years 
of operating experience to accumulate.  They state that this protects start-ups from new 
venture hazards, such as resource scarcity, and the inability to break through the periphery 
of industry; in turn these alliances will sow the seeds of future opportunities. 
  
In today’s world innovation is now a global activity (Tidd, Bessant, & Pavitt, 2001).  Tidd et 
al. state that it is now not the sole place of multinationals to operate in the global space: 
many firms – whether small or large – source components, handle administrative tasks, and 
manage distribution globally.  They further state that with trade liberalisation and opening 
of new markets, there has been an upsurge in business activity and consequently the 
number of players in the game.  The authors draw attention to the fact that competition has 
intensified which is being driven by innovation in products, services and processes.  As a 
result they consider that innovation is now dependent on networking activity for three 
reasons.  Firstly the complexity of many products and services means no one firm can do it 
all.  Secondly businesses focus on their core competencies and purpose and configure 
networks to meet their needs beyond the immediate abilities and focus of the business.  
Thirdly firms will themselves become network structured and the benefit comes from the 
whole rather than the sum of the parts, where collaboration in the fullest sense includes not 
just activity but the sharing of opportunities, problems and risk. 
 
Tidd et al. (2001) suggest firms collaborate for four reasons: to reduce the cost of 
technological development or market entry; to reduce the risk of development or market 
entry; to achieve scale economies in production; and to reduce the time required to develop 
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and commercialise new products.  They indicate that the motives for collaboration can be 
strategic (to gain access to leadership and learning) or tactical (reducing cost, time and risk) 
which then dictates the nature of the alliance to be formed.  They characterise alliances into 
horizontal relationships such as cross-licensing, consortia and collaboration with potential 
competitors that have complementary sources of technological and market know-how or 
vertical downstream relationships where collaboration occurs through sub-contracting and 
alliances with suppliers and customers.  The authors state the primary reason for horizontal 
relationships tends to be access to complementary technological or market know-how 
whereas the primary motive for vertical alliances is cost reduction.  Baum et al. (2000) 
highlight vertical upstream alliances that occur through collaboration in networks with 
groups such as universities, research institutes, government incubators and industry 
associations that provide external legitimacy and status.  Therefore they state that strategic 
alliances may influence a business’s capabilities as well as others’ perceptions of its 
capabilities.   
 
Baum et al. (2000) stress the importance of the judicious establishment of alliances that are 
carefully configured and suggest limiting the number of partners that are cultivated.  They 
indicate that multiple alliances with similar partners may yield fewer benefits because of the 
less diverse pools of information and also that having multiple same-type alliances means 
allying with firms who compete with each other, which may result in conflict.  They suggest 
therefore that start-ups carefully consider which potential rivals will be most beneficial.  
Tidd et al. (2001) also add that alliances have the risk of information leakage, loss of control 
and ownership and that divergent aims and objectives can ultimately result in conflict.  
Mobility can also be a problem where partners are locked into cooperation with each other 
and therefore locked out of cooperating with others.  Whilst such mobility barriers may be a 
disadvantage for firms crossing strategic groups, they have the advantage of creating 
barriers for other firms wishing to enter the industry (Gulati, Nohria, & Zaheer, 2000).  
 
Gulati et al. (2000) also indicate firms may only have limited time and resources to dedicate 
to creating ties and satisfying the expectations of the alliances and therefore will choose 
only to ally with some partners at the exclusion of others.  The authors state that networks 
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are dynamic, with the evolution of network structures being governed by the choices of the 
actors collectively, and that no single actor has individual control.  In most situations they 
suggest partners ally with each other in the hope of generating some common returns that 
they share in an agreed way, and if partners find themselves engaged in an alliance where 
the learning or exploitation of assets is exhausted, the partners are likely to choose to 
disband the alliance. 
 
Yet where entrepreneurial ventures are able to establish well functioning unique networks, 
these networks and the resources they are able to tap into can ultimately become a source 
of sustainable competitive advantage, where it is difficult for competitors to imitate or even 
be able to substitute (Gulati et al., 2000). 
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3.4 Social Capital  
The goodwill that is available to individuals or groups from the structure and content of 
social relations, which is effected by the flow from the information, influence and solidarity 
available, is termed “social capital” (Adler & Kwon, 2002).  According to Nahapiet and 
Ghoshal (1998), social capital is the “sum of the actual and potential resources embedded 
within, available through, and derived from the network of relationships possessed by 
individuals or social unit.  Social capital thus comprises both the network and the assets that 
may be mobilized through that network” (p. 243).  They state that social capital is 
multidimensional and can occur at both the individual and organisational levels. 
 
Social capital is embedded in relationships that facilitate collaboration and cooperation with 
resulting mutual benefits (De Carolis, Litzky, & Eddleston, 2009).  De Carolis et al. indicate 
that being embedded in a network provides sources of information and opportunities and 
may be used to develop a participant’s social status and reputation.  With the provision of 
information, knowledge and access to other networks, networks are themselves a valuable 
source of power and a powerful asset (Cohen & Prusak, 2001).  Having greater access to 
valuable information provides a strategic advantage in allowing them to act quicker than 
their rivals (Gulati et al., 2000).  Adler and Kwon (2002) state that the social capital brings 
the benefit of solidarity, where strong norms and beliefs encourage compliance and reduce 
the need for formal controls which results in reducing transaction costs (Gulati et al.).  Social 
capital is both a product of an entrepreneurs network and is also the enabler of continued 
network development, that facilitates co-ordination and cooperation of network ties by 
bonding parties involved (Anderson & Jack, 2002). 
 
Adler and Kwon (2002) categorise seven characteristics of social relations that quantify 
social capital as an asset:  
1. It can substitute or complement other resources such as compensating for a lack of 
human capital (i.e. experience or education) or it could provide financial efficiencies 
through the reduction of transaction costs 
2. It is an asset where resources can be invested with an expectation of a future flow of 
benefits 
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3. It can be used for different purposes such as for information or advice or an 
opportunity to generate other forms of capital e.g. accessing human, financial or 
marketing needs 
4. It needs maintenance, where the bonds and relations need to be periodically 
renewed or they lose effect 
5. It is not the private property of those who benefit, one person’s use does not limit its 
availability to others 
6. No one actor has exclusive rights, the capital is formed from the relationship not the 
people 
7. Unlike other assets, investments in its development are difficult to quantify and 
therefore measure. 
 
Whilst it is generally agreed social capital is derived from social relations, there is 
considerable debate as to the specific aspects of social relations that actually create social 
capital.  Both stances focus on the connections of the parties in the network, termed 
network ties.  One stance focuses on the formal structure of the network ties and the ability 
to build social capital through linking to groups not otherwise connected (Adler & Kwon, 
2002).  Through these ties resources such as information can be obtained by bridging the 
parties in the network, and providing an inclusive lubricant for the parties (Davidsson & 
Honig, 2003).  In contrast other research emphasises the role or content of the tie in the 
network, where through the establishment of shared norms and beliefs will maintain the 
trustworthiness of the parties (Adler & Kwon).  This trust forms a bonding or exclusive glue 
that holds closely knit organisations together (Davidsson & Honig).   
 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal's (1998) model of “Social Capital in the Creation of Intellectual 
Capital” provides a wider perspective on this position. They posit that “social capital 
facilitates the development of intellectual capital by affecting the conditions necessary for 
exchange and combination [of resources] to occur” (p. 250).  They consider that social 
capital has three dimensions: structural, relational and cognitive.  Whilst a relationship can 
exist, they state social capital will not be developed unless an exchange and combination of 
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resources occurs.  For an exchange and combination to happen, they believe any of the 
following four conditions must occur:    
Access for the parties – that the opportunity exists to make the combination or 
exchange of resources;  
Anticipation of the value to be gained – parties must expect the activity to create 
value;  
Motivation of the parties to participate – parties involved in the exchange and 
combination of resources believe it will be worth their while;  
Combination Capability – where the capability to share meaningful worthwhile 
information exists and the parties are able to assimilate and use it.   
 
They state the intellectual capital developed through exchange and combination can be 
further used in the ongoing development of the social structure.   
 
The authors also recognise that each dimension and facets of each dimension can be inter-
related.  They further suggest that not all dimensions of social capital are mutually 
reinforcing, for example a structurally efficient network may not be the best way to develop 
the relational and cognitive social capital that ensures the network operates effectively. 
 
3.4.1 Structural Dimension of Networks 
A fundamental proposition of social capital theory is that the network ties provide access to 
resources, i.e. “who you know” affects “what you know,” resulting in information benefits 
(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).  Nahapiet and Ghoshal consider the structural dimension 
influences the development of intellectual capital, primarily through the ways in which 
various aspects affect access for parties to combine and exchange resources and participate 
in knowledge activities.  They also suggest it can affect the anticipation of value for parties, 
but suggest this influence may also be a result of cognitive and relational dimensions of the 
network structure.  
  
Networks can be distinguished into personal networks which focus on the individual and 
extended networks which focus on collectives (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991). A personal network 
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is where the actor has direct relations, for instance with partners, suppliers, customers, 
venture capitalists, bankers, distributors, trade associations or family members, which are 
termed direct ties.  An extended network is the collective result of the interconnected 
personal networks and therefore all the relations that exist.  For example, between firms 
the extended network consists of relations between all members of both firms and is 
termed indirect ties.   
 
Thereby direct ties, especially ties to people who are well known, are significant not only for 
the people directly linked but also for the indirect access they provide to people and 
organisations beyond the direct contacts (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991; Gulati et al., 2000).  Dubini 
and Aldrich suggest this broadens an entrepreneur’s access to information and resources, 
increasing their span of action and also reducing uncertainty because of the implied 
relationship.  Network ties are an important source of referral that enables participants to 
identify and learn about each other (Gulati et al.).  
 
Networking activities save time as those in the network are likely to receive the information 
faster than those without such contacts (Burt, 1997; Dubini & Aldrich, 1991).  Using 
networks can have cost advantages, where entrepreneurs gain access to resources 
otherwise unavailable at a more favourable cost (Brush et al., 2001; Dubini & Aldrich; Witt, 
2004).  
 
The network size can be measured by the number of direct links between focal actors and 
other actors, to ascertain the extent to which resources can be accessed (Hoang & Antoncic, 
2003).  Witt (2004) describes measuring networks using the concept of centrality or 
connectedness, which is the access to or control of indirect and direct links, and therefore 
the ability the actors have to “reach” others in the network quickly, by closeness where few 
or no intermediaries are used, or by betweenness which is being on the information paths 
between other actors of the network.   
 
A network's diversity provides a measure of the scope of opportunity within the network 
(Dubini & Aldrich, 1991), or the heterogeneity of network participants (Witt, 2004).  It 
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describes the extent to which actors can access new information and ideas through weak 
and strong ties that lie outside of their immediate cluster of contacts (Hoang & Antoncic, 
2003).   
 
Weak ties are superficial or casual relations (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991).  They are without 
emotional basis and tend to be based on more rationally dominated relations (Granovetter, 
1973).  Strong ties on the other hand are relations that involve high levels of emotional 
underpinning (Granovetter) and can be relied on (Dubini & Aldrich).  In networks with strong 
ties, Dubini and Aldrich state, information is diffused rapidly.  Granovetter states that 
although strong ties are reliable, much of the information that is exchanged is often 
redundant, whereas weak ties are less reliable but offer better access to a wider set of 
information.   
 
Dubini and Aldrich (1991) indicate that because information is diffused rapidly in networks 
with strong ties, actors would learn little from the interactions.  Uzzi and Dunlap (2005) 
suggest that less diverse networks, built around contacts who are similar in terms of 
experience, training and world views or around people they spend most of their time with, 
will reduce opportunities and will restrict access to discrepant information which they 
suggest is critical for creativity and problem solving.  
 
Dubini and Aldrich (1991) state that successful entrepreneurs need to have a balance of 
weak and strong ties so that they are connected to many diverse sources of information and 
resources.  A casual acquaintance will have their own circle of friends that is unknown to the 
actor and provide access to a wider network and therefore access to strangers that have 
information of value.  Yet they suggest diversity in strong ties, which could be strongly 
linked to people in a different part of the social system, can also provide access to different 
resource channels.  Someone with a larger or denser set of divergent ties will be in a much 
stronger position than someone with a smaller set of overlapping ties (Uzzi, 1997). 
 
The value or benefits a network brings can also be ascertained by a network's density 
(Dubini & Aldrich, 1991).  A network's density is measured by the extent to which an actor’s 
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contacts are interconnected and focuses on the extensiveness of the ties between people or 
organisations (Hoang & Antoncic, 2003).  Hoang and Antoncic state that the denser an 
actor’s network is, the less likely it is that new resources will enter the network and existing 
resources will be recirculated within the group.  However the authors suggest that 
heterogeneity, i.e. a dense network composed of different kinds of actors, could alter this 
position especially where bridging ties link the groups together.   
 
Coleman (1988) argues that the extent to which actor's contacts are themselves connected 
strengthens social capital as it facilitates the emergence of effective norms and maintains 
trustworthiness of others.  Simply being a part of a network can be powerful in itself as 
Gulati et al. (2000) suggest, and actual establishment of network ties may even preclude 
access by others which can be favourable and profitable to a business, such as in favourable 
supplier industries.  They further suggest that collusion may be facilitated to a greater 
degree by the strength of the ties.  It is their view that strategic networks can influence 
industry structure and business performance and increase their market power.   
 
In contrast Burt (1997) considers that sparse networks with few redundant ties provide 
greater social capital.  He calls the gaps between contacts with nonredundant information 
Structural Holes.  Defined as the absence of ties between actors, he states people either side 
of the hole circulate in different flows of information.  He argues that networks rich in 
structural holes present opportunities for entrepreneurial behaviour, enabling 
entrepreneurs skilled in building the interpersonal bridges to span the structural holes.  He 
considers that networks with few redundant ties provide the greatest social capital benefits 
in terms of being able to access and use a larger share of the resources that flow through 
them, and also having control advantages in being the broker in relations between parties 
otherwise disconnected.  
 
In summary there are two mainstream arguments as to the structural benefit of social 
capital. The first is that coherent and dense networks enable actors to achieve their goals 
effectively because of the cooperative behaviour of members, the high trust embedded in 
the relationships and the informal social mechanisms that control opportunistic behaviours.  
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The second is that sparse and non-redundant networks rich in structural holes facilitate 
actors’ access to new information, opportunities and resources (Batjargal, 2007).  
 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) consider that the social capital developed in one setting can 
be transferred to another and become a source of value in the next setting.  The authors 
give these examples:  transferring of trust from family and religious affiliations into work 
situations (Fukuyama, 1995); developing personal relations into business exchanges 
(Coleman, 1990); and the aggregation of social capital of individuals into that of 
organisations (Burt, 1992).   
 
3.4.2 Relational Dimension of Networks 
The relational dimension of social capital concerns the nature of the relationships developed 
via interactions and connections.  Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) consider this dimension 
influences three conditions for the exchange and combination of resources to occur: the 
access for parties, the anticipation of value for the parties involved and the motivation of 
parties to participate.  Nahapiet and Ghoshal's model considers the relational dimension to 
involve trust, norms, obligations and expectations, and identification. 
  
3.4.2.1 Trust 
The task of attracting resources into a new venture is often considered the greatest 
challenge faced by entrepreneurs as their ventures lack of both reputation and a track 
record creates a heightened perception of risk by potential resource providers (Brush et al., 
2001).  Trust is the fundamental element that determines the strength of the link and the 
permanence of the tie which reduces the risks for the involved parties (Dubini & Aldrich, 
1991).  Gulati et al. (2000) state that transaction costs can be reduced, in particular with 
inter-firm alliances that involve extensive inter-dependence and task co-ordination, where 
high trust enables them to work closely without the need for costly formal controls. 
 
Mishira (1996) believes that to trust in another party requires a willingness and readiness to 
be vulnerable because of a belief in the good intentions of that party.  This willingness he 
attributes to four facets: competence; openness to a mutual relationship; concern that they 
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will act unselfishly for the collective interests; and that they can be relied upon to behave as 
expected.  Where two parties trust each other they will be more willing to share resources 
and therefore cooperate to exchange or combine resources (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998).  In a 
network Tsai and Ghoshal indicate reputations of trustworthiness are widely known and 
therefore more trustworthy actors will be popular exchange partners, which they argue will 
lead to different levels of exchange and combination.  
 
Trust has been classified in a number of ways by various authors: contractual  or deterrence-
based trust that honours the accepted and legal rules of exchange; institutional trust which 
is based around formal structures such as teamwork culture in organisations or legal 
systems at a societal level; personal goodwill or relational trust that is based on close bonds 
developed with someone which builds mutual expectations of commitment; economic or 
calculus-based trust which is characterised by economic exchange and based on business 
necessity when completing important but infrequent transactions; competence trust which 
is based on reputation of skills or know-how; and social trust based on personal, family or 
ethnic/religious ties (Lee & Jones, 2008; Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998; Tidd et al., 
2001).   
 
Trust builds trust (Cohen & Prusak, 2001).  Trust evolves with a relationship, initially with 
minor transactions of little risk where there is little requirement for trust but as more 
transactions occur the parties prove their trustworthiness to each other (Dubini & Aldrich, 
1991).  Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) indicate that trust develops inside the network and an 
actor’s reputation of trustworthiness will vary, which will have a bearing on the level of 
resource exchange and combination that will occur.  Reinforcing trust, according to Lee and 
Jones (2008), is essential to anchor the future commitment to exchange, which is critical for 
entrepreneurs who wish to convert social ties to economic ties.   
 
Uzzi (1996) has found that people “roll over” their trust on the basis of recommendations of 
others.  This cascading trust can be enhanced by trust brokers who vouch for people and 
make introductions to help spread trust throughout the group (Cohen & Prusak, 2001).  
Cohen and Prusak identify the “span of trust” as to how far trust extends within a defined 
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structure, in terms of the number of people to which trust can be rolled over, where thin 
trust is widespread, and thick trust is stronger trust bonds within localised groups.  They 
consider that trust diminishes as it cascades, with thick trust developing between close 
associates, but as the “friend of a friend of a friend” extends the trust lessens to a more 
generalised form of trust.  Uzzi's (1997) study of inter-firm networks found that more 
proprietary and more tacit information, particularly competitively sensitive information, will 
be exchanged in “embedded” ties (those with close or special relationships) than with thin 
trust ties.  
 
Cohen and Prusak (2001) suggest that reputation can bridge the gap between thick and 
generalised trust by enabling the assessment of trustworthiness in the absence of personal 
experience.  They indicate that trust plays an especially powerful role in close-knit business 
communities that facilitate gossip and other ways that cultivate reputation, while Putnam 
(1995) considers reputation as an essential foundation for trust in a complex society.  Yet 
reputation takes time to build and can be destroyed quickly, which according to Gulati et al. 
(2000) creates a strong disincentive for opportunistic behaviour. 
 
3.4.2.2 Norms 
Norms that constitute social capital are ones that forgo self-interest and act in the interests 
of collectivity (Coleman, 1988).  Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) believe trust facilitates 
cooperation and in turn cooperation then facilitates trust, and over time leads to 
generalised norms of cooperation.  They further cite norms such as willingness to value and 
respond to diversity, openness to criticism, and tolerance of failure, which are important for 
the development of social capital.  Cohen and Prusak (2001) suggest that within networks 
norms teach the newcomers the “ground truth” or as often phrased “how we do things 
around here.”   
 
Yet norms can be constraining and become rigid, reducing innovativeness with self-
reinforcing beliefs, closing a group from the reality and the knowledge of outside events 
(Cohen & Prusak, 2001; Coleman, 1988). 
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3.4.2.3 Obligations and Expectations 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) suggest obligations and expectations represent a commitment 
or duty to undertake some activity in the future and influences access for parties and 
motivation for parties to combine and exchange.   
 
Casson and Della Giusta (2007) highlight four forms of obligations that can occur within a 
social group. Contractual obligations, where a contract is a reciprocal set of promises; in 
business these promises are considered of utmost importance.  Customary obligations do 
not involve a contract, but people are expected and assumed to behave in a predictable 
fashion such as replying to correspondence and compromising in negotiations.  Considerate 
obligations are those where the wider implications of an action need to be considered.  A 
philanthropic obligation signifies corporate social responsibility being taken seriously, such 
as sponsorship or donation of products or services.   
 
Whether they are formal, professional or personal obligations, Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) 
highlight the strength of commitment and obligation that develops when participating in a 
cooperative environment and the sense members have of identifying with the group. 
 
3.4.2.4 Identification 
Networks help people develop their identities (Cohen & Prusak, 2001).  Identification is 
about connection, where individuals see themselves as one with another person or group, 
enhancing concern for the collective processes and outcomes (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). 
Cohen and Prusak assimilate identity with membership, where it implies a connection of 
trust, understanding and mutuality that supports cohesive and collaborative action.   
 
Identification enhances concern for collective processes and outcomes and thereby the 
recognition of the opportunity to exchange is enhanced (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).  
Nahapiet and Ghoshal suggest this increases the perception of opportunities to exchange 
and potentially the frequency of exchange which in turn influences the anticipation of value 
and the motivation to combine and exchange.   
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3.4.3 Cognitive Dimension of Networks 
The cognitive dimension refers to communication between actors based on their shared 
language, codes and narratives (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).  Lee and Jones (2008) argue 
that the role of cognitive social capital is in maintaining structural relations in that it enables 
entrepreneurs to access additional resources.  In Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s view the cognitive 
dimension enables the combination of resources.   
 
Language is an important part of social relations as it is the means by which people discuss 
and exchange information, and the fact they share a common language facilitates the ability 
to gain access to people and their information (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).  Nahapiet and 
Ghoshal indicate that codes, which are intuitive and constitute rule-like behaviour (Lee & 
Jones, 2008), provide a sensory framework for observing and interpreting the environment 
and where a shared language exists there will be a belief in the benefit of exchange and 
combination.  They indicate that if a shared language exists that includes a common 
grounding of knowledge then combining of information will occur.  Narratives and 
metaphors provide the ability to cut across different contexts and enable both literal and 
imaginative understanding, with stories enabling the sharing of practical knowledge and 
tacit experiences facilitating discovery and development. 
 
Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) argue that a shared vision embodies the collective goals and 
aspirations in a group.  They state it can alleviate misunderstandings and promote 
opportunities to exchange ideas and resources freely because members of the group have 
the same understanding of how to interact with each other.  As members of the group share 
goals or interests, through the shared vision, the authors believe they see value in the 
exchange and combination of resources.   
 
Lee and Jones' (2008) study of entrepreneurs and cognitive social capital found that face-to-
face communication helps to maintain close bonds and share common goals while clarifying 
complex tasks and meanings.  They found the use of gestural (such as eye contact, facial 
expression, hand movements, tone of voice), assertive (such as self-disclosure, probing and 
prompting), and expressive (greetings, social niceties) language facilitates efficient 
understanding and meaning as to where communicative value lies.  They found narratives, 
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stories and jokes facilitated the “ebb and flow” of face-to-face conversation.  In online 
communication, their studies showed the development of positive codes reinforced a “can-
do” philosophy.  They suggest that sending succinct, assertive, clearly expressed messages 
in the online environment is central to building trust between geographically dispersed 
actors and bridging across vertical networks.  They conclude that effective use of cognitive 
social capital enables trust to be built as well as mutual expectations and obligations and 
therefore the basis of relational capital. 
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3.5 The e-Venture 
The internet has become an important tool in promoting the growth of business start-ups, 
especially software firms that have developed internet related applications and businesses 
that use the internet as their main facility to buy and sell goods and services (OECD, 2001).  
It has changed the way business is able to approach globalisation and its competition (Poon, 
2000), providing a low-cost platform for SMEs to participate in business and commerce, 
opening a market once reserved for larger multi-nationals (OECD).  
 
Along with reducing the physical distance between consumers and providers, Kathuria and 
Joshi (2007) state the internet has created new products and services that are information 
based through the separation of information about products and services from the actual 
products themselves. Through the internet, businesses can obtain and present information 
so that it provides added value for the customer, and when customers are willing to pay for 
this added value, an electronic product is created (Kollmann, 2006).  The new businesses 
that are formed for the purpose of creating an electronic product are e-ventures. 
 
The added value provided to the customer by electronic products can be a significant factor 
in creating a competitive advantage for e-ventures and can take a number of forms as listed 
by Kollmann (2006): 
1. Overview:  by providing a structured overview of a large quantity of researched 
information, which would normally have been a laborious activity to obtain and 
collate, which enhances both the speed and breadth of information accessible. 
2. Selection: customers can use online queries to locate desired information / products 
/ services quickly and successfully, providing assistance for evaluation. 
3. Mediation: by facilitating a matching service, an online offer can create the 
possibility of bringing together requests of suppliers and demanders more efficiently 
and effectively giving value in problem solving. 
4. Transaction: through well designed and structured business activities such as cost 
and payment options, completing a transaction can be simpler, quicker and cheaper. 
5. Cooperation: by enabling various vendors and companies to interlink their services 
or products with each other, an online offer can provide complementary value. 
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6. Exchange: an online offer can allow different consumers to communicate easily with 
each other, creating value in communication. 
 
To ensure the information is current and continues to provide value for the customer, 
Kollmann (2006) argues there must be an ongoing process of information gathering, 
processing and converting to an “information product”, which is regularly transferred or 
implemented to the electronic product.   
 
3.5.1 Profile of an e-Venture and an e-Entrepreneur 
Typically e-ventures are innovative, independent and original companies where the idea 
strongly focuses on information as the competitive factor (Kollmann, 2006).  Often they are 
characterised by enormous growth potential that gives rise to a greater technical and 
market risk, which requires large amounts of capital investment (Tidd et al., 2001).   
 
Based on two studies of 287 new technology businesses in the US and UK, Tidd et al.  (2001) 
describe a broad profile of high technology entrepreneurs as high achievers, who take 
calculated moderately high risks and believe they have personal control over business 
outcomes, and who are motivated by independence more than just success.  These studies 
found that the entrepreneurs had around 13 years of relevant work experience, were on 
average educated to masters level before establishing their new venture, and often came 
from professional families where one of the parents was likely to be self-employed.   
 
An empirical study of 375 e-commerce entrepreneurs (e-entrepreneurs) in Thailand  found a 
positive correlation between successful entrepreneurship and a founding entrepreneur 
having a high need for achievement from competitive success (Sebora, Lee, & Sukasame, 
2009).  The same study also found that successful e-entrepreneurs are associated with the 
internal locus of control of the founding e-entrepreneur.  They describe the locus of control 
as the e-entrepreneur's ability to be self-directed in the pursuit of opportunities, as opposed 
to leaving the situation to chance, fate or luck.  The study also found that e-commerce 
entrepreneurs did not believe the success of their venture had any relation to a propensity 
for risk.  
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3.5.2 The Experience of the Dotcom Shakeout 
Tidd et al. (2001) believe that due to the high barriers of entry in terms of expertise and 
capital, the mortality rate of new technology businesses is lower than other types of 
businesses, yet Drucker (1985) states that for high technology ventures there are unique 
risks they must face.  Drucker deems the business environments of these ventures to be 
turbulent and unpredictable, with the window of time to launch an idea often limited due to 
competing imitations and therefore the need for the product to be right first time.  Once the 
window of opportunity closes, Drucker indicates a shakeout will occur, with many ventures 
failing.  He believes this is more pronounced in the high-technology area because of the 
greater investment required and the slower profit returns, due to more research and 
development, and the initial development costs.   
 
During 2000 and 2001 many e-commerce businesses (dotcoms) failed, providing evidence of 
Drucker's shake-out theory.  Whilst not directly supporting the views of Tidd et al., it does 
give credence to their position on the financial and expertise needs of e-ventures.   
 
During the 1990s many dotcoms were established by entrepreneurs who assumed 
commercial success would be guaranteed because of a perceived need for e-commerce 
businesses due to the fast adoption of internet usage at that time (Barnes, Hinton, & 
Miezkowska, 2004).  Many of these new ventures were small businesses led by 
inexperienced business people whose main focus was to be first to market, and often had 
no defined product income stream, many relying only on advertising revenue (Razi, Tarn, & 
Siddiqui, 2004).  Those that had no product distinction over their competitors found initial 
trading difficult, and were unable to secure a sustainable customer base (Barnes et al., 
2004).   
 
A number of problems were cited, such as technically inadequate websites, little focus on 
customer service and back-end distribution channels, heavy investment on marketing and IT 
infrastructure, inappropriate spending, and unwise staff recruitment (Razi et al., 2004).  
Initial capital was secured through the buoyant stock markets at that time, but when 
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technology stock prices fell sharply and investors became wary about the viability of the 
business opportunity, they were left vulnerable (Barnes et al., 2004).  Ultimately a number 
of dotcoms were left in a weak position and unable to effectively respond to unexpected 
market situations, nor capable of adopting a more responsive business model (Razi et al.). 
 
3.5.3 Success Factors for an e-Venture 
However, many dotcoms did survive the shakeout, overcoming the technical, operational 
and behavioural shortcomings of their failed counterparts (Razi et al., 2004).  Kollmann’s 
(2006) research on e-ventures identifies five focus areas: management, product, market 
access, processes and finance, that in conjunction with the studies by Razi et al. and Barnes 
et al. (2004) provide a structure to bring together the lessons learnt from the dotcom era 
and identify key points for an e-venture’s success. Figure 4 shows Kollmann’s focus areas 
and summarises the key points for success in each focus area. Each focus will be explored in 
more detail in the following sections. 
Figure 4 Success Factors for Establishing an e-Venture 
 
Source: Kollmann (2006) 
3.5.3.1 Management 
Whilst Kollman (2006) acknowledges the ability to manage stress, having a desire to 
succeed, possessing self confidence, having an awareness of risk, and the ability to influence 
and characterise the actions of the team, as discussed in section 3.5.1, are important for an 
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e-venture founder, he also highlights the importance of having strong informatics, 
information systems management and business administration skills.   
 
Barnes et al. (2004) studied the dotcoms who survived the shakeout and showed the 
importance of having access to capable in-house expertise that can facilitate appropriate 
technology choices to best leverage the opportunities available, ultimately providing 
customer satisfaction.  
 
E-venture founders need to be able to create electronic value for the customer, which 
Kollman (2006) states requires a solid understanding and knowledge of internet related 
standards, technologies and architectures, and database and software development, 
complemented with a knowledge of information management systems such as IT security, 
data warehousing and mining and e-business standards and payment systems.  All of this 
then needed to be underpinned with a solid business grounding in the areas of marketing, 
business organisation, management, accounting and finance. 
   
Because of this tall order of skills for an e-venture, Kollmann (2006) suggests establishing e-
ventures with a team of founders, to bring together the required mix of abilities.  Having 
skill diversity will provide a system of checks and balances in decision-making and 
complementary strengths that, taken together, provide more value than the sum of its parts 
(Stam & Schutjens, 2006).   
  
3.5.3.2 Product 
The importance of identifying a distinctive market niche of customers, with clearly definable 
needs that they can serve, is critical for the e-venture (Barnes et al., 2004; Tidd et al., 2001).  
Kollman (2006) states the electronic product / service offered needs to specify and 
communicate its electronic added value, all the time ensuring there is a customer need, and 
the customer is willing and prepared to pay for it, with the company’s ultimate aim to 
achieve added value for the customer.   
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The product / service needs to have a unique characteristic that differentiates it from its 
competitors, especially in large markets where there may be many providers of the same 
product or service with similar pricing strategies (Kollmann, 2006; Razi et al., 2004).  An e-
venture must perform different activities than its rivals, or perform similar activities in 
different ways, ultimately ensuring a unique set of benefits for the customer is achieved 
(Porter, 2001).  
 
Kollmann (2006) highlights that many e-ventures are dealing in new forms of business ideas 
and business models, and it can take customers time to become familiar with or even 
acknowledge the value from such ideas.  Thus he indicates the importance of regular 
reconnection with customers and users to ensure the business idea will succeed.  E-ventures 
need to be constantly learning through utilising the information obtained from online 
activities, and responding to the lessons learnt by changing business practice as appropriate 
(Barnes et al., 2004). 
 
3.5.3.3 Processes 
Whether work, financial or organisational processes, they must form a solid operative 
foundation in an e-venture, with the need for core processes to be clearly defined and 
harmonise with the evolving company structure (Kollmann, 2006).  Combined with the 
quality of the information product and the process flows, Kollman states they become 
representatives of the company’s quality image.   
 
The design of the organisational infrastructure, back-end support and logistics plays a 
critical role in ensuring the right product / service is delivered to the right customer on time 
(Razi et al., 2004).  Srinivasan (2004) state good customer service, which includes the ease of 
placing an order, order confirmation, order tracking and post-sale service, builds trust and 
loyalty that influences customer behaviour.  They indicate trust is something that is earned 
over a period of time and is gained by observing the structure of the organisation and also 
from third party recommendations, which are critical for bringing in repeat business. 
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All of this needs to be executed within a logically designed workload management 
framework that ensures all activities are given the full attention they require, yet completed 
efficiently, in the least number of essential steps (Kollmann, 2006).  Kollmann states this is 
particularly important where the business is based on taking advantage of economies of 
scale so that a large number of users can be serviced by the minimum number of processes.  
 
3.5.3.4 Market Access 
For an e-venture, market access entails ensuring successful market entrance, by establishing 
a product and brand and being able to effectively reach the customer via an electronic 
communication channel (Kollmann, 2006).   
 
Having a strong and trusted brand is essential to success on the web, with visitors coming 
from various sources such as search engines, affiliate links and offline promotions, often 
without an established relationship.  A known and trusted brand will provide reassurance 
that they will have a satisfactory purchase and user experience (Roberts, 2003).  Chiagouris 
and Wansley (2000) identify that building a strong internet brand requires creating an 
awareness that generates recognition or a recollection of being exposed to the brand.  Next, 
the authors indicate the brand must create familiarity – knowing the product, its features 
and services offered.  The brand then needs to achieve a positive image, which links strong, 
favourable, and unique associations of the brand in a person's memory.  Finally there is the 
transaction stage which is the beginning of a relationship, and as such, a fusing of the brand 
with internet activities.   
 
To reach a customer electronically, the e-venture needs to ensure the domain name 
features in the top 30 results from a search engine, so the customer can find and access the 
site (Razi et al., 2004).  Razi et al. state the website must be user friendly, easy to access, 
with simple navigation and appealing content that promotes the products and services and 
that provides a wealth of relevant information.   
 
Whilst Kollmann (2006) states branding and market access is achieved through marketing 
and sales activity, many start-up companies have limited resources, are unknown, have no 
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reputation, and have not established a strong sales network.  For this reason, he draws 
attention to the opportunity for an e-venture to establish cooperation arrangements, such 
as affiliate programmes, whereby they create a type of partnership with other online 
businesses who advertise and/or market them, and sell their product on their website for a 
commission or fee.  He suggests this provides the new venture with access to a wider range 
of customer segments and assists in establishing a solid sales network. 
 
3.5.3.5 Finance 
The foundation for establishing a company, facilitating fast growth and being able to 
successfully continue developing the company requires finance (Amit, Brander, & Zott, 
1998).  Kollmann (2006) stresses the importance of realistic financial projections and the 
need to continually update the financial plan so that at any given point a realistic estimate 
of the financial position of the company can be made, along with being able to present the 
actual financing requirements.  He further stresses the importance for the company to have 
good control especially with regard to the cost side of the business.   
 
As new technology ventures often do not have a saleable product at formation, funding 
cannot be simply based on projected cash flows from early sales (Tidd et al., 2001).  With 
low cash flow the return on investment is uncertain, collateral is often limited, and 
forecasting that relies on past performance is non-existent, which means financing by debt 
is often not an option (Kollmann & Kucketz, 2006).  Kollmann and Kucketz indicate financing 
the company therefore comes from a mixture of own capital and various other forms, such 
as venture capitalists, where they take a stake in the company with the intention of later 
selling the shares for a profit.  Based on surveys conducted in North America, Europe and 
Asia, funding criteria used by venture capitalists is based on wider considerations relating to 
the entrepreneur’s personality and experience, characteristics of the product and market as 
well as financial factors (Tidd et al., 2001).  
 
Throughout the venture's phases of development, financial restructuring is an ongoing 
need, firstly to complete the initial launch, secondly for initial development and growth, 
thirdly for consolidation and growth, and fourth for maturity or exit (Tidd et al., 2001).   
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For young companies Kollmann and Kucketz (2006) indicate investment in the early phase is 
normally within a small circle of investors.  For subsequent financing rounds they state 
existing investors are then re-approached, along with developing relationships and building 
trust with a wider circle of potential investors.  They suggest this requires having a good 
focus on investor relations, ensuring their methods of communicating and exchange of 
information enable trust and confidence to be built.  From their studies, investors prefer up-
to-date and interactive relationships, requiring additional informal, personal discussions 
with a mutual exchange of knowledge, enabling the investor to have a positive impact on 
steering business development and creating added value, along with building a commitment 
for future financing rounds.   
 
3.5.4 Growth Strategies 
E-ventures that successfully establish themselves need to employ strategies to enable them 
to grow. Volkmann and Tokarski (2006) identify three forms of growth for an e-venture: 
1. Internal growth is within the company and based on its own strength through 
internal value creation, such as strengthening their technology focus or building core 
competencies. 
2. External growth is outside the internal process of creating company values, such as 
forms of acquisitions and mergers.  External growth is utilised for geographical 
business expansion and overcoming market entry barriers during 
internationalisation, along with diversification in acquiring complementary 
resources. 
3. Cooperative growth is achieved by utilising formal and informal network structures, 
such as joint ventures and alliances.  The primary aim is to gain complementary 
resources.  Cooperative growth is defined as relating to the areas of product offer, 
communication and distribution, which support and strengthen the business rather 
than directly generating new sources of income.  Examples are viral marketing 
which passes on information to third parties, using them as multiplicators;  the 
market-programme, where partners act as moderators by sharing information with 
their B2B community; and the affiliate programme, where partners provide links or 
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banners to company products for a fee;  web services where external providers 
allow the user of their technology in another company’s site, such as Google’s 
search technology use within a private site, or integrating sections of Amazon’s book 
catalogue within a site to provide added value for their customers; and web services 
APIs (application programme interface) such as Google APIs where anyone can build 
an application using the Google infrastructure and therefore product development is 
being carried out by people outside of the company’s staffing structure, enabling 
collaborative growth.   
 
3.5.5 Going Global 
As usage of the internet grows, it provides a powerful medium for reaching and servicing 
customers around the world, and while there are many examples of start-up ventures who 
have embraced e-commerce, growing into successful multi-national businesses, cross-
national differences do present complexities for the global e-business (Guillèn, 2002).  
Guillèn cites different national regulations, local consumer preferences and habits, multiple 
currencies, different languages, and varying user demographics and attitudes toward pricing 
and quality, hence the need to understand and address national differences to ensure 
success in any global approach.  Appendix B – National Differences across World Internet 
Markets gives Guillèn’s list of the main differences an e-venture faces when crossing 
national boundaries. 
 
As Guillèn states, the challenge of doing business on a global scale is not unique to internet 
based businesses and the key to success is adapting for cross-national differences without 
sacrificing operational efficiencies of global integration and coherence in order to be 
competitive within each national market.  The nature of the goods or services being sold will 
determine different levels of local responsiveness and building efficiencies from global 
integration to build a competitive advantage.  Figure 5 shows Guillèn’s framework of the 
balance that must be made between local responsiveness and global integration depending 
on the nature of the internet goods or services being sold.   
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Figure 5 Integration-Responsiveness Framework for a Global e-Venture 
 
Nationally differentiated strategy 
Adapting to local peculiarities is main source of 
competitive advantage 
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Source: Guillèn (2002) 
 
Cell 1 indicates that the product or service only has a local market and therefore cannot be 
taken worldwide. 
 
Cell 2 differentiates the goods and services that require a large level of local responsiveness 
in terms of website design, local language and currency, examination and return policies, 
and payment options as well as investment in customer service.  Guillèn describes these 
products and services as “look ‘n’ feel” such as used cars or goods offered through online 
auctions, which require nationally differentiated strategies but not necessarily strong global 
integration.  Guillèn considers entry into these markets requires careful choice to ensure 
there is enough growth potential to meet the market uniqueness without sacrificing 
operating efficiencies. 
 
In direct contrast Cell 4 provides the challenge of being able to offer a wide selection of 
goods at the most competitive prices to be cost-effective.  Guillèn suggests internet 
companies in this space need to exploit economies of scale and scope by integrating globally 
across national borders, thereby developing a distinct competitive advantage over 
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competitors and local business.  He cites examples such as Dell and Amazon where there is 
limited adaption to local markets without sacrificing efficiency. 
 
Finally Cell 3 fits products and services that must be tailored to the local market and also 
able to obtain global operational efficiencies to secure competitive cost advantages over 
competitors, such as financial products and services.   
 
Guillèn’s research concludes that any internet company wishing to develop global capacity 
must identify what is necessary for their product or service to meet the local needs of their 
intended market.  The author highlights the importance of planning a global approach and 
sequence of foreign market entry, ensuring they research their intended markets and enlist 
competent assistance for advice and facilitation if necessary.  The author indicates that the 
correct balance between local responsiveness and global integration can assist in achieving 
a competitive advantage in their business sector. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
This literature review shows that networks are important for entrepreneurs and resulting 
innovative ventures.  Networks enable entrepreneurs to access the resources, information, 
markets and technology that a new venture lacks.  This is necessary because of the greater 
competitiveness in the today’s business world, and the complexity of products and services 
being developed.  It enables innovative ventures to focus on core competencies and 
provides a structure where opportunities, problems and risk can be shared.   
 
Networks and alliances that are carefully constructed with the appropriate levels of energy 
exerted into the relationships can make new ventures viable and ultimately able to survive 
in a competitive environment.  The uniqueness of each venture’s networks can eventually 
become a source of competitive advantage which is difficult for competitors to imitate or 
substitute. 
 
The goodwill that is generated from these networks can be defined as social capital which is 
an asset to any venture whether new or existing.  Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) model of 
Social Capital in the Creation of Intellectual Capital provided a useful framework to consider 
the aspects of social relations that make up social capital.  The structural dimension 
highlights the importance of developing weak and strong ties and the benefits that can be 
obtained in having diverse ties and the ability for actors to access useful information.  The 
relational dimension shows that trust is imperative in the motivation to combine and 
exchange information and resources.  Norms provide the framework social relations work 
within and obligations and expectations govern the commitment to each other in individual 
relationships.  Being able to identify with a group builds an implied trust and collectivity.  
The cognitive dimensions of social capital highlight the importance that language, codes and 
narratives have in the ability to share and exchange information, ultimately enabling trust 
and forming the basis of relational capital. 
 
Well functioning networks that effectively access information, knowledge and resources can 
provide the venture with cost and time savings, they can reduce and offset risk and provide 
the new venture with opportunities of scale and scope, and a manageable way to structure 
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a network oriented business.  The social capital within these networks forms a valuable 
asset for the business to further grow and develop the business. 
 
Finally the review looked at e-ventures and the need for them to create added value for 
their customers through the separation of information about products and services from the 
actual products, resulting in an “electronic product”.  E-ventures are able to achieve 
customer added value in a number of ways such as by providing large amounts of data 
succinctly, or they can assist with customer queries by locating options and choices quickly.  
The e-venture can provide a supply and demand matching service, or through good design it 
can make a transaction easy and efficient to complete.  There is also the opportunity for an 
e-venture to bring vendors and companies together by interlinking service or product offers 
and they have the ability to create communication value for customers by allowing different 
customers to communicate easily and effectively.   
 
The next section explored the building blocks of management, product, processes, market 
access and finance to determine success factors for an e-venture.  Strategies for growing an 
e-venture can be deployed internally, by building on its existing strengths, or externally by 
acquisitions and mergers or by cooperative growth through joint ventures and alliances.   
 
Whilst it is acknowledged that the internet has opened up opportunities for small 
businesses to enter the global marketplace, planning and research is required to ensure 
peculiarities of foreign markets are addressed.  The nature of the good or service to be sold 
influences the balance in the business approach between local responsiveness and the cost 
saving opportunities provided by global integration to ensure they remain competitive with 
other businesses in the same market.  
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4 Industry Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
This section will set the scene for a global internet company based in New Zealand.  It will 
look at the development model relevant to this case, Software as a Service (SaaS), review 
world internet and broadband adoption, and the nature of small and medium businesses 
worldwide, before looking at the different choices available in accounting software for the 
small and medium business market.  
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4.2 Software as a Service 
Software as a Service (SaaS) has recently received many promising future projections of its 
usage and adoption with Deisto and Pring (2008) who represent Gartner stating, “SaaS is 
moving beyond ‘the bleeding edge’ and is fast becoming a serious consideration for 
enterprises of all types and sizes” (p. 1).  Gartner analysts predict SaaS usage will have a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 19.4% through to 2013.  This is triple the predicted 
total market CAGR of 5.25% (Mertz et al., 2009).  Similarly many other mainstream 
companies including IBM, Microsoft, and IDC propose a hopeful future for SaaS vendors:  
• Saugatuck Technology representing IBM predicts by 2012, 70% of businesses with 
more than 100 employees will have deployed at least one SaaS application (IBM 
Corporation, 2008). 
•  Microsoft forecasts SaaS usage in 2009 to increase by 20% to 86% for small and 
medium business (Microsoft, 2009).   
• IDC indicates 76% of US organisations will use at least one SaaS application for 
business use by the end of 2009 (Mahowald, 2009).   
• IDC indicates 45% of IT budgets in 2010 will be spent on SaaS and whilst SaaS 
demand is strongest in North America, the customer base is growing in Europe, the 
Middle East, Africa and Asia/Pacific, and that by the end of 2009 nearly 35% of the 
world’s SaaS based revenue will be outside the US (Mahowald, 2009) 
• Gartner are projecting the SaaS market value will achieve a 22% increase in 2009 
from 2008 to be worth $US 8 billion (CRM Landmark, 2009). 
 
4.2.1 SaaS Definition and a New Zealand Context 
SaaS (pronounced “sass”), is a model for software deployment, where a software 
application is delivered and managed as a service by a vendor to meet the needs of multiple 
customers simultaneously, deployed from a centralised data centre, across a network, 
typically the internet’s world wide web (THINKstrategies, 2008).  Mertz, Eschinger, Pang and 
Dharmasthira (2008) define SaaS by three key elements: 
• It is an application owned, delivered and managed remotely by one or more 
providers 
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• The provider delivers an application based on a single set of common code and data 
definitions, which are consumed in a one-to-many model by all contracted 
customers at any time 
• Income is derived on a pay-for-use basis or as a subscription, based on use metrics 
 
From a New Zealand perspective, a business whose product is delivered under the SaaS 
model which is deployed via the internet effectively is a global business opportunity and 
therefore the market is not restricted to any one country.   
 
4.2.2 Background 
The concept of SaaS is believed to have been first reported in 1999 by the Pennine Group, a 
consortium of software engineering researchers from Durham, Keele and Manchester 
Universities (Turner, Budgen, & Brereton, 2003).  Based on their research they foresaw a 
demand-side model for delivery of software functionality to users, with highly flexible and 
agile software which would meet rapidly changing business needs (Bennett et al., 2000).  
 
Also referred to as managed software or on-demand software, SaaS has evolved from the 
application service provider (ASP) model where specific client owned server applications 
were hosted by a third party (Kincora, 2006).  Under the ASP model Kincora characterises, 
one provider hosted many different customer specific applications, often without any 
specific knowledge of the application, and therefore customers were usually still required to 
retain in-house expertise to support the application.   
 
Under the SaaS model the provider owns the software and hosts the application and the 
associated data at the provider’s location, taking responsibility for the technological 
infrastructure and support of the hardware and software (Chong & Carraro, 2006).  SaaS 
essentially bundles software products with software delivery and maintenance services 
(Fan, Kuma, & Whinston, 2009).   
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4.2.3 The SaaS Vendor 
For the SaaS vendor, the cost of providing software services is reduced through 
specialisation and economies of scale because of the simpler application scenario (Chong & 
Carraro, 2006; Kincora, 2006; Liao & Tao, 2008).  Chong and Carraro state that a provider 
who serves many customers in a consolidated environment will achieve lower operating 
costs as more customers subscribe to the single, centrally-hosted software service.  This, 
they indicate, enables vendors to reduce the minimum cost that software can be sold at.  
 
The authors describe SaaS as an evolving state of configurability, multi-tenant-efficiency and 
scalability where the full financial efficiency benefits are not achieved until the fully evolved 
model is in place.   
• Configurable applications use the same code for all customers, yet each customer’s 
user experience and feature set is unique to them through the use of metadata: data 
about data, describing the who, what, where, when, why, and how of the data 
(USGS, n.d.).   
• Multi-tenant-efficiency is a single instance that serves every customer, and through 
authorisation and security policies each customer’s data is kept separate from 
others’, with the end user unaware that the application instance is being shared 
among multiple tenants.   
• Scalability is the ability for the vendor to host multiple customers on a “load-
balanced farm” of identical instances, as opposed to holding separate databases for 
each customer.  The SaaS system is scalable to an arbitrarily large number of 
customers, because the servers and instances can be increased or decreased to meet 
demand without the need to re-design the application and upgrades are rolled out 
to all tenants simultaneously.   
 
The SaaS model provides a number of benefits for the provider: 
• As the delivery of software is physically easier than for off-the-shelf products and is 
centrally controlled this provides operational cost savings for SaaS providers (Bantz, 
Mohindra, & Shea, 2002).   
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• Under the recurring-revenue model they also benefit from a regular revenue stream 
and with web based services the potential customer base is increased with access to 
the entire internet business market (SIIA, 2001).   
• Users of subscription computing services become dependent on their providers and 
have a low user dropout rate, due to the business critical data the providers hold.  
Providers are able to accumulate knowledge about their users which they can use to 
increase the services’ value to the customer (Bantz et al., 2002). 
 
4.2.4 The SaaS Customer 
The key attraction of SaaS for customers is considered to be the reduced total cost of 
ownership – comprising direct capital investment in hardware and software plus indirect 
costs of installation, training, repairs, downtime, technical support, and upgrading 
(BusinessDictionary, 2009) – and the ease and speed of implementing the solution 
compared to on-premise solutions (Mertz et al., 2008).   
 
Whilst customers will require fast internet access for web services and correspondingly 
workstations capable of running up to date operating systems (Marks, 2008), they will not 
need to implement high-end IT infrastructure and can avoid up-front costs for the software 
and perpetual license agreements (Mertz et al., 2008; SIIA, 2001; THINKstrategies, 2008).  
Because SaaS solutions are deployed from a single code base they tend to offer limited 
customisation and configuration which in turn reduces time and effort to implement (Bantz 
et al., 2002; Manning & Bois, 2008)   
 
With fixed subscription payments, Bantz et al. (2002) state that the consumer’s cash flow is 
regulated, avoiding the cost spikes that occur with hardware and software upgrades, the 
impacts of growth and relocation, and recovery from breakdowns.  They also highlight the 
value of backup services, antivirus and anti-hacking facilities, data protection and 
encryption, and continuous system monitoring being built into the subscription price.   
 
The web based model of SaaS applications provides the user with ubiquitous computing and 
the ability to access the service from any remote location as opposed to being tied to a 
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license on a desktop machine (Bantz et al., 2002; Wikipedia, 2009, May 11).  The SaaS model 
enables regular ongoing delivery of system upgrades, improvements and fixes which is 
considered beneficial for users as it allows them to access new services faster and avoids 
“version lock-in” (Manning & Bois, 2008).   
 
The low entry cost makes the SaaS option attractive to small and medium sized businesses 
(Bantz et al., 2002; Chong & Carraro, 2006) and whether an existing business or a new 
venture, the SaaS option provides an organisation with the option to access and utilise the 
latest technology (SIIA, 2001).  A Gartner survey draws attention to the ongoing and rising 
maintenance costs from “mega-vendors” which constrain budgets and encourage buyers to 
consider other options and vendors (Mertz et al., 2008).  The same survey also found many 
organisations had previously invested heavily in application software licenses that were 
never used (“shelfware”) to take advantage of discounts with volume purchases, which 
resulted in reducing the available IT budget and therefore their ability to subsequently 
purchase new modules or software. 
 
4.2.5 What the critics say about SaaS 
Functionality  
Fan et al. (2009) suggest that whilst SaaS applications are easy to use and have a low 
implementation cost, many lack performance and functionality compared to on-premise or 
off-the-shelf applications. They state that while customers are initially attracted to lower 
implementation costs, ultimately software quality and functionality will be an important 
factor in retaining and attracting customers.   
 
Service Quality 
Fan et al. (2009) also highlight that due to service outages of early SaaS applications, 
customers demand system availability and reliability, which means SaaS providers have to 
invest heavily in server and system capacity to ensure a guaranteed service quality, 
increasing their service and operation costs.   
 
The authors conclude that because of these higher costs, a SaaS vendor needs to achieve 
service excellence with greater efficiency than that of off-the-shelf or on-premise 
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competitors.  They believe that for SaaS vendors to be ultimately competitive in the long 
term, they will require higher design quality that involves achieving excellence in product 
innovation and quality improvement efficiently.  
 
Integration 
Results from the Gartner survey of 258 organisations using or planning to use SaaS within 12 
months found that 37% are transitioning from on-premise solutions to SaaS solutions, while 
14% of those surveyed were going back to on-premise solutions from SaaS solutions (Mertz 
et al., 2008).  The survey found that at a high level the shift away from SaaS was due to 
significant integration requirements they faced and unmet performance expectations.  
Mertz et al. noted such decisions were found in countries where SaaS adoption is 
fragmented and therefore integration would be difficult.  They also imply larger 
organisations that use SaaS may have more complex application environments that require 
prohibitively demanding integration efforts. 
 
Long Term Cost  
While the initial costs for a SaaS solution may be lower, Massie (2009) notes that the total 
cost over a three to five year period is not generally any different to the traditional license-
based model.  Mark (2008) concurs with this and considers in the long term a SaaS product 
would not be the cheaper option.  Massie argues the ability to spread costs over several 
years under the SaaS option has little impact on company profitability, since most projects 
can be amortised over several years.  Similarly Marks suggests that software leasing 
companies can provide the facility to finance a traditional software purchase and spread the 
repayments as monthly instalments.  However Massie admits there is a psychological 
advantage for decision makers when presented with the choice of spending a smaller 
amount each month for a fixed contract period versus agreeing to a large single figure sum 
for expenditure, especially for businesses with limited cash reserves. 
 
4.2.6 SaaS Enabled by SOA and Future Possibilities 
While SaaS is a delivery model, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural 
approach (Seeley, 2007).  SOA is a model for organising and utilising distributed capabilities 
that may be under the control of different owners (Maurizio, Sager, Jones, Corbitt, & 
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Girolami, 2008).  In SOA, a system operates as a collection of services, with each service 
interacting with various other services to accomplish a certain task (Sim, Wang, Gilbert, & 
Wills, 2005).   
  
Whilst SaaS solutions do not need to be SOA enabled, doing so gives SaaS providers the 
ability to serve many thousands of customers out of the same instance of the application, 
with SOA architectures and best practices enabling SaaS applications to scale, and flexibly 
change and version the software efficiently (Henschen, 2006).  Henschen indicates under 
SOA, SaaS applications are able to be flexible in meeting customer needs and provide faster 
integration than on-premise solutions.  They give the example of “mashups” where using 
web services, information from two or more services can be put together for an 
organisation’s specific purpose (examples of mashups are sites such as housingmaps.com 
which brings together Google maps and properties for sale/rent).   
 
Seely (2007) suggests that in the future offerings that are delivered as software as a service 
may not be entire packages of applications, but components and services that could be 
mixed and matched, and as such representative of a portfolio of business services.   
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4.3 Internet and Broadband  
The SaaS model deployed over the internet is dependent on good rates of internet adoption 
to ensure there is a market for the product.  It is also dependent on the speed of the 
network to ensure the product functions in an acceptable manner to the user.  As SaaS is a 
global model the next two sections will look at internet and broadband adoption and trends 
on a world scale to appreciate the opportunities SaaS vendors have to market their product 
in a global marketplace. 
  
4.3.1 Internet Adoption 
Since 1995 internet adoption has been rapid.  Between 2001 and 2009, the number of 
internet users increased by 342.2%, from 360 million users to 1,596 million users worldwide.  
At the end of March 2009, 23.8% of the world’s population were users of the internet 
(Internet World Stats, 2009). 
     
By the end of March 2009, the greatest number of internet users was in Asia with over 650 
million, followed by Europe with nearly 400 million and then North America at just over 250 
million.  Regionally North America has the greatest penetration of internet usage with 74.4% 
followed by Oceania / Australia at 60.4% then Europe at just under half at 48.9%.  Iceland 
has the highest penetration rate by country at 90%, with New Zealand and Australia also 
having high penetrations rates of 80.5% and 80.6% respectively.  Since 2001 the number of 
internet users in Africa and the Middle East has had the greatest growth of 1,100% and 
1,296% respectively (Internet World Stats, 2009).   
 
Paul Twomey, the CEO of ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers), 
stated in a recent interview with the BBC that in the next two to three years there will be 
over 3 billion internet users worldwide (Twomey, 2009).  He considers the next wave of 
internet growth will occur in the developing countries and will be driven by the internet’s 
convergence with mobile communications.  By the end of 2010, he states that 5 billion 
people will have a mobile phone, many of which will be internet enabled.  He considers the 
expansion of mobile networks, combined with the latest internet enabled devices such as 
the “Smartphone”, will allow developing countries to “leapfrog” traditional technologies 
thereby removing the barriers for their citizens and businesses to enter the global economy.   
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4.3.2 Broadband Adoption 
Whilst the world has experienced a rapid uptake of the internet, there has been an even 
more rapid switch to broadband and a resulting increase in the range of activities that is 
carried out online due to the faster broadband speeds and greater bandwidth (OECD, 2008).  
 
The OECD (2008) indicates that broadband has enabled the emergence of new business 
models, new processes, new inventions, and new and improved goods and services and has 
increased competitiveness and flexibility in the economy.  The authors note the increase in 
the diffusion of information at a lower cost; improved access to increasingly larger markets; 
the enabling of people to work from multiple locations with flexible hours; and the general 
speeding up of procedures and processes through the uptake of broadband.   
 
By the end of the first quarter of 2009 there were 429.2 million broadband subscribers in 
the world, a 7.4% penetration of the world’s population (Vanier, 2009).   
 
4.3.3 Broadband Technologies 
Within the OECD community, DSL broadband is dominant with 59% of the 266 million OECD 
broadband subscribers, followed by cable at 29%, fibre and LAN 10% and 2% for other 
technologies as at December 2008 (OECD, 2009)3.   
 
Figure 6 shows the breakdown of OECD broadband subscribers by technology per 100 
inhabitants.  The use of fibre and LAN technologies is markedly higher and the principal 
broadband technology in Japan (47.9%) and Korea (43.1%).  Sweden and the Slovak Republic 
also show higher adoption of fibre at 20.30% and 18.6%, with DSL broadband remaining 
their main subscription technology.  The United States, Canada and Belgium have highest 
levels of cable usage, although DSL is the dominant broadband technology in Belgium. 
 
                                                 
3
  Point Topic indicate in their own broadband reports that wireless broadband technologies such as 3G 
and WiFI/WIMAX, are not included in their analysis because of their relative newness and the ability to collect 
data (Vanier, 2009); it is assumed this is also the case for the OECD not including or not separating details for 
wireless technologies. 
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Figure 6 Broadband Subscribers by Technology per 100 Inhabitants (December 2008) 
 
Source: OECD (2009) 
Figure 7 shows the speed of the broadband available in each country varies.  This relates to 
the dominant broadband technology in use.  DSL broadband (digital subscriber line) services 
typically provide download speeds of 256 kilobits per second (kbit/s) to 20 megabits per 
second (mbit/s) i.e. 20,000 kbit/s, dependent on the DSL technology, the line conditions and 
the service-level implementation (Wikipedia, 2009, June 24).  In contrast, fibre 
communication has the potential to carry around 1000 mbit/s (FIPOT Communication 
Services, n.d.), which is reflected in the Japanese and Korean higher download speeds and 
their dominant broadband technology being fibre.  Cable broadband technology download 
speeds can vary from 100 mbit/s to 400 mbit/s  (Wikipedia, 2009, July 7).   
 
4.3.4 New Zealand Broadband 
As at December 2008, Figure 6 shows New Zealand’s broadband uptake sits right on the 
OECD average.  Predominantly broadband in New Zealand is provided through DSL, i.e. 
telephone technology.  Whilst telephone services are deregulated in New Zealand, up until 
2006 the physical infrastructure was controlled and managed by one company, Telecom 
New Zealand, the incumbent telecommunications provider from the days of state controlled 
telephone services.  In June 2006, after considerable debate between the Government and 
internet service providers, the Government announced an amendment to the 
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telecommunications act to allow for “local loop unbundling”, of which the then Minister of 
Communications said, “This bill will help New Zealand catch up with leading OECD countries 
by promoting competition that will speed up the provision of fast, multi-faceted broadband 
internet service” (Cunliffe, 2006).   
 
Under unbundling arrangements, competitors of the incumbent telecommunications 
provider can install their own equipment in the incumbent’s exchange facilities, under a 
lease arrangement with the incumbent provider, which enables new entrants to compete by 
providing differentiated services (Boyle, Howell, & Zhang, 2008).  In theory, Boyle et al. 
indicate, unbundling should stimulate increased broadband uptake by increasing product 
variety and putting price pressure on the incumbent.  At the time, as commentator Brian 
Dooley noted, ADSL equipment was already at rock bottom prices and therefore it would 
take time for new services that would be competitive to be developed, and the new 
possibilities would only gradually result in lower prices, higher bandwidth, higher bit caps 
for service and more symmetrical DSL services (Dooley, 2006).  
 
Figure 7 OECD Average Advertised Broadband Download Speed, by Country, kbit/s 
(September 2008) 
 
 
Note (**): New Zealand's download speeds are not typically advertised. Figured were imputed using technological maximum 
speeds for ADSL 2+ offers.  
Source: OECD (2009) 
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4.4 Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) 
Like many countries around the world most businesses in New Zealand (NZ) are classified as 
small and medium sized, with 19 or fewer employees (Ministry of Economic Development, 
2008).  As at February 2007 the Ministry of Economic Development indicated there were 
433,405 SMEs, which represents 97.1% of all NZ enterprises. They indicate at the same 
period there were 413,136 (89.2%) enterprises that employed five or fewer people and 
315,049 (68%) enterprises in NZ who employed nobody.   
 
In the United Kingdom (UK) at the start of 2007 there was an estimated 4.7 million private 
sector enterprises, of which 99.3% or 4.6 million were small enterprises with 0-49 
employees; 0.6% or 28,000 medium-sized enterprises with 50-249 employees and 0.1% or 
4,700 enterprises were large with over 250 employees (BERR, 2008).  In the UK 99.9% of all 
private sector businesses are SMEs, employing less than 250 staff.  
 
In 2007, all enterprises in the UK had an estimated combined annual turnover of £2,800 
billion, with the small and medium enterprises (<250 employees) accounting for 51.5% or 
£1,442 billion of the turnover (BERR, 2008).  Small enterprises (<50), alone, accounted for 
47.5% of UK employment and £1,050 billion or 37.5% of the total turnover.   
 
In Australia, as at June 2007, there were 2.01 million SMEs, with 95% (1.9 million) classified 
as small, i.e. employing less than 20 staff (Australian Communications and Media Authority, 
2009) 
 
An Australian study of SMEs found that the internet was a critical business tool for dealing 
with customers, managing supply chains and undertaking activities such as banking and 
selling products or services (Australian Communications and Media Authority, 2009).  Their 
study highlighted the growing reliance on the internet as a channel for e-commerce with 
95% of Australian SMEs connected to some form of broadband.  They further highlight that 
78% of SMEs surveyed see broadband as having a positive impact on their business 
operations, in particular an increased efficiency in the speed at which activities can be 
undertaken. 
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Similarly in Western Europe there is an increased use of broadband for business purposes by 
SMEs: a study of 184 European SMEs in France, Germany and the United Kingdom found 
that SME spending on broadband managed services is forecasted to increase by more than 
€4 billion to €9.7 billion by the end of 2011 (Ryan, 2007). 
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4.5 Accounting Software 
Accounting in today’s world is a data management function dependent upon information 
technology (Kee, 1993).  Whilst bookkeeping can be completed manually, most 
organisations have now computerised their accounting to some extent, whether accessing 
an independent software solution from their personal computer, or using an integrated 
feature of an enterprise resource planning system (Considine, Razeed, Lee, Speer, & Collier, 
2008). 
 
Until the 1970s, Considine et al. (2008) indicate, information systems were support tools in 
aiding record keeping for accounting.  Today the authors state that information systems 
provide an important information service to businesses, with accounting being just one of 
the many business functions incorporated into information systems.  
 
As technology continues to advance there is an increasing need for businesses to have 
timely access to critical information for decision making.  For example Considine et al. 
(2008) indicate the traditional accounting function of providing financial reports on an 
annual basis is being changed to being able to produce these at any point in time.  Considine 
et al. suggest that incorporating this type of change in the accounting process puts pressure 
on businesses to have functionally able accounting information systems that can meet these 
real-time information needs. 
 
Table 1 provides a summary of companies that provide accounting software for the New 
Zealand (NZ) small and medium business market.  Whilst this list may not be exhaustive, it 
indicates there is a wide range of choice of different levels of functionality to meet the 
needs of different sized enterprises, and enterprises in multiple locations, with a variance in 
price options accordingly. 
 
Many companies providing accounting software operate on a global scale, although their 
product offerings vary from country to country.  Due to unique legal and taxation 
regulations in each country, accounting software that provides tax and legal compliant 
reporting needs to be customised to meet each country’s regulatory requirements.  As 
noted in Table 1, 1placeonline, ACCLAIM, Accredo, Bookkeeper, Desktop Financial, 
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Easybooks, and Infusion only have products for the New Zealand market.  Accomplish, 
Attachè and Banklink operate in both the Australian and New Zealand markets. 
Table 1 Accounting Software Available in NZ for Small and Medium Enterprises 
COMPANY 
ACCOUNTING 
BASED 
PRODUCTS 
PRICE 
RANGE (NZ) 
GLOBAL 
PRESENCE 
ESTAB CUSTOMERS 
WEB  
BASED 
1place online 
My Customers, 
My Money 
$15-35 pm NZ only 2007  Yes 
ACCLAIM  
CashBook Lite / 
Complete 
$120 - $240 
Accounting only in 
NZ, imaging 
software sold in 20 
countries (NZ 
owned) 
1995   
Accomplish  
CashManager Lite 
/ standard / plus / 
manager/ 
with/out invoicing 
$524.25 - 
$1,244.25 
NZ, Australia, UK 
(NZ owned) 
1992   
Accredo Saturn / Mercury  NZ only 1994 800 companies  
Aplicor inc 
Online 
CRM/Accounting 
$119 p/user 
pm 
US company, 
offices in UK, 
Costa Rica.  
Operates 
worldwide 
  Yes 
Attachè  PRO /prophet 
$200.00 pm 
per user/ 
dependent 
on modules 
Australian 
company, 
operates in NZ and 
Australia 
 
5,000 
customers 
 
Banklink Accounts Online $45+ pm NZ and Australia  
2,000 
accountants 
Yes 
Business 
Bookkeeper 
Business 
Bookkeeper v1 
$299.00 NZ only    
Cognito 
Software  
MoneyWorks 
Cashbook / 
Express / Gold / 
Datacentre 
$253.12 - 
$3,369.38.  
ASP version 
$995.00pa 
NZ, Australia, 
Canada, UK, USA, 
Singapore. (NZ 
owned) 
1992  ASP 
Desktop 
Financials  
Quantum 5 /Plus / 
Plus 6user) 
$995 - $3995 NZ only 1991   
Easybooks Full Pro $299 - $799 NZ only 1999   
Greentree CBA  
Australia and NZ, 
(Partners Asia-
Pacific, USA, 
Canada, UK) 
1983 
10,000 
organisations 
 
Infusion 
Fundamentals / 
Professional / Elite 
$570 -$2,244 NZ only  
1,300 
companies 
 
Intuit 
(marketed as 
Reckon in 
NZ) 
QuickBooks 2009-
10 EasyStart / 
Accounting / 
Small Business / 
Plus /Account 
Edge / Pro / 
Premier/ 
Enterprise 
$159 - 
$16,490 
US company sold 
worldwide(major 
offices US, 
Canada, India, UK) 
1983 
50 million 
people 
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COMPANY 
ACCOUNTING 
BASED 
PRODUCTS 
PRICE 
RANGE (NZ) 
GLOBAL 
PRESENCE 
ESTAB CUSTOMERS 
WEB  
BASED 
MYOB Business Basics 
Cashbook (online) 
/Accounting  / 
Premier / 
AccountEdge / 
Enterprise  
$199 - $2,999 
$22.50 pm 
online 
Australia, China, 
Hong Kong, NZ, 
Malaysia, 
Singapore, United 
States 
1991 
700,000 
customers 
Yes 
NetSuite NetSuite  Worldwide 1998 6,600 Yes 
Sage 
Software  
Line 50 
Accountant / Plus 
/ Financial 
Controller 
 Worldwide 1981 
5.8 million 
customers 
 
SAP 
Business One Monthly 
financing 
over 7 years, 
loans from 
$15,000 
Located in 120 
countries 
1972 
82,000 
worldwide. 
Business One 
22,600 (end 
2008) 
 
Xero 
Xero / Xero 
Accountants 
Edition (Xero 
Cashbook) 
$55.13pm 
NZ based, 
Australia, Belgium, 
Canada, Chile, 
Dom Rep, Estonia, 
Germany, Ireland, 
Japan, Mexico, NZ, 
Nigeria, 
Philippines, 
Singapore, 
Slovenia, SA, 
Switzerland, 
United Arab 
Emirates, UK, US 
2006 
6,154 
customers.  
17,646 users 
(Mar 2009) 
Yes 
Sources: (1placeonline, n.d.; About Right Limited, n.d.; Acclaim Software Ltd, n.d.; Accomplish Ltd, n.d.; 
Accredo Business Solutions Ltd, n.d.; Aplicor Inc, n.d.; Attachè, n.d.; BankLink, n.d.; Cognito Software, n.d.; 
Desktop Financials, n.d.; EasyBooks Limited, n.d.; Greentree, n.d.; Infusion Software, n.d.; MYOB, n.d.; NZCIA, 
2009; Reckon NZ Pty Ltd, n.d.; Sage, 2008; SAP, n.d.; Xero, 2009) 
  
4.5.1 More than an Accounting Solution 
SAP 
German company SAP is the longest established company in the list, with 37 years in the 
software industry.  They are well known for their ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), 
industry vertical solutions implemented in many large companies.  In 2008 they had 82,000 
active customers in 120 countries worldwide, earning €11.5 billion in revenue for 2007 (SAP, 
2008).  Their Business One product offers more than just an accounting solution, it is an ERP 
facility suited to small and medium size businesses.  Whilst no exact pricing can be obtained 
from online enquiries, SAP offer financial packages to cover the cost of implementation that 
include software, infrastructure and services, with the minimum loan available for their 
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Business One finance package being €15,000 (SAP Financial Services, 2006).  To date, 
Business One has 22,600 customers which is a 27% year-over-year increase since the 
product’s SAP version launch in 2002.  SAP’s SaaS product Business ByDesign is not yet 
available in New Zealand but is marketed to medium sized businesses in China, Germany, 
United Kingdom, France, India and the United States (SAP, n.d.), although Sommer (2009) 
indicates that the product is in a controlled roll out with the multi-tenancy feature still 
under development. 
 
NetSuite 
NetSuite, who claim to be the number one web based business software suite, offer full 
financials, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) services, inventory and e-commerce 
software that operates in the wholesale, distribution, retail, services, manufacturing, media 
and publishing, agriculture, non-profit, e-commerce, and IT sectors (Netsuite Inc., n.d.).  
Available in New Zealand, they advertise that they have customers in the United States, 
United Kingdom, Northern Ireland, Belgium, Sweden, France, Canada, Hong Kong, Australia, 
Singapore, and Japan.  In 2008 their revenue was $US152.5 million and as at 31 December 
2008 they had 6,600 active customers and a staff of 971 employees (NetSuite Inc., 2009).   
 
A Gartner survey rated NetSuite the fastest growing financial management system vendor in 
North America with 41.1% growth for 2008 which was significantly better than the overall 
3.4% growth of the ERP market for the same period (Webwire, 2009).  In 2009 NetSuite was 
the first SaaS vendor to gain German Auditing Standard 880, which gives certification 
compliance for their software with German tax law and accounting principles (Kanaracus, 
2009).  This places NetSuite in a very strong position to compete directly with SAP in its 
home market and its ability to offer financial accounting services and other business 
applications designed for German companies and multinationals based in Germany 
(Veverka, 2009). 
 
Greentree 
Similarly New Zealand owned company Greentree offers a modulised ERP solution that is 
sold in Asia-Pacific, USA, Canada and the UK, with over 10,000 organisations using their 
product in New Zealand and Australia (Greentree, n.d.).   
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Other Companies 
Other companies such as Applicor, Accredo and Infusion offer inventory management, job 
costing, and management of sales and purchasing functionality as part of their accounting 
solution.  Applicor, an American web based provider, offers a full CRM service as part of 
their product.   
 
Most companies also offer payroll facilities, either as an add-on package or through an 
additional online service to their accounting offerings. 
 
4.5.2 MYOB 
MYOB, an Australian company established in 1991, stated at its 2008 Annual General 
Meeting they were the number one leader of business systems for small and medium sized 
businesses in Australia and New Zealand, with more than 700,000 businesses and 
accounting firms using their accounting and payroll products in the Asia-Pacific region 
(MYOB, 2008).  For 2007 they reported revenue earnings of $A205.6 million, with the New 
Zealand market representing 16% of its revenue, and an 81% recurring revenue with growth 
in the New Zealand market of 13% (MYOB, 2008).  Originally MYOB had focused on 
accounting solutions to small businesses with less than 20 employees, but have broadened 
their focus to larger businesses of up to 200 staff (Xero Live Limited, 2007).  
 
In 2008 it was reported that their first half financial figures showed a 23% drop in New 
Zealand small business customer revenues, and an overall revenue drop of 2%, which was 
offset by an increase in support and maintenance and accountants revenue streams, with 
MYOB CEO Tim Reed citing “deteriorating market conditions and increased competition” as 
a factor for the result (Computer World, 2008).   
 
In March 2008 MYOB launched its online product BusinessBasicsOnline to the New Zealand 
market.  It is designed for small businesses to use in conjunction with their accountants, 
with the subscription rate for the product is $22.50 per month (MYOB, 2008).  
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In May 2008 MYOB withdrew operations in the United Kingdom and Ireland.  In January 
2009 Manhattan Software Bidco Ltd completed a takeover of MYOB, which was followed on 
January 20 2009 with MYOB delisting from the Australian Stock exchange.  In May 2009 
Craig Winkler, the founder and previously Chief Executive Officer of MYOB, took a 22.23% 
shareholding in Xero, becoming Xero’s second largest shareholder.  
 
4.5.3 Sage 
British company Sage Software has 5.8 million customers in 26 countries, declaring earnings 
of £1,295 million in revenue for 2007, with accounting software representing 55% of their 
business revenue (Sage, 2008).  Sage’s primary market is small and medium enterprises that 
employ less than 100 staff (Xero Live Limited, 2007).  Sage’s product portfolio was initially 
focused on accounting software, but they have broadened their product range to include 
payroll, human resources, customer relationship management, property and construction 
management software, merchant services and medical practice management software, 
although not all of these products are available in New Zealand (Sage, n.d.).   
 
In the UK they have two online accounting products: Online 50 which has been available 
since 2003, and more recently Sage 50 Accounts Professional Online (Meall, 2008).  Sage’s 
2008 Annual Report indicates that along with contracts and maintenance agreements, 
transaction and hosting revenue had increased 9% while their software market share 
dropped 2% (Sage, 2008).   
 
4.5.4 Intuit 
Intuit is a United States based company with major offices in Canada, India and the United 
Kingdom, with 50 million people worldwide using their products and services, which include 
QuickBooks, Payroll, Payments, TurboTax, Digital Insight and Quicken (Intuit Inc., 2008).  Its 
revenue for 2007 was $US3.1 billion, with the Quickbooks accounting products representing 
20% of their revenue (Intuit Inc., 2008).  Predominately their revenue is generated from 
their United States market, with international revenue representing less than 5% of the 
total. 
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As part of their QuickBooks portfolio, they have a SaaS platform called QuickBase, in which 
users select ready-made online workgroup applications or create custom solutions for their 
businesses (Intuit Inc., 2008).  
  
Intuit’s 2008 Annual Report noted the change in the competitive landscape, with new 
companies entering their market space, particularly companies with free or low-priced 
online offerings for entry-level products and services, where they consider the barriers to 
entry are lower than for desktop equivalents.  However they still believe there are market 
growth opportunities: “Many of our new customers previously used pencil and paper or 
software such as word processors and spreadsheets, rather than competitors’ software and 
services, to perform financial tasks. We believe that there is a long-term trend away from 
manual methods toward the use of both desktop and online software to accomplish these 
tasks that will provide future growth opportunities” (Intuit Inc., 2008, p.11).  See Appendix C 
for a summary of products available in the US. 
  
4.5.5 Web Based Accounting Services 
In New Zealand, 1placeonline, Banklink, NetSuite and Xero offer web based accounting 
services, with MYOB and Cognito Software web based versions complementing their stand 
alone products.   
  
Attachè, with 5,000 customers in Australia and New Zealand, do not have an online product 
offering as such but have adopted a subscription payment method model, that includes free 
support and upgrades with transaction based charging. 
 
Meall (2008) states that in the United Kingdom there is a choice of 12 online accounting 
services, that includes Sage’s two products (Online 50 and Sage 50 Accounts Professional 
Online) plus Xero, e-economic, Bean Accounting, iCash (from Iris), Imbercal, Inrax (from 
Meier), Kashflow, Liberty Accounts, net-accounting.co.nz and NetSuite.  To complement this 
she states accounting firms such as Tenon and Vantis, Cameron Baum, Critchleys and CS 
Corporate Solutions are offering clients bureau-style online bookkeeping and accounting 
solutions. 
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In the United States, Wikipedia indicate there are 14 web based software accounting 
products available (Wikipedia, 2009, July 16).  See Appendix C for the list.  As discussed in 
section 4.5.1 American SaaS company NetSuite experienced a 41.1% growth in 2008, making 
it the top performing financial management system vendor in the North American market, 
considerably ahead of its on-premise rivals such as Microsoft, Exact, Lawson, Deltek, Sage, 
Epicor and Infor (Webwire, 2009).  The authors consider the growth as providing validation 
that businesses are turning to SaaS for business software and go further to suggest that the 
SaaS option is even more attractive to companies during tough economic times. 
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4.6 Conclusion  
The global adoption of the internet since 1995 has been rapid, with the growth expected to 
continue.  Presently 23.8% of the world’s population has access to the internet.  With the 
convergence with mobile technologies it is thought a new wave of internet growth will 
occur in developing countries through internet enabled devices such as the “Smartphone”, 
removing old technology entry barriers for citizens of these countries to enter the global 
economy.   
 
Along with growing internet usage there has also been a growing demand for faster access 
to the internet which has seen an even more rapid adoption of broadband technologies.  
Today 7.4% of the world is using some form of broadband technology.  Small and medium 
enterprises have also embraced broadband with an Australian study finding 78% of SMEs 
indicated broadband has a positive impact on business operations. 
 
The OECD(2008) consider broadband to have brought the emergence of new business 
models, new processes, new inventions, new and improved goods and services that have 
increased competitiveness and flexibility in the economy.  Software as a Service (Saas) is one 
such industry where software is deployed over a network, typically the internet, as a service 
to customers for a regular subscription fee.  Gartner expects SaaS to have a compound 
annual growth rate of 19.4% to 2013 (Mertz et al., 2009) with customers attracted to the 
model because of the low entry cost, ease of installation and reduced total cost of 
ownership related to less infrastructure and support personnel needed compared with on-
premise solutions. 
 
NetSuite, an American company that offers ERP and financial software under the SaaS 
model, experienced a 41.1% growth in the North American market in 2008, outperforming 
all of its on-premise rivals, which by some is seen as confirmation that businesses are 
considering and taking this option.  This in turn has seen some off-the-shelf providers such 
as MYOB and Sage launching their own web based product offerings.  One company who 
does not have a web based version is now selling their product under the subscription 
payment method opposed to the software and license fee structure. 
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But even in SaaS’s relatively young 10 year existence, there is a growing number of 
competing companies in the financial marketplace.  In the United Kingdom alone there are 
12 choices of online accounting services as well as a number of firms that are offering 
bureau-style online accounting and bookkeeping solutions.  In the United States there are 
already 14 web based software products available, which will make it crucial to develop a 
good reputation through reliable and excellent service and quality product improvement 
and innovation to retain customers and be competitive.  The SaaS vendor needs to ensure 
their SaaS implementation is capable of achieving economies of scale that achieve 
operational cost efficiencies through a fully evolved model of configurability, multi-tenant-
efficiency and scalability. 
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5 Case Analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
The case of Xero, showed that for the founders, Hamish Edwards and Rod Drury, networking 
is an integral tool in their ongoing entrepreneurial endeavours and was extensively used to 
establish and develop the company.  Rod Drury openly states that networking is a part of his 
“...personal value – that transcends his business” and that networks, “...are everything – it is 
how you get things done...every little contact is useful for the next thing.”  
   
Hamish and Rod’s personal resource portfolios were strong.  Both had previous 
entrepreneurial experience: Hamish in developing and growing the family business, and Rod 
in successfully starting up technology businesses in New Zealand (NZ) and America.  
Together they also brought a complement of skills to the venture, with Rod an experienced 
technologist and Hamish a practising chartered accountant.  Their skills and entrepreneurial 
experience brought a diverse network that they have utilised in successfully establishing 
Xero.  This supports the views of Brush et al. (2001), Gilbert et al. (2006) and Kollmann 
(2006) that a wider diversity of resources initially available to the new venture will assist in 
the venture’s success.  Hamish and Rod managed to secure $NZ 15 million seed funding 
through an IPO, early in the venture’s start-up, of which70% was obtained through friends, 
family and business colleagues.  They have established a global market for their developed 
product, with a focus on NZ, Australia and the United Kingdom (UK) as planned at the 
outset.  Investors have shown their support of the company with 70% electing to re-invest 
through a share purchase top-up offer.  
 
As well as personal networks, Xero as an organisation has modelled itself on a networked 
approach with the establishment of strategic partnerships and alliances with other business 
communities and organisations.  The networks have assisted Xero to overcome the liability 
of newness and smallness that Baum et al. (2000) see as a problem for new ventures.  Thus 
through alliances such as with partnering accountants they have been able to break through 
the periphery of industry and access the wider small business community.  The networks 
they have established with telecommunications companies have alleviated the resource 
scarcity that Baum et al. discuss.  Piggy backing on these large organisations’ reputation and 
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infrastructure has provided market entry to the customer base of these organisations, and 
provided Xero with a greater public profile by the association with these known major 
business partners.  Tidd et al. (2001) highlight four reasons to collaborate: cost, risk, scale 
and time. Through partnership networks, Xero has been able to reach a much wider 
audience, providing cost savings, reducing risk and taking less time to achieve results, all 
important factors in the high technology sector so to get a product to market quicker to 
beat competitors and obtain revenue to sustain and grow the venture. 
 
To explore this further and understand how social relationships and networks have been an 
asset to Hamish and Rod in starting up and establishing Xero, this analysis will look at the 
social capital that is developed and utilised through these relationships.  Social capital is 
defined by Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) as the “sum of the actual and potential resources 
embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of relationships 
possessed by individuals or social unit.  Social capital thus comprises both the network and 
the assets that may be mobilized through that network” (p. 243).   
 
Using Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) model, which describes the structural, relational and 
cognitive dimensions of social capital, the following sections will analyse the social capital 
bound within the relationships of Hamish, Rod and Xero and consider the factors of access, 
anticipation of value, motivation and combination capability that were satisfied for the 
parties in the relationship, that enabled an exchange and combination of resources to occur. 
Whilst Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s model describes social capital in three dimensions, they 
recognise that each dimension and facets of each dimension are inter-related.  In the 
following sections of analysis this overlap will also be evident.   
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5.2 Structural Dimension 
The structural dimension focuses on the nature of the connections in the network and the 
way the connections are formed between the actors that facilitate the exchange and 
combination of resources. Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) consider the structural dimension 
to involve ties in the network, the configuration of the network, and the ability to transfer 
social capital from one setting to another, each of which will be addressed in the following 
sections.   
 
5.2.1 Strong Ties Important in Early Phase of Start-up 
A fundamental proposition of social capital theory is that the network ties provide access to 
resources, i.e. “who you know affects what you know” resulting in information benefits.  
Strong ties involve high levels of emotional underpinning (Granovetter, 1973), and are found 
in relationships that can be relied on (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991).  For example, Larson and 
Starr (1993) indicate that during the early stage of establishing a venture, entrepreneurs 
source critical resources to start it from family friends and existing business contacts and 
spend a significant amount of time maintaining existing networks (Greve & Salaff, 2003).  
This is evident in Hamish and Rod’s initial approach to securing funding, staff people and use 
of their strong ties. 
 
Once the seed of Xero was sown, Hamish and Rod sought the aid of trusted friends who had 
small businesses and who they knew would be interested and capable of adding value in 
formalising their business plan and provide legitimacy for the idea (Hoang & Antoncic, 
2003).  As the business progressed, they sought the services of Hamish’s clients and good 
friends of his and Rod’s, who they knew had the appropriate small business knowledge to 
provide crucial assistance with product research development, design and beta testing. 
 
Seeking funding for Xero was centred on their circle of friends and professional colleagues 
who they knew were in a position to financially support the venture.  These contacts were 
personally approached by Hamish and Rod to invest in Xero, which resulted in 70% of the 
IPO being secured in this manner. 
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The Board of Directors were hand-picked through Hamish and Rod’s network of business 
colleagues.  Each was individually chosen because of their specific skills, contacts and their 
ability to invest in Xero.  Through their network they were able to source a Board of 
Directors which together gave the desired broad range of skills along with financial input to 
support the venture.   
   
Many of Xero’s first employees that took instrumental positions at the beginning were 
recruited because they had previously worked together.  They were colleagues Rod and 
Hamish could rely on, to deliver the task-in-hand, to build a product and surrounding 
processes fit for market.  Hamish, and in particular Rod’s strong ties in the technology sector 
provided people with the knowledge, necessary skills and right mindset that could make up 
a cooperative working team, that would bring Xero the company and the product alive.  This 
was a critical consideration for the success of the Xero vision, as Rod indicated he needed 
people that could easily work alongside him and not hold him back.  Craig Walker, who took 
a lead in designing the Xero product, was recruited as Chief Technical Officer, is a good 
example.  Craig and Rod knew each other well, as they had previously been involved in a 
number of technology developments together.  Craig had even worked as Rod’s “personal 
programmer.”   They had a proven successful working relationship and knew and had faith 
in each other’s capabilities. 
 
From a network structural perspective, the key to the success of the early phase as Burt 
(1997) states, was the knowledge of access to strong ties that could provide the resources 
they needed quickly and efficiently.  This was achieved by the social capital they brought to 
the venture from past relationships that Rod and Hamish had.  The ability to successfully 
exchange and combine resources was facilitated because of the other parties’ willingness 
and motivation due to the strong relationship they had and the trust within the relationship.   
 
5.2.2 Weak Ties Bring New Sources of Information 
In contrast to strong ties Granovetter (1973) states that while weak ties are less reliable 
they offer better access to a wider set of resources and new information. Weak ties are 
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superficial or casual relations (Dubin & Aldrich, 1991) and are without emotional basis and 
tend to be based on more rationally dominated relations (Granovetter).   
 
Very early on in Hamish’s entrepreneurial endeavours he actively used networking to 
establish contacts with new people to build the client base for his family business through 
the Treasurer’s position at the Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club.  This process proved 
extremely productive at building a wider network of weak ties, and was where Hamish met 
Mike Upshon, who in turn introduced Hamish to Rod, where the seed of Xero was sown. 
 
When Hamish went to England he sought contacts that would assist in establishing Xero in 
the UK market. He spent a large amount of time developing relationships with “everyone.”  
He indicated he went to every function he could, just to meet new people and personally 
promote Xero.  He developed relationships with New Zealanders living in the UK, through 
Kiwi Expats Abroad (KEA).   
 
It was through KEA he established contact with Sarah McCourtie who worked for the Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC), and was loosely acquainted with Rod as 
Rod’s previous company Aftermail banked with HSBC.  Sarah provided an important 
connection and referral for Hamish and Xero with the HSBC’s Chief Operating Officer (COO).  
Once the HSBC COO was supportive of Xero’s bank feed proposal, he then sponsored 
Hamish and Xero with subsequent COOs.  Burt (1992) indicates that through network ties, 
three information benefits occur: access, timing and referral.  In this case the relationship 
with Sarah was able to provide quick access to the HSBC COO, whom Sarah knew and she 
was happy to provide a referral to for Hamish and Xero. The COO also gave referral for Xero 
to subsequent COOs.  The process of establishing the bank feeds with HSBC also provided 
Hamish with new knowledge about the type of information banks want to know, in order to 
consider a bank feed proposal.  This has been useful in subsequent negotiations with other 
banks. 
 
The social capital developed from this transaction also provides Xero with many future 
opportunities for growth.  As Hamish outlined, HSBC is capable of providing bank feeds to 
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any of their customers in the world, so whilst it was thought the deal related to just 
customers in the UK, the diverse customer base that Xero could promote and market to 
through HSBC has the potential to be global and considerably larger.   Hamish anticipates 
this organisational relationship has potential value for Xero to build customer numbers and 
open doors to global market opportunities. 
 
Similarly Stu McIntyre was a weak tie that Rod met while holidaying at his NZ bach.  Stu was 
able to arrange two introductions into British Telecom (BT) for Rod, Hamish and Xero, which 
provided an access benefit through his knowledge of potentially influential people they 
should talk to within BT about their proposal, and his knowing how to establish meetings 
with these people.  Stu’s initial referral saved Xero time and effort and provided them with a 
path to the key decision maker at BT in just three meetings.  This ultimately saw a deal with 
BT completed in eight months, although such deals normally take an average of 24 months.  
 
5.2.3 Network Configuration 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) indicate that ties provide the channels for information 
transmission, but the overall configuration of the ties provides an important facet of social 
capital because it affects the flow of information transfer.  Hoang and Antoncic (2003) 
indicate that where an actor is positioned in the network is an important source of resource 
access and therefore entrepreneurial outcomes.  They suggest that who the actors are is 
secondary to their position in the network structure.  The following sections will explore the 
concept of network configuration in terms of diversity, centrality, density, structural holes 
and size. 
 
5.2.3.1 Network Diversity and Weak Ties 
Dubini and Aldrich (1991) indicate that the diversity of an entrepreneur’s networks is crucial 
to the scope of opportunities open to them.  Granovetter (1973) argues that while weak ties 
are less reliable, they offer better access to a wider set of new information compared to 
strong ties, where the information shared is often redundant.   
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Upon arrival in the UK, as mentioned previously, Hamish became part of the KEA group.  
This opened up his UK network of contacts to many new people and assisted Hamish to 
make business contacts throughout the UK.  One such important lead was Sarah McCourtie, 
who helped in successfully securing a UK bank feed with HSBC. 
 
Similarly Hamish diversified his network of accountant contacts through roles he held in NZ 
with the Inland Revenue (IRD) on their Tax Agent Enhancement Board, the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants (NZICA) Tax Professional Group, and in the UK, with software 
accreditation from the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW).  
These relationships assisted in providing contacts to many previously unknown accountants.  
These diverse networks of weak ties were useful for promoting Xero and their certified 
accounting programme to a wide audience of accounting professionals.  It also proved 
useful as a way to learn who the key decision makers were in many of the accounting firms 
they wished to target. 
 
Hamish’s network with other Software as a Service (SaaS) vendors also diversified his 
network and provided weak ties offering direct and indirect connections to new business 
networks in the UK and potentially around the world, as many of the SaaS vendors originate 
outside of the UK.  Also as the SaaS business cluster has been formalised under the Intellect 
group, this has further provided access to a wider set of technology experts, industry 
leaders, the media, government and other members of Intellect.  
 
5.2.3.2 Network Diversity through Strong Ties 
Whilst diversity in weak ties provides access to new information that lies outside of their 
immediate cluster of contacts (Granovetter, 1973), strong ties are also significant because 
they too can provide access to other parts of the social system (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991; 
Gulati et al., 2000).  Dubini and Aldrich indicate that successful entrepreneurs need to be in 
positions that are connected to many diverse sources of information.  They state, “direct 
ties, especially strong ones are significant not only for the persons directly linked but also 
but also for the indirect access they provide to persons and organizations beyond the direct 
contacts” (p.309).  One example of this is the recruitment of Mark Hallett in the UK. 
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Alastair Grigg, employed as Xero’s Chief Operating Officer (COO), was one of Rod’s close 
colleagues from the Glazier Systems days, a strong tie and early confidant with the Xero 
idea.  Alastair Grigg facilitated Mark Hallett’s introduction to Hamish in the UK.  Mark and 
Alastair had worked together previously and over the years became friends.  Alistair 
provided an important source of referral for Mark, who as Gulati et al. (2000) suggest 
enabled Hamish and Mark to identify and learn about each other and Xero.   
 
Mark was motivated to work for Xero because it was something he wanted to do and be a 
part of, which conceptually lies within the identity facet of the relational dimension of social 
capital.  Hamish anticipated value in the relationship because of Mark’s past experience and 
knowledge from working in sales in the UK accounting software market.  His contacts would 
potentially bring a greater network diversity that could assist in speeding up Xero’s UK 
market entry.  Mark’s appointment fitted with Dubini and Aldrich’s (1991) idea that he 
broadened Hamish’s access to resources and information, increasing Xero’s span of action, 
reducing uncertainty in contacts Hamish would need to make in the UK business world, 
which could provide faster receipt of information: “He had the business networks, from an 
accountant’s standpoint and small business as well.”   
 
Not long after Mark’s appointment, Mark’s personal network provided Xero with its first UK 
sale, a relative who had a small business.  This was an important breakthrough, as this 
customer could provide important validation of Xero as a product suitable for small 
businesses in the UK and therefore a useful reference to potential customers. 
   
5.2.3.3 Network Diversity for Business Growth  
Network diversity is also useful in growing a business.  Once a business is established, 
Lescher and Dowling (2002) indicate entrepreneurs endeavour to increase sales through the 
development of marketing networks and cooperation networks, which gives access to a 
wider range of customer segments and assists in establishing a sales network (Kollmann, 
2006).   
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Xero has established relationships with telecommunication carriers, banks, accountancy 
firms and professional bodies which has diversified Xero’s business network and also gives 
referred access into wider customer markets.  The BT deal also shows potential to build 
their API partnering programme through building relationships with other SaaS providers on 
the BT Portal.  Hamish’s indication that his business relationship with Salesforce has resulted 
in further discussions relating to co-marketing and sales opportunities for Xero is an 
example.  
 
Volkmann and Tokarski (2006) describe one type of growth for e-ventures as cooperative 
growth, where by utilising formal and information network structures they gain access to 
complementary resources.  The API partnering programme, which they have termed the 
“Xero Network”, facilitates growing the company through cooperative growth.  In these 
cases, for both Xero and the API partner, the benefit of these networks are greatest for the 
anticipation of value that can be achieved for both parties with the “added electronic value” 
they can offer to their customers.  Whilst increased access to potential customers can also 
be possible, this is only secondary, as many API partners tend also to be young ventures and 
similarly endeavouring to establish their own customer base.   
 
5.2.3.4 Network Centrality  
The social capital derived by access to indirect and direct links within a network can be 
measured by the concept of centrality, which determines the “reach” an actor has to other 
sources of information through intermediaries or being on the path of information between 
parties (Witt, 2004).  Through the membership of the Beachheads Programme in the UK, it 
provided Hamish, Rod and Xero with reach to a diversified network of contacts in the UK 
through the members of the Beachheads Board.   
 
The Beachheads Programme is a formalised network structure which is designed to provide 
members with access to important networks of resources and in particular knowledge and 
referral to assist members with international growth.  Members of the Beachheads Board 
are individuals who are experienced business people, selected for their well developed 
personal networks and evident strong personal social capital and who are willing to share 
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this with the members of the Beachheads Programme.  Through this programme Hamish, 
Rod and Xero were given the ability to access many influential people in the UK business 
world who would otherwise have been unknown to them.  It provided a way to get Xero 
known to businesses in the UK and also to discover resources to assist in building Xero’s UK 
markets that Hamish indicated:  “It was one of the best things we did.”   
 
Within the network structure they achieved a central network position in a diverse network 
of opportunities (Witt, 2004).  This enabled an efficient and short route of access via 
members of the UK Advisory Board who acted as intermediaries providing referral and 
access to other formal UK development agencies, technology sector networks, and their 
own personal networks.  The programme facilitated through NZ Government Trade and 
Enterprise leverages the reputation of past successes and government relationships which 
assists with an important source of referral that provides an anticipation of value and builds 
motivation to exchange and combine resources for all parties.   
 
Similarly Sarah McCourtie and Stu McIntyre with their introductions to staff at the HSBC and 
BT respectively provided network centrality to key people in those organisations who could 
make the decision and act upon Xero’s proposal to them.  
 
5.2.3.5 Network Density 
The density of a network refers to the extensiveness of ties between people or 
organisations and provides a measure of the extent to which an actor’s contacts are 
interconnected (Dubini & Aldrich, 1991; Hoang & Antoncic, 2003).  Dense networks enable 
actors to achieve their goals effectively because of the cooperative behaviour of members 
and the high trust embedded in the relationships which control opportunistic behaviours 
(Batjargal, 2007).  For Xero network density has proven useful for spreading information 
about the company, and making its products known to accountants.  With software 
accreditation from the ICAEW, Xero was able to diffuse knowledge and an awareness of the 
company, the product and the certified partner programme with its member body of 
accountants, through newsletters, stands at conferences and speaking appointments.   
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The ICAEW is a semi-closed network whose membership is bound within the accountancy 
sector.  Embodied by the ICAEW’s formalised structure, it provides a professional facility for 
members to become acquainted with other people and organisations within the 
accountancy sector and facilitates the sharing of pertinent information relevant to their 
professional needs.  The ICAEW is representative of a dense network, where actors become 
interconnected through their professional capacity, even outside the confines of ICAEW. 
 
Whilst Hoang and Antoncic (2003) state that the denser the network the less likely new 
information will enter, with existing resources re-circulated within the group, the ICAEW 
may be representative of a balance point, where not all actors are completely connected, 
and with the ICAEW performing a information broker service by bringing in information that 
is relevant to the body from outside the network.  When relevant information enters the 
network, the organisation provides a suitable conduit for it to be circulated.  The ICAEW as a 
professional body with rules of engagement and set protocols establishes shared norms and 
facilitates trustworthiness of those in the group (Coleman, 1988).  Any information that is 
shared would be considered of value, especially where it is endorsed by the governing body.   
 
Similarly their acceptance as the sole partner in the NZICA Catalyst Programme also 
provided the benefit of diffusing information about Xero and their Certified Partner 
Programme to its membership of NZ professional accountants. 
 
5.2.3.6 Structural Holes 
In contrast to network density, Burt (1997) considers that sparse networks with structural 
holes provide greater information benefits.  He defines structural holes as the gaps between 
contacts with non-redundant information.  He states that in the absence of ties between 
actors, people either side of the hole circulate in different information.  By bridging the 
holes, actors have access to new information, opportunities and resources (Batjargal, 2007).   
  
Stu McIntyre, also with very strong farming links to NZ, provided Xero with access to BT’s 
business network through his knowledge of BT’s corporate structure as he worked for them 
in London.  Whilst Stu was unknown to Rod, as an entrepreneur Rod saw an opportunity to 
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potentially leverage Stu’s connections after meeting him on holiday.  Rod’s good use of 
interpersonal skills built a relationship with Stu which essentially was an opportunity to 
bridge a gap between Xero and BT.  This Burt (1997) defines as “spanning structural holes.”  
Stu operated in a circle of information about BT that Rod and Xero had no connection with.  
By building this relationship Rod created an opportunity and saw potential value for Xero 
and himself to learn more about BT and access relationships that Stu had within BT.  The 
information that Stu held ultimately provided strategic value for Xero that assisted in 
achieving one of their UK goals: to form a relationship with a telecommunication carrier.  
This has provided a method to promote the Xero product, utilising the telecommunication 
carrier’s marketing infrastructure and customer base.   
 
Similarly Rod realised Craig Winkler was in an opportunistic position after selling the 
business he founded to a private consortium and de-listing it from the stock exchange, 
leaving no position in the new structure for Craig.  Rod used his contacts to pursue an 
opportunity: “I made it known to a few people I was trying to find his email address or 
phone numbers.”  Again Rod was bridging structural holes between Xero and Craig and 
Craig’s depth of experience and networks of contact in the Australasian accounting market.   
 
Through Rod establishing a relationship with Craig, Xero has benefited by securing a 
substantial financial investor, and created access to Craig’s own social capital of many 
crucial business contacts and knowledge related to the accounting software sector because 
of his extensive business experience with MYOB.  With Craig’s investment and appointment 
to the Xero Board of Directors there is a strong motivation for Craig to share his 
entrepreneurial experience, and knowledge about Xero’s largest competitor, MYOB, and his 
general knowledge of the Australasian accounting market, because he can anticipate value 
in building the wealth of Xero, as he is now a major shareholder and has influence on the 
future success of the company.   
 
The level of contacts and local knowledge he can exchange will have tremendous value in 
growing the Xero market in Australia, providing knowledge on the best access routes in that 
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market and also knowledge of other competitors.  The relationship also (as Rod indicated) 
built Xero’s “credibility” in the eyes of Australians. 
 
5.2.3.7 Network Size 
The network size can be measured by the number of direct links between focal actors and 
other actors, to ascertain the extent to which resources can be accessed (Hoang & Antoncic, 
2003).  The phase a start-up is in determines the size and nature of the network that is 
required (Greve & Salaff, 2003; Larson & Starr, 1993).  Once Xero was established, the size 
of Hamish and Rod’s and Xero’s network varied depending on what they needed to achieve 
in the phase of business development they were in.  Initially it was mainly strong ties with 
close friends that provided the essential resources to start the venture as discussed in 
section 5.2.1.   
 
Once the start-up was launched, Hamish stated he spent a significant amount of time 
developing and broadening his and Xero’s network, as Greve & Salaff (2003) describe.  This 
involves enriching the network relationships of the venture, and establishing a social 
dimension to these relationships (Larson & Starr, 2003).  When Hamish went to the UK, he 
spent a large amount of time developing relationships with “everyone,” building a large 
network of weak ties trying to sell Xero to everyone he met.  After a while he determined 
which networks and events were worthwhile and concentrated his efforts on these, 
containing his networking to a manageable size.  Many of Hamish’s UK contacts became 
good friends as a result of the increasing amount of useful information exchanges, including 
NZ Trade and Enterprise UK Commissioner Michelle Templar, and Eric Tracey and Bernard 
Cazenove, both members of the Beachheads Advisory Board.   
  
Greve and Salaff (2003) indicate that once the venture is established and growing, existing 
relationships are explored more and less time is spent growing the network. Larson and 
Starr (1993) state that relationships tend to operate more at an inter-organisational as 
opposed to a social level.  This position is reflected in Hamish’s revised approach to 
networking and building opportunities since his return to NZ.  He sees the next stage as 
building on the relationships they already have, with Salesforce, Microsoft, HSBC and BT.  He 
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knows he now has time constraints and he can only maintain so many network 
relationships: “As your network becomes bigger and your business requirements become 
bigger, and there is so much demand on your time, it is really hard to just put all your 
energy into developing your network.”   From a structural perspective he is building strong 
ties to access reliable markets and wants to be certain there is an anticipation of value from 
these business relationships, which is specifically about Xero and not him personally.   
 
5.2.4 Transferable Social Capital 
Social capital in one setting can be transferred to another setting, such as developing 
personal relations into business exchanges and the aggregation of social capital of 
individuals into that of organisations (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).   
  
Many relationships established on behalf of Xero were built on Hamish and Rod’s founder 
skill set, their previous business reputation and the personal control they have within the 
company.  Hamish believed this was powerful in building new relationships with 
representatives of organisations: “At important meetings they may not be as giving if you 
aren’t the founder. If they know you are one of the guys who can make decisions, they 
immediately know they are talking to the best people. ” 
 
Hamish felt this was important when initially establishing relationships in the UK, but once 
Xero had a foothold he believed it was more appropriate that Xero appoint someone with 
UK business knowledge and in particular contacts to develop sales channels and 
partnerships for Xero.  Gary Turner, who was appointed Xero’s UK Managing Director, is 
expected to fulfil this need, in the belief that Gary’s own social capital developed in his 
previous business positions within the UK software sector will assist in developing new and 
enhancing existing relationships for Xero. 
 
Hamish utilised the social capital he had with the family business Openside Accounting to 
build business relationships for Xero.  The strong relationship with Openside was leveraged 
within Xero to start the Certified Partner Programme, which was then used to promote and 
continue building the certified partner network with other accounting firms.   
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Hamish also turned a personal exchange with Sarah McCourtie into a business exchange 
with HSBC.  Similarly Xero’s partnership arrangement with Telecom NZ was secured through 
Rod’s own personal contacts from his time working on telecommunication billing systems.  
Rod’s friendship with Stu McIntyre also initiated the BT deal; both this and the Telecom 
partnership have assisted in developing Xero’s organisational network. 
 
As Xero moved from start-up to establishment to growth phases, their individual social 
capital has transferred and developed into Xero’s organisational social capital with personal 
relationships developed with companies such as HSBC and BT expected to further develop 
into inter-organisational relationships with their respective global counterparts. 
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5.3 Relational Dimension 
As previously discussed the main benefit of the structural dimension of social capital is in 
providing access and a level of anticipated value for the parties.  Many of these same 
relationships are also affected by the relational dimension of social capital with each 
dimension being intertwined and often reinforcing each other (Liao & Welsch, 2005). 
 
The relational dimension is concerned with the nature of the relationship that Nahapiet and 
Ghoshal (1998) consider involves trust, norms, obligations and expectations and 
identification, which will be discussed in the following sections.  They consider this 
dimension influences access of the parties, anticipation of value to exchange and combine 
resources and the motivation of the parties to engage in a relationship. 
 
5.3.1 Trust 
Trust is thought to be the fundamental element that determines the strength of the link and 
the permanence of the tie, which reduces the risk for the parties involved (Dubini & Aldrich, 
1991).  Trust helps to eliminate uncertainty, and where two parties trust each other they 
will be more willing to exchange and combine resources (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998).   
 
When Hamish and Rod were initially formalising the idea for Xero and mobilising resources, 
trust was paramount in the success of relationship transactions.  They discussed the idea 
with “trusted” friends; people they knew and could trust would give good advice in return.  
This trust was built up over many transactions which gave Hamish and Rod a “knowing” 
because of a past experience that had been satisfactory. 
 
Similarly recruiting staff to work for Xero and approaching colleagues for Directors 
appointments was limited to people trusted by Rod and Hamish who they knew had suitable 
skills, and in return they trusted that Rod and Hamish were competent and able to deliver 
on their promises, which they endorsed by investing in the Xero start-up venture.  There 
was an anticipation of value and a motivation for both parties to exchange and combine 
resources. 
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Raising the necessary capital demonstrated significant levels of trust by investors. 
Reputation provides a foundation for trust which Putnam (1995) describes as essential in 
close knit business communities.  As Hamish indicated, they leveraged Rod’s “good 
reputation” to get family, friends and employees to invest.  Competence, reliability, concern 
and openness are attributes of trust (Mishira, 1996), which is demonstrated in the pre-
securing of investments for the IPO by Hamish and Rod.  They had a reputation of 
competence based on their past business experience, they were seen as reliable, both with 
successful business achievements.  They were open and honest that the venture was risky 
and had the potential to lose money.  They approached people whom they knew had the 
financial resources to invest and could afford to lose their money in such an investment.  As 
Hamish indicated, they warned investors and showed concern for the implications if the 
investment was lost: “If this thing tips over, and it could, we don’t want you coming back to 
us and saying ‘I’ve lost my house and my marriage has crashed’.”      
 
At this very early stage they did not have a product and therefore could not project cash 
flows based on early sales.  Even four years after the dotcom shakeout, internet start-ups 
were and still are today considered a high risk venture.  Their business model around 
software as a service (SaaS) was relatively unknown, and certainly there were no success 
stories for businesses modelled on SaaS in New Zealand, where the majority of investors 
hailed from.   
 
Even FirstNZ Capital placed their faith in the reputations of Hamish and Rod in the belief 
they were competent and could do what was suggested.  Such trust could have only been 
established because Rod and Hamish could demonstrate a track record, existing support and 
solid reputations.  Whilst First NZ Capital would earn a fee for running the share issue, they 
were promoting the investment to their clients, which meant their own good reputation 
was also at stake, and they would not have wanted to be known to promote offers doomed 
to fail.   
 
This, as Mishira (1996) states, is because FirstNZ Capital and all early investors had a belief 
in the good intent of that party.  Hamish and Rod were able to eliminate a level of perceived 
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risk, which assisted in generating a willingness and readiness to exchange.  For both parties 
there was an anticipation of value: Xero could secure necessary investment and investors 
had the potential to make money from the investment.  It also facilitated motivation, 
especially from the investors’ perspective, because they had faith based on past activities 
and a belief it would return benefits. 
 
In addition the Board of Directors established through close friends of Hamish and Rod’s 
represented a balance of skills and knowledge to run a business, and provided reassurance 
and a good reputation to their investors.  This was especially important for the unknown 
“Mum and Dad” investors that were secured through the IPO, because that demonstrated 
the company was in “good hands” and would be well run, and therefore a company that 
could be trusted to deliver on its promises.   
 
5.3.1.1 Building Trust in Xero’s Customer Network 
Rod viewed the delivery of accounting services to small businesses as a long term business 
venture because he considered it involved building “personal relationships with lots of small 
businesses,” effectively Xero’s customer network.  For Xero it has been important to build 
trust within its customer network that provides the motivation for customers to be part of it 
and also to remain part of it. 
 
The success of the IPO was very important for Xero in being able to demonstrate a strong 
capital base.  To customers it indicated security and provided a perception of longevity that 
enabled Xero to build long term relationships with customers, a necessity under the SaaS 
revenue model.  Rod and Hamish wanted clients to trust that Xero was going to be around 
for a significant amount of time, so that they would be prepared to store their trusted 
financial information with Xero, in a remote location away from their personal computer 
and customers would continue to pay regular monthly subscriptions. 
 
The Back Office Support System (BOSS) was built in-house to ensure that customers receive 
what is needed and builds trust with the customer that Xero delivers a good service with the 
appropriate functionality.  Under the SaaS model they have released software upgrades at 
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least once every month, which they believe has accelerated a trust relationship with their 
customers and certified partner network.  This was particularly important in the very early 
days of the product launch, as it demonstrated to the customers that Xero was listening and 
acting upon customer feedback, all managed though the system application BOSS. 
 
They have also developed trust with customers through leveraging the trust and reputation 
of large institutions they have partnered with and therefore are associated with. Cohen and 
Prusak (2001) suggest trust by association enables the assessment of trustworthiness in the 
absence of personal experience.  Whilst many potential customers may not know much 
about Xero, especially in overseas markets away from the New Zealand media, being 
associated with a major telecommunication company or a bank or one of the top accounting 
practices, immediately eliminates the uncertainty of the unknown.  By association, Xero’s 
reputation and trust is associated with the partner.  The benefit of this is giving a strong 
signal to the customer: “this company has trusted them, so why shouldn’t we.”  So the trust 
that manifests in one relationship can be used to build trust in others.  
 
5.3.1.2 Trust Brokers and Roll-Over Trust 
Uzzi (1996) defines the transfers of trust based on the recommendation of others as “roll 
over” trust.  Cohen and Prusak (2001) state that “trust brokers” are people who vouch for 
others and facilitate introductions, providing a valuable source of trust in the absence of 
personal knowledge.  Sarah McCourtie who provided the introduction to HSBC acted as a 
trust broker for Hamish.  Similarly Stu McIntyre provided Hamish and Rod with introductions 
at BT.  In both of these cases the introduction and roll over trust provided motivation for an 
exchange to occur.  It enabled a relationship to be built with people completely unknown to 
Hamish and Rod, which ultimately established relationships between Xero and BT, and Xero 
and HSBC.  It provided the benefit of saving time and knowledge in eliminating the level of 
effort necessary to find and persuade the key people to meet and talk.  In today’s business 
world key business people and decision makers are constantly being approached with 
propositions, and will be hesitant to agree to meet if they are not provided with some form 
of assurance that the time will be well spent.  A referral by a business colleague can provide 
the necessary level of trust to commit to such meetings. 
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Members of the Advisory Board of the Beachheads Programme also acted as trust brokers 
for Hamish and Xero.  Hamish indicated they introduced him to many business contacts 
throughout the UK, and on the basis of their recommendation assisted Hamish and Xero to 
build relationships with the referred people and organisations.   
 
It was also through one of the Beachheads advisors, Charles Ward, that Hamish learnt about 
the Intellect group.  Intellect provided an excellent way to formalise the SaaS Business 
Cluster within a neutral setting, where the trust of the Intellect Group rolled over to the 
SaaS Cluster, which ultimately assisted in removing any mistrust of hidden agendas and 
enabled the group to meet and share experiences and information about running a SaaS 
business with the aim of benefiting all in the cluster. 
   
5.3.1.3 Trust Facilitates Gossip 
In close knit business communities Cohen and Prusak (2001) indicate trust plays a powerful 
role in facilitating gossip.  For Hamish and Xero this was a major benefit of being associated 
with committees and organisations that were specific to accountancy such as the NZ IRD Tax 
Enhancements for Tax Agents committee, the NZICA Tax Advisory Group, the NZICA Catalyst 
Programme and the ICAEW through the software accreditation.  As Hamish indicated, 
because they knew him as a Chartered Accountant and knew about the product, “they were 
intrigued to find out more.”  These networks provided the benefit of sharing news about 
Hamish, his company and its product.  They could criticise or promote the product, either as 
“good advice” or a “warning” to colleagues as members of the same trusted professional 
group. 
 
5.3.2 Norms, Obligations and Expectations 
Norms represent a degree of consensus in the social system, while obligations are a 
commitment or duty to undertake some activity in the future (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).  
Norms are expectations that bind (Kramer & Goldman, 1995), and that govern group 
behaviours (Yoong, Abbott, Toland, Molina, & Joe, 2005/2006).  Coleman (1990) 
distinguishes obligations from generalised norms, stating obligations are expectations that 
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are developed within personal relationships, whereas norms forgo self-interest and are in 
the interests of the collective (Coleman, 1988).    
  
The SaaS business group was established with an expectation that all members would put 
aside any competitive element, so that they could collectively address problems each may 
be experiencing individually.  Cooperation rather than competition is an important aspect of 
the group’s ability to function effectively.  This ensures all members believe they can benefit 
from being part of the group and results in trusting one another and ultimately a better 
exchange and combination of information.  Naphiet and Ghoshal (1998) indicate that 
cooperation facilitates trust and in turn by trusting each other, facilitates cooperation 
between the parties. 
  
5.3.2.1 Openness as a Norm 
Napahiet and Ghoshal (1998) note the importance of cooperation rather than competition 
in knowledge intensive firms, where openness and teamwork as norms build loyalty through 
an open disclosure of information.  Openness has been embedded into the Xero culture, 
which Hamish describes as “transparency... can’t lie to customers, and you definitely can’t 
lie to staff.”   Right from the outset Rod was honest with Hamish and the major shareholders 
that he wished to maintain a major shareholding, which set the rules of exchange for any 
major Xero business decisions.  Rod was also open about his style of working, where he 
clearly states he needs both staff and Board to work alongside his vision, not to hold him 
back, and the need to avoid unnecessary time spent justifying decisions or explaining 
direction.  This has defined Xero’s working environment and the teamwork culture for both 
staff and Board. 
 
The openness transfers to existing and potential customers, as in the example of the tri-
meter faces that determine how customers feel about using Xero.  Customers are able to 
provide feedback in the form of happy, sad or indifferent faces and all the results are openly 
published on the Xero website.  Rod considers this creates “a positive buzz,” because 
customers believe Xero know how customers feel about the product.   
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Kollmann and Kucketz (2006) indicate good communication and exchange of information 
with investors builds trust and confidence which potentially adds up to loyalty.  The Xero 
blog is available to any visitor to its website.  Xero uses this method to share information 
about the company such as events, news, what staff are up to, awards, opinions and 
business commentary, and at times to amuse and entertain, and readers are invited to 
participate in topic threads.  As part of Xero’s “open brand,” Rod blogged the company’s 
customer numbers which became known as the Hockey Stick.  This resulted in many positive 
comments including one investor and also a customer thanking Rod for his “transparency.”   
 
With business partners and alliances, Rod indicates they had a philosophy of openness and 
see it as integral in the success of these Xero relationships.  He considers it a two-way 
relationship, where if Xero is good to them, then there is an expectation that they will 
reciprocate and be good to Xero.   
  
5.3.2.2 Reciprocal Expectations 
Adler and Kwon (2002) define generalised reciprocity as something you do for someone else 
today, leading to an understanding that they will do something for you at some point in the 
future.  When both Rod and Hamish are building networks they initiate actions which will 
result in an expectation that the other party will one day reciprocate.  Rod described this as 
“jelly beans in the jar,” where he will find a way to do something for people he is 
deliberately working to build a relationship with to establish a contact that he can use at a 
later date: “...‘what can I do to help them’ – you might surprise them with an introduction 
or a lead some time later.  Keep clocking up points – never know when they will be useful.” 
    
Similarly when Hamish went to England he actively worked at building his networks, doing 
things to try and help other people which he believed “...was part of becoming known as a 
‘good guy’... Immediately I was able to give, not just receive.  This way I was able to build 
relationships and win some favours that people owe you.” 
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5.3.2.3 Contractual Obligation 
Casson and Della Giusta (2007) view obligations as the basis on which social groups are 
formed; when an obligation to another party is recognised then the other party will 
recognise an obligation to them.  When Xero partnered with BT the obligations of both 
parties were formalised with a legal contract.  Casson and Della Giusta state contractual 
obligations are a reciprocal set of promises that in business are regarded as of the utmost 
importance.  As discussed in the case, a lot of importance was placed on the contract with 
BT, which confirmed both parties’ acceptance of the terms and conditions of the deal.  As 
Hamish indicated, even once they had passed the first hurdle and BT had given a verbal 
indication they wanted to do business together, they did not know they had a deal until the 
contract had been successfully negotiated.   
     
5.3.3 Identity 
Cohen and Prusak (2001) assimilate identity with membership, implying a connection of 
trust, understanding and mutuality that supports cohesive and collaborative action.  
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) state this increases the frequency of exchanging and 
combining information and resources and the opportunities to do so.   
 
When developing the product, Xero utilised the services of colleagues who had small 
businesses and were happy to assist with advising on and testing the product.  As Hamish 
indicated, “they were just excited to be part of it and influence it.”  These people provided 
their time and know-how free of charge and did so because they wanted to be identified 
with the project.  Combined with the trust and faith they held in Hamish and Rod, they 
showed an understanding of the importance of helping to get the product right and were 
happy to collaborate. 
 
Similarly Mark Hallett was keen to be associated with Xero, and was motivated to be part of 
the company, as Hamish said: “He liked the product and he liked our story,” which was 
conducive to exchanging and combining resources.   
 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) state identification with a group or collective enhances 
concern for the collective’s processes and outcomes, which increases the opportunities to 
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exchange and combine resources.  In formalising the SaaS Business Cluster under the 
Intellect umbrella, Intellect provided a code of conduct that promoted the primary aim of 
the group to foster collaboration for the collective good of the UK technology sector.  This 
assisted in neutralising any potential competitive conflicts between members through 
grounding the group within a much greater common good. 
 
The KEA group also facilitated the building of relationships centred on Kiwi identity and 
loyalty in the form of supporting NZ businesses.  Xero used the commercial arm of KEA to 
promote its UK launch to New Zealanders living in the UK and working for British companies.  
The relationship that Hamish formed with Sarah McCourtie from HSBC was founded on their 
identifying with NZ and supporting the collective good of contributing to the future 
prosperity of New Zealand which could be achieved through sharing of knowledge, contacts 
and opportunities as defined within the KEA mission and objective.  This provided the 
motivation and anticipation of value by exchanging and combining resources related to 
obtaining bank feeds with HSBC.  Similarly this position may equate with Stu MacIntyre’s 
motivation to assist Xero with introductions to staff of BT. 
 
Hamish’s identity as a Chartered Accountant provided an important reference point for 
building relationships related to Xero and its product with accountants and accounting 
practices in NZ and the UK.  Initially the company and product did not have its own 
reputation, and Hamish’s professional accountancy background assisted in building this 
reputation.  His professional standing within the framework of accountancy was useful in 
making contacts and provided a useful referral for Xero with Hamish as one of its founders.   
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5.4 Cognitive Dimension  
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) state the cognitive dimension of social capital refers to “those 
resources providing shared representation, interpretations and systems of meaning among 
parties” (p. 244).  They indicate it involves the sharing of knowledge resources through a 
shared language and vocabulary and also with collective narratives.   
 
Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) indicate a shared vision embodies the collective goals and 
aspirations in a group that alleviate misunderstandings and promote opportunities to 
exchange ideas and resources freely, because they see the value it brings to the collective 
group.  Xero has a shared vision which has been important for the staff and Board to work 
towards.  With a short development schedule it was critical they efficiently work together.  
Tsai and Ghoshal state that a shared vision acts as a bonding mechanism which helps 
different parts of an organisation to integrate and combine resources. 
 
As the project grew, Xero believed it was important that all members of staff were involved 
and knew what was happening within the company and could contribute to group 
discussions easily, no matter what location they were working in.  To facilitate this sharing 
of information they implemented an electronic product to provide a sense of the “water 
cooler chat,” that enabled online chat, discussion boards and a knowledge base.  In a rapidly 
changing development environment, staff could keep abreast with what was going on and 
thus maintain the shared vision.  This provided a sense of inclusion that motivated and 
provided the capability to exchange and combine resources.   
 
Xero’s back office system BOSS also facilitates an important repository for knowledge 
sharing.  Through managing and analysing customer feedback, Xero can prioritise customer 
requested enhancements and problems, which has proven to be an important source of 
information to build trust within their customer network and provide the capability for 
customers to share information.   
 
The SaaS business cluster was initially established to informally share and learn from the 
experiences of SaaS accounting vendors in the UK.  It beginnings centred with the English 
social ritual of a meeting over a “cup of tea”, evolving into a regular relaxed social meeting 
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over “a few beers” at the aptly named “Counting House” pub.  Pub, an abbreviation of 
public house, is representative of a place that is central in the English community, known for 
centuries as a meeting place for friends, colleagues and business people to chat (Pubs.com, 
n.d.).  It provided a congenial environment for cluster members to share experiences related 
to the common subject of SaaS.  Both the constructs of having a cup of tea and then 
meeting at the pub provided the framework to build informal relationships and trust within 
the group before it was formalised under the Intellect umbrella.   
 
The group’s collaboration can assist in determining best practice, and to promote 
knowledge and awareness of the SaaS concept in the wider business community.  The 
upcoming release of a SaaS user’s guide is the first step to bring together and document the 
knowledge from the collective group about SaaS and its business adoption.  Anderson, Park 
and Jack (2007) indicate that effective knowledge exchange is a key component in the 
development of successful economic clusters. They state the ability to be in close proximity 
benefits firms engaged in new activities that rely on recent knowledge, which is best shared 
in a face-to-face manner.  In evolving technology fields much of the knowledge is yet to 
reach the public and can be difficult to articulate and transfer unless those that possess it 
are willing to demonstrate it to others, which the planned events with invited guest 
speakers should assist in facilitating.   
 
As shown, a meeting in congenial circumstances can assist in facilitating knowledge sharing; 
Lee and Jones (2008) also indicate that other facets of language sharing are important.  
Their studies indicate face-to-face meetings assist in building shared common goals.  The 
regular meeting of the SaaS group at the Counting House enabled members to get to know 
each other and reassured them of the purpose of meeting.  Similarly Rod flying to the UK for 
the BT meeting as opposed to joining them via conference call was also important to 
demonstrate the importance he placed on meeting with BT.  Hamish further  indicated they 
broke the ice at important meetings with a “Kiwi” joke which Lee and Jones indicates 
facilitates the ebb and flow of face-to-face communication.  Activities like these, Lee and 
Jones state, build trust and therefore facilitate a motivation to exchange and combine 
information resources. 
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5.5 Conclusion 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) model of social capital with its structural, relational and 
cognitive dimensions has provided a useful method to show the importance of social capital 
in providing resource benefits for Hamish and Rob in the establishment of Xero.   
  
The structural dimension has shown that network ties predominantly provided access to 
resources, and for Hamish and Rod as entrepreneurs, it has highlighted the importance of 
having a balance of weak and strong ties depending on the nature of resources they 
needed.  Strong ties proved useful in the early phase of the start-up, where highly reliable 
sources were necessary for areas such as finance and human resources.  As the business 
developed, weak ties provided access to new information and resources to develop and 
grow the business, with network diversity useful to broaden their span of action, as 
particularly evident when endeavouring to tap into the large and unknown UK market.  
Network configuration identified that building relationships through KEA, ICAEW, the 
Beachheads Programme and recruiting UK staff enabled diversification of their networks 
which gave access to many new contacts, knowledge and resources.  The networks also 
provided centrality in the ability to reach useful contacts through intermediaries.  Rod also 
demonstrated that by spanning structural holes he was able to establish new sources of 
resources for Xero, particularly through Stu McIntyre’s BT contacts, and Craig Winkler’s Xero 
investment and Board appointment.  The high level of social capital that Rod and Hamish 
have has assisted in gaining financial access, skilled staff, key competitive information and 
potential customers.  It is apparent that the social capital that Hamish and Rod individually 
brought to the business has been able to build social capital for Xero.  Hamish and Rod have 
extensively used their personal contacts to create Xero’s organisational relationships.   
 
The relational dimension has highlighted the importance of existing trust and reputation in 
providing the motivation to exchange and combine resources for Hamish and Rod, 
especially in the early start to secure critical resources such as money and people.  Xero has 
worked hard to build trust in their customer network as they have seen this as critical to 
securing and retaining customers.  This has been achieved through their back office system, 
having a strong capital base and through strategic alliances with large and trusted 
organisations such as BT, HSBC and major accounting firms.  They have also benefited from 
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referral trust to form new relationships, in particular due to their reputations from past 
business experiences and through formalised networks such as the Beachheads Programme 
and the professional accounting networks, ICAEW and NZICA.  Xero works within an open 
philosophy that they incorporate into all aspects of the business which assists in building a 
cooperative workplace and facilitates trust through transparency.  There is strong evidence 
that they value relationships and believe that generalised reciprocity is important in building 
relationships where they need to give and not just take.  Identifying as a New Zealander was 
useful in developing business networks while overseas.  It was also evident that people and 
businesses wanted to identify with Xero and happily provided resources and became part of 
establishing Xero.  Hamish’s background as a chartered accountant proved extremely useful 
in providing a professional credential to Xero and its product, all of which assisted in 
building trust and facilitating motivation and the anticipation of value and exchange.   
 
The importance of the cognitive dimension in facilitating the capability to exchange is 
apparent.  The shared vision has been at the core of the Xero team.  It has provided the 
backbone for them to build the product quickly without misunderstandings.  It is important 
that Xero is able to share information with its staff so that all staff are aware of what is 
happening in the company, to keep abreast of the vision, and to feel included.  Similarly the 
back office system is the knowledge sharing repository that ensures customers are able to 
provide customer feedback easily.  The SaaS business cluster has also been established to 
facilitate knowledge sharing within the group and the wider business audience.  Through 
congenial meetings and latterly through the Intellect group they have been able to build the 
group without competition becoming an issue.  Meeting face-to-face has assisted the group 
in getting to know each other, facilitating knowledge sharing and working towards a 
collective goal which has been identified as beneficial to high technology ventures. 
 
What is apparent from using the model is the difficulty of singling out one dimension in 
isolation due to the multifaceted way social relationships occur, evolve and develop.  Most 
relationships entail more than one dimension of social capital and each dimension has a 
bearing on the other.  For example strong ties were critical to obtain start-up resources to 
launch the Xero venture, but many of these resources were not available just because a 
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person was known well, but facilitated by the level of trust they have in each other.  
Similarly weak tie relationships that established partnership arrangements with BT and 
HSBC were not facilitated because they happened to meet, but because there was an 
underlying desire to support a NZ company in the UK business market and having a shared 
identification with NZ played a major factor in motivating the exchange to occur.  Likewise 
the BOSS system provides cognitive value in that it facilitates information sharing but also 
facilitates customers’ trust because sharing information will result in a better system for 
them.  Similarly a shared vision and common goals affect levels of trust and the level of 
knowledge sharing that can occur in a team environment.  So whilst one dimension may 
have a strong influence on anticipated value, access to parties, motivation or capability, 
other dimensions also have a major and complementing bearing on these same factors 
which enables a successful exchange and combination of resources to occur.  
 
To close, Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) model has provided a useful tool to assess the 
benefits of social capital.  Through each dimension it has been apparent that Hamish, Rod 
and Xero have benefited by having access to valuable resources for the venture.  In many 
instances their social capital has assisted in making this happen quickly and efficiently.  
Saving time is critical in the high technology sector, with the need to get a product to 
market quickly to beat potential competitors and also to provide the necessary revenue to 
sustain the venture.  Referral has also played an important part in securing resources that 
provided trust and assisted in finding opportunities.  Many of the relationships focused on 
closeness that has created a bond between each of the parties, enabling Xero to go forward 
and develop strongly as a single unit.  They have also benefited from new sources of 
information by creating a bridge between unrelated parties.  The various forms of social 
capital evident in this case have made Xero distinct from its competitors, who would find it 
difficult to emulate this source of competitive advantage.   
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Appendix A – Telecom and Xero Media Advertisement 
 
Example of Telecom New Zealand Media Campaign that included Xero 
 
 
Source: Xero Blog (Drury, 2009 March 11) 
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Appendix B – National Differences across World Internet Markets 
  
Dimension Types of Difference 
Infrastructure International bandwidth 
 
Dominant visual interface, i.e. PC, TV, 
mobile phone 
 Cost of internet use 
Geographical 
distance 
Distribution and restocking logistics  
Language 
Search engines and directories are local 
and language specific 
 
Marketing always takes place in the 
buyer’s language 
 Contractual details  
Buyer Behaviour Tastes, preferences vary 
 Culture of catalogue sales 
 Different holiday dates 
 Price elasticity of demand 
User Demographics Proportion of female users 
 Proportion of urban users 
Payment Systems Credit cards, COD, bank transfers 
 Legal and cultural norms regarding credit 
 Security 
Currency Quoting prices 
 Exchange rate variance 
Reputation Location of website 
 Origin of products or service being sold 
  
Source:  Guillèn (2002) 
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Appendix C – Accounting Software in the United States 
 
Package   License Market focus   Type   Structure   
24SevenOffice 
Software as 
a Service 
Low to Mid-
Market 
 ? Web based 
Access 
Accounting 
Proprietary Mid-Market 
Financials, Customer Relationship 
Management, Manufacturing, Job 
Costing, POS, Stock, ERP, Business 
Intelligence, CIS, Payroll 
Stand alone 
ACCPAC Proprietary Mid-Market ERP 
Stand alone and 
web based 
AME 
Accounting 
Software 
Proprietary 
Low to Mid-
Market 
Payroll, General Ledger, Accounts 
Receivable, Accounts Payable, 
Double-entry Accounting, Small 
Business Accounting 
Stand alone 
Baan Proprietary 
Mid to Low-
Market 
ERP 
Stand alone and 
web based 
Banana 
Accounting 
Proprietary 
Low to Mid-
Market 
GL; Double-Entry Accounting; Small-
Business Accounting; etc. 
Stand alone 
COA Solutions Proprietary 
Mid-Market to 
High End 
ERP Stand alone 
CODA Proprietary Mid-Market 
GL; AP; AR; Analytics; 
Integration[disambiguation 
needed]; etc. 
Stand 
alone/web 
access 
Compeat Proprietary 
Restaurant 
management 
Accounting, Inventory Control, 
Commissary, Payroll, Scheduling 
Stand alone 
Cubit 
Accounting 
Proprietary Mid-Market ERP, CRM, POS Web based 
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Package   License Market focus   Type   Structure   
Cougar 
Mountain 
Software 
Proprietary 
Low to Mid 
Market 
Business Accounting, POS Retail, 
Nonprofit, Inventory Control 
Stand alone and 
web based 
CYMA Systems Proprietary 
Low to Mid 
Market 
 ? Stand alone 
EasyAs 
Accounting 
Software 
Proprietary 
Low to Mid 
Market 
Single Entry, Small Business 
Accounting 
Stand alone 
FirstOffice Proprietary Low Market  ? Stand alone 
FinanceToGo Proprietary 
Low to Mid 
Market 
Double-entry Accounting, 
Mortgage/Loan/Profit & Loss 
Accounts, Share Portfolio 
Management, Small Business 
Accounting 
Stand alone 
FlexAccount Proprietary 
Mid to High End 
Market 
ERP, Manufacturing, Intercompany, 
Multicurrency, Budgeting, Reporting, 
Analysis 
Stand alone and 
web based 
Fortora Fresh 
Finance 
Proprietary Personal  ? Stand alone 
HansaWorld Proprietary Mid Market 
ERP, CRM, Sales Management, 
Manufacturing, Job Costing, Stock, 
POS, Rental, Calendaring, Service 
Orders, Webshop, Loans, Alerts, 
Hospitality Management, Document 
Management, Graphical Resource 
Planning 
Stand alone & 
WAN ready 
Integrated 
Office 
Accounting 
Proprietary 
Low to Mid-
Market 
Payroll, General Ledger, Accounts 
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Small 
Business Accounting, Inventory 
Control, Manufacturing, POS, Order 
Entry, Job Costing 
Stand alone - 
Multi-User - 
Terminal Server 
- WAN 
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Package   License Market focus   Type   Structure   
Lawson 
Software 
Proprietary 
Mid to Large 
size Enterprises 
ERP, CRM, SCM, PM, e-Commerce, 
BI 
Web based 
Mamut 
Software 
Limited 
Proprietary 
Low to Mid 
Market 
ERP, CRM, e-commerce Stand alone 
Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 
Proprietary Mid Market 
ERP, SCM, CRM, WMS, Project mgmt, 
Manufacturing, Intercompany, 
Multicurrency, Cost Accounting, 
Reporting & Analysis services 
Stand alone and 
web based 
Microsoft 
Dynamics GP 
Proprietary Mid Market  ? Stand alone 
Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV 
Proprietary Mid Market  ? Stand alone 
Microsoft 
Dynamics SL 
Proprietary Mid Market  ? 
Stand alone and 
web based 
Microsoft 
Money 
Proprietary Personal  ? Stand alone 
Microsoft 
Office 
Accounting 
Proprietary Low Market  ? Stand alone 
Moneydance Proprietary Personal 
Double-Entry Accounting, multi-
currency 
Stand alone 
MYOB Proprietary 
Low to High End 
Market 
Small business and commercial 
accounting. Payroll and POS 
Stand alone 
NetSuite 
Software as 
a Service 
Mid Market CRM, ERP, ecommerce Web based 
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Package   License Market focus   Type   Structure   
NolaPro 
Software as 
a Service or 
Freeware 
Low to High End 
Market 
Double-Entry Accounting, Small 
Business Accounting, Inventory 
Control, Order Entry/Tracking, Payroll, 
ERP, ecommerce, POS 
Stand alone and 
web based 
Openda QX Proprietary 
Low to Mid 
Market 
CRM, ERP Stand alone 
Oracle E-
Business Suite 
Proprietary High Market ERP Web based 
Peachtree by 
Sage 
Proprietary 
Low-end to 
High end 
Business management. Stand alone 
Pegasus 
Software 
Opera II 
Proprietary Mid-market  ? Stand alone 
POS Solutions Proprietary 
Newsagency 
pharmacy 
POS Stand alone 
Quasar 
Accounting 
Proprietary  ?  ? Stand alone 
QuickBooks 
Enterprise 
Solutions 
Proprietary Mid Market Business management, Payroll Stand alone 
Quicken Proprietary Personal  ? Stand alone 
Sage Proprietary 
Accounting 
Firms 
CRM, Payroll Stand alone 
Sage Line 50 Proprietary 
Low-market (for 
SME) 
 ? Stand alone 
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Package   License Market focus   Type   Structure   
Sage Pastel 
Evolution 
Proprietary 
Small, Medium 
to Mid-size 
Enterprises 
(SMME) 
Financials,Inventory, 
Manufacturing, Job Costing, POS, 
Procurement, CRM, Business 
Intelligence, Payroll & HR 
Stand alone 
Sage PFW ERP Proprietary Mid-market ERP, Process Manufacturing Stand alone 
SAP Business 
One 
Proprietary 
Small & Midsize 
Enterprises 
(SME) 
ERP, e-Commerce Stand alone 
SAP ERP Proprietary 
Midsize to High-
end 
ERP, CRM, SCM, SRM, PLM, GTS, e-
commerce, Business Intelligence, 
Mobile Business 
Stand alone and 
web based 
Simply 
Accounting 
Proprietary Low-end 
Business Accounting, Retail, Inventory 
Control 
Stand alone 
Tally Proprietary Mid-market payroll Stand alone 
Ubikwiti 
Software as 
a Service 
Low to High End 
markets 
Easily customizable online accounting 
and business management software, 
personal finance. 
Web based 
You Need a 
Budget (YNAB) 
Proprietary Personal 
Personal spending management, with 
an emphasis on budgeting 
Stand alone 
Source: Wikipedia (2009, July 16) 
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Appendix D – Research Consents 
